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Introduction

Deborah Bird Rose and Thom van Dooren

We were talking about animal charisma and extinctions. Our conversation 
turned this way and that as we considered what it takes to capture human 
imagination in this perilous era known as the Anthropocene, a time when much 
of the diversity of life on Earth is being lost through human action. Because 
of the pervasive impact of human agency, pathways toward life and death are 
formed or lost through calls that elicit, or do not elicit, human desire for another 
creature’s continuing existence. Fur is not necessary, we realised, thinking of 
much of the world’s relatively recent love affair with whales, but being a mammal 
certainly helps. We thought of the fetching, anthropomorphically cuddly 
images of pandas, and the elegant, dangerous glamour of tigers. We don’t share 
our lives with these creatures day by day, but they capture our imagination. 
Our minds swim with Moby Dick and flare with tigers burning bright. We pay 
large sums to visit pandas and other others in zoos. Given that these creatures 
who are so vividly present in our imaginative lives are nonetheless on the edge 
of loss, what hope could there possibly be for the countless other creatures 
who are less visible, less beautiful, less a part of our cultural lives? What of 
the unloved others, the ones who are disregarded, or who may be lost through 
negligence? What of the disliked and actively vilified others, those who may 
be specifically targeted for death? Then, too, what of those whose lives become 
objects of control in the name of conservation, and those whose lives are caught 
in the cross-hairs of conflicting human desires?

This collection is one response to these questions. We invited scholars whose 
work has moved and influenced us to write on the topic of unloved others. It 
was an open brief, and the essays convey a depth and breadth of engagement 
that itself is testimony to the significance and urgency of the focal questions. 
Each essay takes up questions of love, and each focuses on the ‘arts of inclusion’ 
(Tsing) whereby life on Earth is cherished, or abandoned, in its own real 
vitality. Anna Tsing tells us that a new science studies is afoot—one whose 
key characteristic is multispecies love. She writes that ‘unlike earlier forms of 
science studies, its raison d’être is not, mainly, the critique of science, although 
it can be critical. Instead, it allows something new: passionate immersion in the 
lives of the nonhumans being studied’. The determination to speak and live 
this love is a widespread, and yet still somewhat hidden, dimension of many 
branches of knowledge. Anthropologists, philosophers, geographers and many 
others are impelled to write and think about love in this time of extinction. As 
Matthew Chrulew puts it in his essay on the animals whose lives are coerced in 
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the interests of the preservation of species, the gap ‘between the overloved and 
the unloved, between the politics of life and death, bios and thanatos, brings 
into stark relief one of the central ethical questions of our time: how should we 
love in a time of extinction?’

Each of the essays in this collection takes up one or more aspects of these key 
issues. Anna Tsing writes of the wild matsutake mushrooms and the loving 
science that surrounds them. She contrasts the coercive science of plantations, 
where plants are forced to grow and produce, with the love of wild mushrooms 
and their indeterminate multispecies forest worlds. Her essay is a call for 
passionate immersion, and in the best essay tradition, she performs her thesis as 
well as expounding it. No one who reads it will be able to think of mushrooms, 
or love, in the same ways as they did before. 

Mick Smith challenges us to think about multispecies ethics when the others are 
unseen. In a beautiful weaving together of the philosophies of Scheler, Heidegger 
and Levinas, he articulates the necessary conditions of an ecological ethics that 
works with and from the ‘fellow feeling’ that arises in humans as members of 
multispecies communities of life, and that seeks to embrace that which is not 
seen as well as that which is seen. An ecological ethics, he contends, rests ‘in 
appreciating the not entirely comprehensible ways in which … individuals … 
constitute a part of a community of myriad beings which appear to each other in 
all kinds of ways, as commensual, as mutualistic, as parasite, as prey, as resources, 
as co-evolved and evolving beings’. Ecological ethics, he suggests, may consist 
in humans’ un-selfish ‘benevolence’ initiated through ‘fellow-feeling’ within 
the community of myriad beings. 

And what about vultures—those scavengers of the dead? In modern western 
thought they symbolise awful deaths, but in India they are key members of 
multispecies communities, cleaning up the dead, both human and nonhuman. Or 
so they were until their numbers began to plummet in India in recent decades, 
leading to real fears that they may become extinct in the wild. Thom van Dooren 
examines the intimate entanglements of life and death in these multispecies 
communities and documents the cascade of impacts that will likely follow from 
the loss of vultures. In his analysis, the complex and shifting category of the 
‘unloved’ is expanded to include the lives of some humans—alongside vultures 
and myriad others—as beings that are necessarily caught up in the escalating 
death of species in our time.

Jim Hatley pushes against a widespread human aversion in his analysis of 
the tick. He takes up the question of biodicy—the biological equivalent of 
theodicy—and probes the question of how we may love that which causes 
us to suffer. Hatley’s subtle and challenging conclusion is that to keep faith 
with unloved others is, in its heart, to keep faith with life itself. The humble 
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(horrible) tick, he reminds us, is one of our many co-evolved Earth others. An 
assent to the hunger that causes the tick to seek us out is thus an assent to life, 
our own as well as others’.

Bogong moths have captured Kate Rigby’s imagination; in her early years 
they were objects of dread, and as she came to honour their migratory feats 
she came to cherish them in themselves. In her social and natural history of 
changing human/moth relationships, focussing on Canberra in the past century, 
she explores the instability of oppositions between migration and invasion, 
abjection and celebration. She returns us, though, to the fact that it is humans 
who will make the difference for moths, and she suggests that paradoxically it 
may be that moths will become more widely cherished when their tasty and 
nutritious little bodies become part of the family dinner. 

Donna Haraway writes about the artist Patricia Piccinini, ‘a compelling story 
teller in the radical experimental lineage of feminist science fiction’. Amongst 
Piccinini’s figures is a group aptly labelled ‘Nature’s Little Helpers’—fabulated 
protectors, surrogates, and more, for some of Australia’s most endangered 
species. Like so many of Piccinini’s progeny, these critters are indescribably 
strange, transgenic, nonhuman, transhuman, posthuman… Haraway presses us 
to think with Piccinini about ‘worlding’, about ‘worlds at stake, worlds needy 
for care and response’. Piccinini’s sculptures are, for many of us, enormously 
disturbing, marvellously challenging, and somehow heartbreaking. Perhaps it 
is the tenderness of these creatures that calls to us, perhaps some magic of the 
artist: they bring the reader back to Smith’s analysis of an ecological ethics, 
forcing us to face again, in other, ambivalent ways, ‘living beings in knotted 
and dynamic ecologies’. 

Flying foxes, aka fruit bats or Megachiroptera, are Deborah Rose’s focus. Moving 
across Indigenous knowledges, western science, and recent history, she tracks 
the use of terror and weapons of mass destruction in the effort to eradicate 
flying foxes in Australia. These efforts are countered by passionate attempts 
to preserve these species, several of which are endangered. In the end, she 
argues, harm comes full circle as flying foxes become urban refugees, harried 
and stressed even as they are protected; new zoonotic viruses erupt in stressed 
flying foxes and leap to humans. Like Hatley, she argues for an assent to life, 
explicated by Indigenous people and at the same time open to all of us as 
members of multispecies communities.

The biopolitics of zoos have captured Matthew Chrulew’s analytic attention. 
He explores the wounded lives of animals who have been ‘severed from the 
connectivities of emplaced kin and habitat’. His analysis of coercive modes of 
care and reproduction resonates with Tsing’s discussion of plantation science. 
Drawing on Foucault’s biopolitics and a range of other sources in environmental 
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and animal studies, Chrulew argues that the way in which protection and 
preservation get done inside modern zoos is deeply flawed. All too often, the 
‘managerial ignorance of the connectivities that sustain forms of life’ enables 
terrible outcomes. Managers, he claims, ‘botch their goal of loving protection, 
producing creatures only to abandon them to injury and death’.

Freya Mathews’ study of colony collapse disorder, an affliction that is causing 
inexplicable but massive losses in bee populations, prompts her to probe the 
meaning of the grief she feels at the thought of a world without bees. She 
concludes that economistic and utilitarian explanations are wholly insufficient. 
Like Smith, she finds that assessments of moral considerability are deeply flawed. 
It would be unfair to pre-empt her beautiful conclusion, but in taking seriously 
her ‘fellow feeling’ (Smith’s term) for bees, she brings us into an encounter with 
an assault on the very structure of the biosphere, an assault not just on the 
meaning of life on Earth but on the possibility of meaning. 

What, in the end, can be said of the death of the disregarded? If there is one 
unified message in all of these essays, it is that no death is irrelevant. At the 
same time, passionate immersion in the lives of other members of multispecies 
communities brings us into communities that include the dead as well as the 
living (van Dooren). An ecological ethics, in Smith’s term, is an ethics that 
practices the arts of inclusion (Tsing) with regard and benevolence. Such an 
ethics does not decry death per se. Rather, it seeks to banish the mode of human 
thought that would hold that there is a category of others whose deaths can 
be ethically disregarded. At the same time, an ecological ethics will press us to 
consider creatures situated at the other extreme—those who are forced to live at 
all costs, coerced into reproducing for the human abstraction of the species, and 
those who are subsequently killed because they are ‘surplus stock’ (Chrulew). 
Within this frame of ethical thought there is no scope for either ‘mere death’ 
or for ‘mere life’. There is, however, compelling scope for the arts of inclusion 
practiced through ‘passionate immersion in the lives of others’.
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Arts of Inclusion, or, How to Love a 
Mushroom

Anna Tsing, for the Matsutake Worlds Research Group

Next time you walk through a forest, look down. A city lies under your feet. 
If you were somehow to descend into the earth, you would find yourself 
surrounded by the city’s architecture of webs and filaments. Fungi make those 
webs as they interact with the roots of trees, forming joint structures of fungus 
and root called ‘mycorrhiza’. Mycorrhizal webs connect not just root and 
fungus, but, by way of fungal filaments, tree and tree, connecting up the forest 
in entanglements. This city is a lively scene of action and interaction. There 
are many ways to eat here and to share food. There is recognizable hunting in 
the city: for example, some fungi lasso little soil worms called nematodes for 
dinner. But this is just the crudest way to attune one’s digestion. Mycorrhizal 
fungi siphon energy-giving sugars from trees for their use. Some of those sugars 
are re-distributed through the fungal network from tree to tree. Others support 
dependent plants, such as mushroom-loving ‘mycophiles’ that tap the network 
to send out pale or colourful stems of flowers (e.g., Indian pipes, coral-root 
orchids). Meanwhile, like an inside-out stomach, fungi secrete enzymes into 
the soil around them, digesting organic material and even rocks, and absorbing 
nutrients released in the process. These nutrients are also available then for the 
trees and other plants, which use them to produce more sugar for themselves—
and the network. In this process, too, there is a whole lot of smelling going 
on, as plants and animals and fungi sniff out not just good meals but also good 
partners. And what wonderful smells, even for an animal nose, like mine. (Some 
fungi, such as truffles, depend on animals to smell out their reproductive bodies, 
to spread around their spores.) Reach down and smell a clot of forest earth: it 
smells like the underground city of fungi.1

Like human cities, this underground city is a site of cosmopolitan transactions.  
Unfortunately, humans have mainly ignored this lively cosmopolitanism. We 
have built our cities through destruction and simplification, chopping down 
forests to replace them with food-growing plantations and living on asphalt 

1 This essay draws from collaborative research conducted by the Matsutake Worlds Research Group: 
Timothy Choy, Michael Hathaway, Miyako Inoue, Lieba Faier, Shiho Satsuka, and myself. Preliminary research 
in Oregon was supported by a University of California Pacific Rim grant. Research in Japan was supported by 
a grant from the Toyota Foundation. At the invitation of the editors of this special issue, this essay was also 
published in the journal Manoa 2(22), 2010. I am grateful to Thom van Dooren and Deborah Bird Rose for 
inspiring this essay. My deepest thanks go to Andy Moore, Dr. Fumihiko Yoshimura, Dr. Henning Knudsen, 
and many others whom I do not mention by name in this essay for allowing me to think through their work.
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and concrete. In agribusiness plantations, we coerce plants to grow without 
the assistance of other beings, including fungi in the soil. We replace fungally 
supplied nutrients with fertilizers gained from mining and chemical plants, 
with their trails of pollution and exploitation. We breed our crops for isolation 
in chemical stews, crippling them just as much as caged and beakless chickens. 
We maim and simplify crop plants until they no longer know how to participate 
in multispecies worlds. One of the many extinctions our development projects 
aim to produce is the cosmopolitanism of the underground city. And almost no 
one notices, because so few humans even know of the existence of that city. 

Yet a good many of those few who do notice fungi love them with a breathless 
passion. Gourmets, herbalists, and those who would remediate world ecology 
often become devotees of the fungal world. Wild mushroom foragers praise 
their unexpected bounty, their colours, tastes, and smells, and their promise of 
a livelihood in the woods. How many times have foragers told me of dodging 
other obligations, having succumbed to ‘mushroom fever’, the wild thrill of 
the chase? Even commercial agents are giddy with the unpredictability of their 
untameable commodity. Scientists who study fungi rave about their secrets in a 
manner quite dissimilar to scholars of fruit flies or HeLa cells. And, while some 
fungal devotees are content with private association, others long to share their 
passion with the world. 

How do lovers of fungi practice arts of inclusion that call to others? In these 
times of extinction, when even slight acquaintance can make the difference 
between preservation and callous disregard, we might want to know. 

Noticing

Henning Knudsen, curator of fungi at the Copenhagen University’s Botanical 
Museum, shows me around the fungi collection at the herbarium in April 2008.  
At first the aisles seem neat and anonymous. Then we pull out the folded sheets 
to expose dried specimens, each named and labelled by its collector. Hiding in 
their dust lie the shrivelled but still talking mushrooms, bringing their names 
and the names of their collectors into the great story of life on earth.

Taxonomy is not very popular these days; indeed, detractors think of it as 
spoiling enjoyment through dry classification. But, handling the specimens 
at the herbarium, it is easy to imagine the pleasure of naming. Here, through 
naming, we notice the diversity of life. Collecting went together with painting, 
again an art of noticing. 
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Northern Europe, including Britain, is the homeland of popular botanizing, the 
collecting and naming of plants. Still, noticing fungi did not come easily, Dr. 
Knudsen explains, because northern Europeans have despised mushrooms—
perhaps a reminder of their pagan past. It took a nineteenth-century French-
born king in Sweden, Karl Johan, to bring even the prize king bolete (cep, 
porcini) to the attention of Scandinavians, and the mushroom is still known by 
his name. Besides, fungi are difficult to collect and identify, because their bodies 
tend to be underground.  Only their reproductive organs, the mushrooms, come 
up into the air, and those only sporadically—sometimes across intervals of 
many years. 
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Dr. Knudsen tells me about Elias Fries (1794-1878), the father of modern 
systematic mycology. Like Linnaeus, Fries was a Swede and a lover of plants; 
Fries extended Linnaean botany to the world of fungi. His work was made 
possible through a combination of extraordinary memory and extraordinary 
passion. He recognized 5000 species, remembering them from year to year 
across the mushroom-empty times. Many of the specimens were collected from 
near the village in which he was born, where he first learned to love mushrooms. 
Dr. Knudsen remembers him writing about this early, persistent love. When, as 
a boy, he found an enormous specimen of the species Tricholoma collosum, he 
was thrilled: ‘I love my sister, I love my father, but this is better’, Dr. Knudsen 
recalls as the sense of his writing. Dr. Knudsen gives me a copy of Fries’ memoir, 
which has been translated from Latin into English. I can’t find the passage Dr. 
Knudsen recalls, but equally passionate love stories jump from the page:

To this day, more than half a century later, I remember with gratitude 
the admiration that seized me when in 1806 I went with my mother to a 
burnt-down forest to pick strawberries and there I succeeded in finding 
an unusually large specimen of Hydnum coralloides, which was the first 
thing that induced me to study fungi. (140-141)

Afterwards, he noticed fungi everywhere, and, indeed, devoted his life to 
noticing them. Through his arts of description, Fries brought fungi to public 
attention. His enthusiasm founded a genealogy of systematic mycologists, to 
which Dr. Knudsen, mushroom sociologist and coeditor of Nordic Macromycetes, 
is one heir.2

This is a genealogy that has recruited members from far beyond northern 
Europe. To appreciate the wide-reaching pleasures of taxonomy, one need only 
call up the quirky naturalist Minakata Kumagusu (1867-1941), remembered 
for offering the Emperor of Japan a box of horse manure—with interesting 
specimens of slime mould.3 Minakata’s watercolours bring together art and 
collection, drawing us into attentive appreciation. The colours swirl; the fungi 
pose: the herbarium is alive.

2 L. Hansen & H. Knudsen are coeditors of the three-volume funga, Nordic Macromycetes.
3 Alan Christy, personal communication 2008. See Blacker (2000). 
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Noticing inspires artists as well as naturalists. American composer John Cage 
(1912-1992) was a mushroom hunter who thought noticing mushrooms and 
noticing sounds in music were related skills. In contrast to other musicians, he 
wanted a music that forced listeners to attend to all the sounds around them, 
whether composed or incidental; noticing mushrooms was a way of teaching this 
open yet focused attention. In one of his compositions, one-minute anecdotes 
are performed in random order to draw listeners to attend to indeterminacy 
(also the name of the piece). Many of the stories are about people’s interactions 
with mushrooms. Mushrooms are unpredictable; they help one listen. In this 
entry (#113), Cage is explicit:4

Music   and   mushrooms:

       two   words   next   to   one
another   in   many   dictionaries.
                 Where   did   he
  write   The   Three-Penny   Opera?
                  Now   he’s   
buried   below   the   grass   at   the
 foot   of   High   Tor.
           Once   the   season   changes
  from   summer   to   fall,
        given   sufficient   rain,
              or   just   the   
mysterious   dampness   that’s   in   the
 earth,                  mushrooms
  grow   there,
 carrying   on,                  I
   am   sure,                  his
   business   of   working   with   
sounds.
                    That   we
 have   no   ears   to   hear   the
  music   the   spores   shot   off
 from   basidia   make   obliges   us
 to   busy   ourselves   microphonically.

Basidia are part of mushroom reproductive organs; from basidia, spores are 
‘shot off’ into the air. One mushroom, the ‘cannonball fungus’ (Sphaerobolus 

4 Spacing in the original. Mushroom-related sections of Indeterminacy can be found at <http://www.
mundusloci.org/fungus/culture/cage2.htm> (accessed Aug. 2010). See also <http://www.lcdf.org/
indeterminacy/index.cgi> by Eddie Kohler (accessed Aug. 2010). Since the stories are gathered from various 
Cage books and performances, put back together in new performances, they thwart the determinacy of 
standard citation practices.
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stellatus), throws out its spore mass with a sometimes-audible pop (but not from 
basidia). For most mushrooms, however, the shooting-off of spores cannot be 
heard by human ears. In the sounds we miss, Cage wants us to find inspiration 
for music.

The parsed, anecdotal style of Indeterminacy is reminiscent of other formal 
poetics, such as haiku. Noticing mushrooms—especially those aromatic 
delights Japanese call matsutake—has not escaped haiku poets as a subject. 
Indeterminacy similarly guides the haiku artist’s hand, as in this poem by Kyorai 
Mukai (1651-1704).5

Matsutake yo hito
Ni toraruru hana no saki

Matsutake;

Taken by someone else
Right in front of my nose.

Matsutake (Tricholoma matsutake and allies) are much-loved mushrooms in 
Japan. They cannot be cultivated, so they bring mushroom lovers out to search 
in pine forests. They are difficult to spot, and, for the mushroom hunter, the idea 
that someone else might take the mushroom that is the object of one’s own desire 
is frustrating. We must look more carefully. 

Phrasing and sound draw us into a world where we can notice fungi. Even a 
single valued species group, such as matsutake, can inspire rich cosmopolitan 
worlds of mushroom loving. Perhaps Kyorai’s poem can spur us to consider 
those arts of inclusion involving just this one mushroom. 

Conjuring matsutake worlds: toward a democratic 
science

Under the name Matsiman (Americans sometimes call matsutake matsi), Andy 
Moore has dedicated his life to producing and spreading knowledge about 
matsutake mushrooms. Moore is not a commercial producer; matsutake cannot 
be cultivated. He is not a gourmet cook; he doesn’t even like the taste and 
smell of matsutake. He is not a trained scientist, although he participates in 
matsutake-oriented science. Instead, his goal is to make knowledge accessible. 
He wants a democratic, inclusive science. Matsutake is the object with which 

5 Translated and published by Reginald Blyth.
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he spreads knowledge—and his vision of democratic science. On his web page, 
matsiman.com, Moore posts everything he can find about matsutake and opens 
discussion about it.6

Matsutake are mycorrhizal inhabitants of northern hemisphere forests, 
associating particularly with conifers such as pine. It’s a wide-ranging species 
group, with populations stretching across Eurasia, down through North Africa, 
and across the Atlantic into Canada, the United States and Mexico. In most of the 
places where the mushrooms grow, they are not much appreciated. Europeans 
first called them Tricholoma nauseosum to indicate their dislike of the smell. (U.S. 
mushroomer David Aurora describes it as ‘a provocative compromise between 
“red hots” and dirty socks’ (191).) But for Japanese the smell is ‘translucent’. 
Grilled or cooked in soup, matsutake are an expensive gourmet treat as well as a 
sign of the beauty of the autumn season. 

Until the 1970s, Japanese pine forests were a rich source of matsutake. But pine 
forests, associated with village life, declined after World War II. In this same 
period, Japanese incomes rose. In the 1980s, Japan began importing matsutake 
from around the world. Prices were high; mushroom entrepreneurs rushed to 
enter the fray. At first, Japanese in diaspora, who had found mushrooms for 
their own use abroad, guided importers. But soon enough, all kinds of people 
were picking matsutake—whether or not they liked the mushroom for their 
own use. 

Andy Moore was one of these people. Originally from Louisiana, he found 
his way into the Oregon woods during the U.S. war in Vietnam. Enlisted as a 
soldier, he was disillusioned by what he saw and experienced there. He felt 
lucky when he managed to aggravate a childhood injury; he was sent home. For 
some time, he drove a jeep at a U.S. marine base, but one day he received word 
that he was to be sent back to Southeast Asia. He was not willing to go. With 
pride, he recounts how he returned the jeep and walked out of the gates AWOL. 
Unwilling to be captured, he ran to the forest. He made a living in various kinds 
of forest work, such as cutting firewood. He loved the forest. It gave him a new 
goal: ‘To live in the woods and never pay rent’.

At the very end of the 1980s, matsutake madness came to the U.S. Pacific 
Northwest. The woods filled with pickers. Matsutake buyers set up tents by 
the side of the road to begin the mushrooms’ journey to Japan. Japan was still 
flush from the boom economy, and prices were very good; pickers hoped to 
strike it rich with ‘white gold’. Moore tried picking and found it very much to 
his liking. 

6 <http://www.matsiman.com/> (accessed Aug. 2010).
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Moore had an ideal situation for picking—and studying—the mushrooms. He 
had obtained a position as the caretaker for a large private forest. He lived in a 
small cabin at the top of the property; his job allowed him plenty of time and 
opportunity to explore it. The matsutake on his property were just sitting there 
waiting to be picked. Because matsutake have a long-term relationship with 
particular trees, the best way to pick is to go to the same trees every year to 
see if there are mushrooms. But most pickers in the U.S. Pacific Northwest pick 
on national forests with open access; they go back to the same trees, but, often 
enough, other pickers have beat them to the harvest. (‘Matsutake; taken by 
someone else right in front of my nose!’) Moore’s situation was unique: he had a 
large forest area to harvest, and a locked gate to keep out other harvesters.

The exclusive situation woke his curiosity about the mushrooms. When the 
fungus is not fruiting, the area around even the most heavily mycorrhizal trees 
is empty and unpromising; suddenly and unexpectedly mushrooms spring 
up. What factors control when mushrooms appear? Moore knew various 
contradictory rumours about this question, but there seemed to be no solid, 
experimental knowledge. So he decided to start his own experiment. Because 
other pickers did not intrude on his haven, he was able to mark all the spots 
where matsutake appeared.  Then it was possible to keep records of exactly 
when they appeared, how many, what weight. These records could be correlated 
with rainfall, temperature, price, and other factors. 

Moore did not have either training or mentoring for his experiments. He just 
started doing them. Later, he worked with U.S. Forest Service researchers on their 
projects and became a co-author on several papers, but there he was an assistant 
without the ability to frame questions or suggest methods. On his own, he was 
forced to invent science by his own means. Obscure terminology, standardized 
scales, and sophisticated testing procedures hardly seemed necessary to him. 
Instead, he started with the questions pickers want to know: when and where 
do the mushrooms appear? 

With some startling results in hand (his mushrooms responded to temperature 
not rainfall), Moore decided to make his results public. In 1998, Moore opened 
the Matsiman.com website. The site would not, however, be Moore’s personal 
blog; instead, he would facilitate the making and exchange of knowledge. 
Everyone, the site suggests, can do research; all it takes is curiosity. ‘Who is 
Matsiman?’ the site poses.

Anyone who loves hunting, learning, understanding, protecting, 
educating others, and respects matsutake mushroom and its habitat is 
matsiman. Those of us who can’t get enough understanding, constantly 
trying to determine what caused this or that to happen, or not happen. 
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We are not limited to nationality, gender, education, or age group. 
Anyone can be a matsiman. There is at least one in every picking 
community.7

To appreciate the extraordinary nature of this public knowledge, it is important 
to allow Moore his self-appointed eccentricity. His forest caretaker position has 
ended; but he has found a job as a campground host, allowing him to live year-
round in a motor home as a steward of public lands. To live in the woods and 
never pay rent! Meanwhile, he is devoted to stray cats, smoking, and trying 
mushroom experiments. He tries out various mushroom-based commodities, such 
as smoked mushroom seasoning and dried mushroom snacks. It seems unlikely 
that such experiments generate much of an income, but they keep Moore’s 
exuberance for mushrooms high. Meanwhile, there is nothing proprietary about 
any of the many ideas he generates.  He believes that all knowledge should be 
accessible; the Matsiman site builds a community of knowledge. Moore loves 
nothing better than to introduce new people to the world of matsutake, whether 
through his site or as visitors. I spent a very happy time learning about Moore’s 
matsutake under tanoak, Shasta red fir, and pine. 

What if science were open to every ‘matsiman’?

7 Ibid., ‘Who is Matsiman?’
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Conjuring matsutake worlds: toward more inclusive 
modes of wellbeing

Consider a different mushroom-based project of inclusion: the appeal to matsutake 
to help us build modes of wellbeing in which humans and nonhumans alike 
might thrive. The charismatic and energetic organizer Fumihiko Yoshimura has 
been studying and working with matsutake for most of his life. As a scientist, 
Dr. Yoshimura conducts some of his work in laboratories and forest field sites. 
But he is also founder of the Matsutake Crusaders, a citizens’ initiative based 
in Kyoto to revitalize Japan’s matsutake forests. The Matsutake Crusaders are 
volunteers; their job is sculpting the forest to bring back the health of red pine 
with its associate, matsutake. Matsutake here is not just a delicious food; it is also 
a symbol, and a participant in a world of ecological wellbeing. The Crusaders’ 
motto is ‘Let’s revitalize the forest so we can all eat sukiyaki’. Sukiyaki (a meat 
and vegetable stew always best with matsutake) is a popular and traditional 
food. Sometimes sukiyaki is eaten on festive occasions, and sometimes in 
outdoor outings in which urbanites enjoy the fresh air. Eating together in 
appreciation of the natural world, people revitalize themselves as well as their 
forests. Dr. Yoshimura’s movement brings members into the countryside to offer 
new vitality to the world. 

Dr. Yoshimura is able to draw on a long legacy of applied matsutake science. 
Attempts to nurture and promote matsutake are very old in Japan.8 In the 

8 Dr. Yoshimura draws my attention to the first written record of matsutake in Japan, in an anthology of 
waka poems (Man-nyo Shu 10. 2233, 650-750 C.E.). The poem, ‘The Aroma of Pine Mushrooms’, was translated 
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twentieth century matsutake became an object of modern science. Minoru 
Hamada deserves special credit for realizing that matsutake research could 
address basic biological questions and simultaneously promote the production 
of a valued economic product. Dr. Hamada trained a cohort of matsutake 
researchers after World War II who in turn trained many of today’s researchers. 
Makoto Ogawa, one of Dr. Hamada’s students, was particularly effective in 
spreading matsutake research; he convinced the government to send matsutake 
researchers to every prefectural forestry station.9 Dr. Yoshimura spent most of 
his career in Iwate prefecture conducting matsutake research and promoting 
matsutake.

Promoting matsutake does not require domestication. While researchers have 
successfully grown matsutake mycelia, and even matsutake-pine mycorrhiza, 
in laboratories, no one has yet succeeded in getting these cultivated stocks to 
produce a mushroom. Instead, the focus in promoting matsutake is in making 
the kind of forest in which matsutake likes to live. Matsutake in Japan associates 
with red pine, Pinus densiflora. Red pine is a pioneer species of disturbed areas. 
For many centuries, villagers in Japan have disturbed forests through shifting 
cultivation and selective harvesting of broadleaf trees. The wood of broadleaf 
trees is used for firewood and charcoal. Villagers also collected herbs and grass 
and raked leaves for green fertilizer. This left bright, open hillsides with exposed 
soils: the situation preferred by red pine. 

All this changed after World War II. Villagers started to use fossil fuels for 
heating and tractors instead of oxen. No one bothered to collect firewood, to 
make charcoal, or to gather leaves and grass. Young people moved to the city, 
leaving villages to the elderly. Village forests were neglected.  Broadleaf trees 
grew back with a vengeance, shading out pines. Meanwhile, the pines were 
weakened by a wilt disease spread by an imported nematode. In the deep shade 
of the neglected broadleaf forest, pines died. Without their hosts, matsutake 
expired. Many a matsutake lover described hillsides he had known as a boy 
white with mushrooms, now without a single pine. 

By the 1970s, urbanites were missing the village forests of their youth—places 
where wildflowers in spring or fireflies in summer might be glimpsed, or autumn 
colours admired.10 Citizens’ movements grew up to address the impoverished 

by Minoru Hamada as follows: ‘The path to the hilltop from Takamatsu, Tall Pine Tree Village, has just been 
barred by the rings and lines of rapidly rising caps (of pine mushrooms). They emit an attractive autumnal 
aroma that refreshes me a great deal…’.
9 See Tsing and Satsuka for citations and a fuller treatment of this history.
10 The distinction between two kinds of broadleaf trees—deciduous and evergreen—is important in Japan. 
Deciduous broadleaves are preferred for firewood and charcoal. Villagers selectively weeded out the evergreen 
broadleaves. Meanwhile, the deciduous broadleaves grew back from coppice shoots after harvesting, thus 
establishing their dominance in the forest architecture. This helped to keep forests bright and open. In the 
late twentieth century when no forest management was being done in many areas, evergreen broadleaves, no 
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environment of modern Japan. Unlike wilderness advocates in the United States, 
many Japanese focused on the lively ecologies of sites of long-term human 
disturbance: the verges of roads, the flood plains of rivers, village irrigation 
networks and rice paddies—or the open village forest. In these disturbed sites, 
something that might be called a sustainable relationship between humans and 
nonhumans could be demonstrated in microcosm. Preservation would mean not 
human abandonment but rather guided disturbance. In the process of learning 
ancient methods of disturbance, modern citizens could educate themselves 
about being in nature. 

Dr. Yoshimura’s Matsutake Crusaders emerged from this milieu. The name draws 
on the popularity of a mobilization of the 1980s, the Woodland Maintenance 
Crusaders, in which student volunteers removed grass and weeds that were 
choking the forest.11 Dr. Yoshimura’s group has the added excitement not just of 
fixing the forest, but also, possibly, of producing tasty mushrooms. His methods 
are to advantage pine: to remove evergreen broadleaves completely, thus opening 
the hillside to light. As pine comes back, the hillside becomes an open forest 
where spring wildflowers, rabbits and hawks can find niches. But no one can 
guarantee mushrooms. The volunteers must do the work for the love of nature. 

All of this takes me to one Saturday in June 2006, when my research collaborator 
Shiho Satsuka and I joined the Crusaders for a day of forest work and play. 
The site was a steep hillside that had become choked with young evergreen 
broadleaves. The many thin trees were so close together that a person could 
not reach—less walk—through. It was dark and unappealing for humans—
and many nonhumans. The only way to handle the situation, Dr. Yoshimura 
explained, was to clear the land. Only red pine would be saved. When Dr. 
Satsuka and I arrived, a group of men were busy removing trees and shrubs. 
Surprisingly, to me, they were even digging out the roots of the broadleaves, 
removing them to a brush pile. It was labour-intensive work, all done with hand 
tools. It would take years to clear even this one mountain. Still, everyone there 
was cheerful and full of enthusiasm. 

Dr. Yoshimura showed us the adjoining hillside, which, after much work, 
was open, bright, and green with pine. ‘This is what this hillside might have 
looked like in earlier days’, he explained. Already animals and birds had been 
sighted; they were hoping and waiting for mushrooms. Beside this hillside there 
were other group projects: a garden; a charcoal-making kiln; a beetle-breeding 
mound for hobbyists.  And at the base of the hill there was food and tea and 
conversation. At lunchtime, the workers sweating on the hill came down. Their 

longer cut back, became the dominant forest vegetation. Besides discouraging pine and its associates, these 
new dark forests do not allow the familiar wildflowers, birds and insects associated with earlier village forests. 
They also do not offer autumn colours.
11 See Nakagawa (114) for a discussion of these earlier Crusaders and their context.
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colleagues had been hard at work constructing a long bamboo aqueduct. It 
would be the extended serving plate for a special summer dish: noodles in the 
stream (or ‘flowing somen’). We ran cool water down the aqueduct and poured 
in hot steaming noodles. Everyone gathered by the ‘stream’ and grabbed noodles 
with our chopsticks, mixing them with sauces in ready bowls. There was much 
joking and laughter. I met rural landowners and urban housewives and even 
an anthropology graduate student. Someone offered an amusing haiku about 
coming from America. Someone showed off the ingeniously handcrafted ‘crabs’ 
he had made. Someone showed pictures from his own property, which he hoped 
to revitalize using Crusader techniques. We lingered long before going back to 
work. This was a revitalisation not just for the hillside but also for all the senses. 

In fall 2008, the hillside produced its first matsutake mushrooms. The Crusaders 
were delighted. 

Loving in a time of extinction

The forms of love I have called up in this chapter are diverse, even contradictory. 
Despite the fact that they both address their efforts to matsutake mushrooms, 
Andy Moore and Dr. Yoshimura might find each other’s practices strange. The 
sciences, and the social and natural ecologies, in which they participate are 
linked, but not continuous in any simple sense. I have written elsewhere about 
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the glancing relationship between ‘forest ecologies’ as observed and interpreted 
in Oregon and Kyoto (Tsing and Satsuka; Tsing). Here, the reason for including 
details about science and ecology in each region is only to show the sources of 
each creative intervention. For Andy Moore, the wild mushroom economy, in 
its open opportunity for eccentrics, also creates the possibilities of vernacular 
science, that is, knowledge production in which ordinary people can participate. 
For Dr. Yoshimura, citizens’ interest in environmental remediation offers the 
chance to build connections between human and nonhuman wellbeing. For him, 
efforts to re-sculpt forest landscapes make the volunteers happier and healthier 
even as they make a more hospitable multispecies environment. 

Each of these creative interventions contrasts sharply with the hegemonic, 
extinction-oriented creed one might call ‘plantation science’. Plantation science 
teaches us to work for full control of our crops. Managers and experts, working 
together, should be able to manipulate relevant humans and nonhumans. For 
those who love wild mushrooms, such control is not an object; indeterminacy is 
part of the point. Wherever volunteers gather to promote disturbance forests, 
or pickers stop to ponder why the mushrooms come up, plantation science loses 
a little authority. 

In plantation science, expertise and management work together; harvesters are 
never asked to comment on their crops. In plantation science, wellbeing is a 
formula calculated from above; collateral damage is expected, and no one stops 
to ask, ‘Wellbeing for whom?’ In plantation science, experts and objects are 
separated by the will to power; love does not flow between expert and object. 
In contrast, my stories tell how advocacy for mushrooms can lead to projects 
for democratic science and publicly inclusive wellbeing.  It’s the passion for the 
mushroom—in all the details of its social-natural ecology—that makes these 
projects possible.

There is a new science studies afoot, of which this special issue is a part, and its 
key characteristic is multispecies love. Unlike earlier forms of science studies, 
its raison d’être is not, mainly, the critique of science, although it can be critical. 
Instead, it allows something new: passionate immersion in the lives of the 
nonhumans being studied. Once such immersion was allowed only to natural 
scientists, and mainly on the condition that the love didn’t show. The critical 
intervention of this new science studies is that it allows learnedness in natural 
science and all the tools of the arts to convey passionate connection. In common 
with nature writing, its job is communication and mobilizing the public. It also 
takes on the task of asking hard questions, philosophical, social, and scientific, 
and, with the privilege of scholarship, lingering over each. Writers of this 
new genre, including myself, are excited by the chance to trespass across the 
boundaries between the natural sciences and the humanities. But we are only 
successful with the genre to the extent that we can open new spaces in the 
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public imagination, spaces not much travelled by either passion or attention. 
For that, we need to summon the unexpected talents others have brought to this 
task. My stories of mushroom lovers and their projects are a small contribution.

Anna Tsing is Professor of Anthropology at the University of California at Santa 
Cruz. She is the author of numerous books and articles, including the award winning 
Friction: An Ethnography of Global Connection (2005) and In the Realm of the 
Diamond Queen: Marginality in an out-of-the-way place (1993).
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Dis(appearance): Earth, Ethics and 
Apparently (In)Significant Others

Mick Smith

In a recent presidential address to the British Ecological Society, Alastair Fitter 
discusses the overlooked and poorly understood ecology of soil organisms. 
‘Soils’, he says, ‘are believed to be exceptionally biodiverse parts of ecosystems’ 
(231) and yet we actually have very little idea of just how diverse they may 
be, or what ecological roles this diversity plays. A recent intensive study 
of what is now ‘probably the world’s best-known soil’ (240) at Sourhope in 
Scotland, an unexceptional site ‘deliberately chosen [as part of the UK’s recent 
Soil Biodiversity Programme] to be biologically dull’ (233) still managed to 
identify 140 species of nematode worms and estimated the actual number to 
be at least 400. To put this latter figure in context, this would be more than the 
total number of nematode species previously identified in the whole of the UK. 
Prokaryotes (single-celled microbes lacking a nucleus, including bacteria) are 
thought to be especially diverse. This single site is estimated to contain at least 
half a million ‘species’ of bacteria—bearing in mind that we face the additional 
problem here of even defining what might constitute a bacterial ‘species’ or 
qualify as an equivalent taxonomical unit. And then, of course, there are the 
soil mites, vascular plant roots, algae, insects, fungi, earthworms, mammals, and 
so on, all inhabiting, creating and consuming aspects of this complex matrix of 
soil particles, decaying organic matter and aqueous solutions.

All this is, quite literally, the earth on which we walk, and yet our ignorance 
of the diverse beings that compose it is astonishing—all the more so when one 
considers the fundamental role soils play in human life and social history. All 
agriculture is dependent upon soil; every terrestrial crop we grow, harvest or 
collect requires it. Incredible varieties of social and cultural forms have evolved 
through humans’ diverse relations to soil and crops—and have suffered where 
they over-exploit it, as Edward Hyams’ classic Soil and Civilisation recounts. 
Ponting’s Green History of the World too notes how unsuitable irrigation 
practices eventually caused the salinisation of soils that played a key part in the 
downfall of ancient Sumerian civilisation. More recently, the consequences of 
human-induced soil erosion were made spectacularly evident in the vast clouds 
of loose topsoil that blew across the U.S. Midwest during the 1930’s Dust Bowl 
(Worster). To date, Fitter estimates, we have lost the global equivalent of 10cm 
of cultivated soil. It seems, he says, that ‘our species’ blithe disregard for soil is 
evidence of our reluctance to understand its fundamental role in our welfare’ 
(232).
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Of course, not every member of ‘our species’ is equally culpable in this 
respect, and the degree and kinds of attention we pay to soil varies widely 
within and across cultures. Subsistence and small scale agriculturalists, unlike 
those promoting capital intensive industrial agriculture, are well aware of soil’s 
importance in sustaining human lives and communities (Jackson et al.). Some 
have gone further and suggested not only that we should pay due regard to soils 
in order to protect human interests but might also think about developing an 
environmental ethic that would enlarge the boundary of our ethical ‘community 
to include soils, waters, plants and animals, or collectively, the land’ (Leopold 
204; Callicott).

But here too ignorance seemingly threatens to undermine attempts to concern 
ourselves with the ecology of soils and those beings that compose them. Fitter 
points out that ‘For any other group of organisms, these questions [about 
soil biodiversity] would be of active concern to conservation biologists: For 
example, we do not know whether there are such things as rare microbial 
species’ or whether ‘there must be some endangered species of microbe, maybe 
even extinct species. At present, lists of known extinctions include no microbes 
(the smallpox virus being a possible exception), but it seems unlikely that their 
absence reflects anything beyond our ignorance’ (234; my emphasis). Many soil-
inhabiting species are almost certainly becoming extinct before we even learn 
of their existence.

There are many contributing factors to this ignorance, most obviously the size 
of most of the organisms concerned. Before the development of microscopy the 
very existence of such beings was hardly suspected. ‘Even though the earliest 
microscopes [such as those employed by Anton van Leeuwenhoek (1632-1723)] 
permitted only a tenfold magnification, this was sufficient’, says Mayr, ‘to reveal 
the existence of an entirely unexpected living microcosmos, particularly of 
aquatic organisms invisible to the naked eye’ (100). But if microscopy made a 
new aqueous world transparent then the opacity of soil has also been only one 
of a number of additional problems faced by those trying to make such species 
visible and knowable. Soil is by its nature a refractive medium; it resists the 
analysis of its complex components. Even to identify many species they first 
need to be extracted from the soil matrix, isolated, and cultured in artificial 
media, and many simply cannot be so cultured.

What is more the ‘individuals’ constituting the soil community are not 
isolable in other senses, including their intimate inter-dependencies on each 
other, exemplified by the symbiotic relations between fungal mycorrhizas 
of the phylum Glomeromycota and plant roots. These branching networks 
of microscopic hyphal strands develop arborescent (or tree like) structures 
within plant root cells that provide phosphates essential to the plant’s growth. 
Meanwhile, the fungi receive carbon fixed by the plant during photosynthesis. 
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Like all fungi the Glomeromycota do not possess the ability to photosynthesise, 
and indeed this particular group seems entirely dependent upon this symbiotic 
relation, as they are never found in isolation. This intimate form of ‘mutual aid’, 
to use a term employed by the anarchist and early ‘bio-geographer’ Kropotkin, 
evolved more than 400 million years ago. We know this because the fossils of 
the earliest land plants already have arbuscules. Indeed, Fitter suggests, such 
relations may have been essential to plants’ ability to move from their original 
aqueous environments onto the land where phosphate uptake was much more 
problematic. 

We thus face a situation where the lack of attention to soil communities coincides 
with an ignorance also partly explained by many geological, ecological and 
evolutionary factors, conspiring together to make the actual members of these 
communities largely invisible. And to the extent that they do not appear as 
constituents of our world it might seem impossible to concern ourselves with 
them instrumentally, let alone ethically. And this raises a number of much more 
general questions about how and why certain Others might become ethically 
significant to us while others do not; about who or what ‘appears’ (in both the 
sense of ‘manifesting itself’ and ‘seeming to matter’) to share the world in ways 
that call forth our concern. What can we say about those beings that pass us 
by unnoticed, that appear only fleetingly if at all in our lives, that are invisible 
to the naked eye, or even those whose existence (like so many unremarked 
species) we are not even aware of? What could it possibly mean for such beings 
to ‘disappear’ from the world in the sense of becoming extinct when they 
don’t appear (to be/as) significant? What, if anything, could it mean to love or 
conserve such beings?

The Scope of Environmental Ethics

Let us assume that ethics constitutes a non-instrumental relation of concern for 
those significant Others who appear to share the world with us in so very many 
irreducibly different ways. Environmental ethics, which seeks both to express 
and inform our experiences of this more-than-human world, suggests that 
such concerns might include a wide variety of the world’s inhabitants, not just 
our family members, our fellow citizens, or even just other human beings, but 
members of other animal species, plants, fungi, or categories of other beings, 
like ‘species’, or ‘things’ like rock formations and streams and complex entities 
like forests and soils.

But how and why do some of these entities appear ethically significant? A closely 
related question is whether, as speaking of an entity’s appearance might suggest, 
such recognition is primarily a matter of phenomenology, of having actually 
experienced (in terms of encountering, sensing and feeling) the incipient Other’s 
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presence in the world in a way that elicits a concerned response, or whether one 
can assume such responsibilities vicariously either via some form of association 
or by following the lines of a formal moral logic. Emphasising the way that 
appearance as such elicits ethical concerns recognises the importance of our 
emotional and valuational involvement but might seem to leave little scope for 
ethical engagement with beings, like those of soil communities, that remain 
‘invisible’ or indeed with anything that falls outside the realm of personal 
experience. On the other hand, while a formal moral logic offers a supposedly 
impersonal, abstract, and context-free mode of expanding moral horizons, and 
to this extent might be much less reliant on the phenomenal appearance of 
beings as such, it thereby alters the very nature of ethics, subsuming intensely 
felt experiences under cognitively constructed systems. 

The differences between these phenomenological and formal understandings of 
ethics are crucial since I want to argue very strongly for an approach (grounded 
in the phenomenological insights of Max Scheler, Emmanuel Levinas and 
Martin Heidegger) that makes ethical appearance its key feature. As such, and 
before we can even begin to deal with the ethics of ‘non-appearance’ or the 
other difficulties that soil organisms present, we need to consider rather more 
‘obvious’ ethical encounters where appearance is not an issue (always bearing 
in mind that attending to the phenomenology of even the simplest ethical 
experience still presents a potentially infinite task). To this end we might begin 
by considering the appearance of a macroscopic, relatively familiar, easily 
individuated being in an open (and relatively soil-free) environment.

Imagine a photograph of a seal pup lying on an already bloody ice floe a moment 
before a sealer’s club will strike down upon his upraised head. The appearance 
of this seal’s situation calls forth a passionate involvement, an emotional (and 
ethical) concern in many people, no matter how distant they may actually be 
in time and space. Of course the degrees to which people are affected will vary. 
Some, including the sealers and the Canadian politicians who depend on their 
votes, may be inured to, or even revel in, this ‘slaughter’.1 But the fact that 
the Canadian government finds it necessary to pass laws specifically forbidding 
the filming of the slaughter confirms that many people are indeed disturbed, 
appalled and angered by such images, and not because this is a wasteful use of 
‘resources’ but precisely because the seal pup appearsas an ethically significant 
Other. 

If we accept that it is the phenomenology of the seal’s appearance (given, of 
course, certain hermeneutic contexts that facilitate particular understandings 
of that appearance—the bloody ice-floe, its photographic mediation, the 

1 As Cameron remarks, this ‘can’t be called a hunt’, since it ‘is comparable to killing kittens with claw 
hammers’ (Cameron qtd in Mowat 382). 
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historically effected consciousness2 of the observer, and so on) that gives rise to 
these ethical concerns, then one might think that ethics would remain tied to 
phenomenology in the sense that one could only experience ethical concern for 
those individual beings that have on some occasion and in some way appeared 
before one. But a moment’s reflection makes this seem very unlikely. For though 
we may indeed be moved to ethical concern by and on behalf of a particular 
being appearing within the context of a particular event, the ethical concern 
generated rarely, if ever, remains so contained. The value-feelings evoked by an 
image of a starving child easily bleed into a wider condemnation of situations 
where militarism and ethnic conflict combine to threaten entire populations. 
Similarly, for those of us so inclined, the single seal which appears in what is, 
after all, only a photograph, also elicits concerns for a much wider constituency 
of beings many of whom we will never encounter on film, still less ‘in the flesh’. 

Of course, the phenomenological ‘appearance’ of these broader constituencies, 
their felt presence, is often radically different. The intentionality of such value-
feelings is much less individually focused, less dependent upon our seeing 
or encountering those concerned, and correspondingly more imaginatively 
attenuated, although they are not necessarily less affective or persistent for 
that: being unable to save the actual seal pictured, we might still find ourselves 
campaigning against industrialized seal slaughter, to conserve marine mammals 
like whales, or concern ourselves with the destructive exploitation of marine 
environments in general. And the scope of these wider ethical constituencies 
is usually not easy to predict and define because they are caught up with the 
multiplicity of ways in which the world we inhabit is already profoundly 
patterned with significance and significant associations that are sometimes 
more, sometimes less, personal and context dependent. Ethical feelings and 
evaluations, we might say, overflow along already partially pre-figured, although 
by no means fixed, channels of significance, like running water percolating 
through and shifting the matrix of sea ice or rocky soils. In this ecological case 
the ethical constituency could well include thousands of similarly situated 
seals or members of other quite different species and/or even permeate our felt 
understandings of the ecology of the entire planet. One might say that while 
one’s heart initially goes out to the individual seal in the photograph, what 
Scheler would refer to as this (positive) instance of ‘fellow feeling’ (Fellow 
Feeling 69) almost inevitably induces and inspires much broader concerns.3

2 Historically effected consciousness (wirkungsgeschichtliches Bewusstsein) is the term Gadamer uses to 
refer to the manners in which different interpretations are made possible and effected only because of our 
prior involvement in, and understanding of, particular historical ‘traditions’, that is to say our inescapable 
historical and social situatedness. 
3 Scheler recognises both ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ instances of ‘fellow feeling’, since some associative 
experiences might induce feelings of, for example, revelling in another’s pain. It is an open question whether 
the many documented instances of the sealers’ deliberate cruelty are carried out simply because they recognise 
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Scheler, of course, was primarily referring to a fellow feeling towards other 
humans, to which he accords a ‘special value’ (70) as and when this fellow feeling 
extends, as he thinks it should, from individual encounters with Other humans 
to members of the human species in general, ‘marking them off distinctly from 
the lower animals and from God’ (69-70). In other words, while Scheler certainly 
thinks a similar fellow feeling ‘can also be bestowed on animals’ (70) (and even 
by animals on each other since he recognizes fellow feeling’s evolutionary 
origins), he holds that this is qualitatively different from an active ‘love of 
humanity’ which involves the recognition of a ‘quite specific and peculiar note 
of feeling’ (70). He provides little justification for this view since the special 
status of humans was incontrovertible within his own philosophical milieu and 
clearly informed the ideal of Christian ‘fellowship’ that provided the backdrop 
for his life and work. But leaving Scheler’s ‘personalism’ aside for the moment 
(see below), what is crucial here is his recognition of the ways in which ‘fellow 
feeling’ can, and often does, grow to include a wider community of significance 
while not neglecting the importance of the phenomenal experience of the 
individual case that initially instigates such emotional involvements. As Scheler 
says: 

once benevolence has gained its impetus from pure fellow feeling, it 
can, by its own activity, enlarge the scope of the latter to an unlimited 
extent; for the experience gained in active well-doing, which proceeds 
from love only, and not from the essential passivity of fellow feeling, 
has the effect of continually increasing the range of objects accessible 
to fellow feeling. But this does not alter the fact that fellow feeling in 
general, as a felt intentional act, is a necessary condition for the possible 
emergence of benevolence. (70)

Scheler’s ideas might then help make links between the phenomenological 
appearances of significant Others and the recognition of wider ethical and 
ecological constituencies. In actively attending to the (perhaps unexpected) 
elicitation of ethical feelings invoked by the seal’s manifestation we also open 
ourselves to other (potentially unlimited) ethical possibilities that flow within 
and can change the patterns of significance that constitute what matters to us. 

But this is where it is so important to recognize how radically Scheler’s 
approach contrasts with those formal moralities often adopted by mainstream 
environmental ethics. The mode of abstraction that characterizes these 
approaches entirely overshadows the phenomenal role of ‘fellow feeling’ and the 
importance Scheler accords to ‘active well-doing’ and ‘love’. These dominant 

the seals’ significance to protesters and want to hurt their feelings or whether they too, despite their claims to 
the contrary, recognise the seal pup as a significant Other, but one towards which they act in extraordinarily 
sadistic ways. 
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approaches focus primarily on providing logical (necessary and sufficient) 
criteria for ‘moral considerability’ (Goodpaster 325) which they usually expand 
into moral axiologies—that is, formal systems and hierarchies of values (Smith, 
Ethics of Place). That is to say, they initially try to define and demarcate those 
categories of ‘beings’ that can justifiably be deemed to be morally significant 
Others, from that ‘stuff’ and those ‘things’ which logically cannot and are 
thereby reduced to being, at best, of merely instrumental value to the ‘beings’ 
that really (ethically) matter. On this view, for example, soil micro-organisms 
might simply be part of the stuff in which significant beings such as, say, moles 
or groundhogs live: they are means to these significant creatures’ ends. 

What this formal, analytic and legislative approach effectively does, however 
subtly or unsubtly, is divide the world into two supposedly fundamental moral 
and ontological categories, those with and those without formal moral standing—
‘beings’ or ‘things’, ‘subjects’ or ‘objects’, ‘animate’ or ‘inanimate’ and so on—
depending on where and why a line is drawn. There are numerous examples in 
the early literature of environmental ethics of this formal bipartisan approach 
(Attfield; Taylor). Such systems prosper because they seem to provide abstract 
and supposedly universally applicable criteria, rationales and definitions that 
can be applied to situations by those not themselves intimately (that is to say 
personally, emotionally and phenomenologically) concerned in any particular 
case. In other words, they fit with the requirements of modern social, economic 
and governmental systems (Smith, Ethics of Place).4 For example, they might 
generate bureaucratic and legalistic criteria that could be used to distinguish 
between those kinds of things that can, and those beings that should not, be 
used as mere commodities, or beings that might be deemed to have ‘rights’, and 
so on. These systems can also be nested within each other to provide fine-tuning 
while still retaining this apparent logical universality—a given system might 
recognise that consciousness, for example, is a special case of sentience, which 
is in turn a special case of animate life, with each successive level requiring 
additional degrees of ethical attention. 

Of course, a cynic might argue that such refinements also serve to qualify or 
even completely undermine the initial egalitarianism posited amongst members 
of the morally considerable. Just as in Orwell’s Animal Farm, where ‘all animals 
are equal but some animals are more equal than others’ (112), some classes of 
beings remain more significant than others, although this significance is now 
apportioned in terms of various universally applied sets of criteria based in 
formal properties attributed to those entities. And, rather bizarrely for an 
environmental ethic, the paradigmatic model for moral attention at the centre 

4 This was the basis of Scheler’s critique that contemporary humanitarianism did not ‘value the personal 
act of love from man to man, but primarily the impersonal institution of welfare’ (Scheler qtd in Schneck 64, 
original emphasis).
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of these nested circles is invariably an abstraction of a specifically human being 
(Smith, Letting in the Jungle).5 Nonetheless, those employing this formal approach 
might justifiably argue that it can sometimes serve to expand the circle of beings 
generally regarded as morally considerable (Singer). Indeed, its argumentative 
force sometimes compels those convinced by its logic and its premises to 
recognise that even beings they continue to find aesthetically unattractive, 
repellent, or dangerous might still be morally considerable—not only relatively 
cute seal pups, groundhogs or moles, but snakes, snails, earthworms, or even 
micro-organisms depending, of course, on the formal criteria employed. 

There is, though, something deeply unsatisfying about such approaches, and 
not because the very inclusion of vilified species might be regarded by some 
as indicative of a faulty logic, nor because such arguments are susceptible 
to commonly employed forms of ‘slippery slope’ arguments that push their 
bipartisan boundaries out into regions of ridicule. Should we really have to 
concern ourselves, the critic asks, about the mistreatment of nematodes, the 
eradication of bacteria, or the thousands of invertebrates killed every time 
we dig the vegetable garden? Well perhaps we should. But it is not really 
their overly-inclusive and contradictory consequences that constitute the 
main problem with such formal approaches. Rather it lies in their abstract 
and reductive form of argument and the very attempt to legislate the remit 
of (environmental) ethics and pre-determine (fix) the patterns of significance 
and significant associations. To extend our previous metaphor, these systems 
transform the earthly percolation of ethical flows into impervious concrete-lined 
drains and controlled irrigation schemes. Perhaps another way of saying this is 
that these formal systems fail to take seriously the ecology and phenomenology 
of our relations with the more-than-human world.

Ecologically, they fail to address complex relations of inter-dependence, whether 
in terms of competition, symbiosis, parasitism, mutualism, commensalism, 
or difficulties in even identifying individual ‘beings’, exemplified by the 
Glomeromycota, when speaking about ‘entities’ like ecosystems, forests or soils. 
They over-simplify or ignore the role of evolution, the importance of relative 
scarcity, biodiversity, and innumerable other factors, including the immense 
variety of ways that human practices interact with the world to give rise to 
specific concerns. To the extent that they do address such issues they risk tying 
themselves in elaborate conceptual knots that retain only the semblance of a 

5 For example, Johnson suggests moral considerability is a matter of possessing interests. Many entities, 
some very unlike humans, have such interests. However Johnson also postulates a hierarchy of ‘lower’ and 
‘higher’ beings suggesting that, although we ought not to ‘step on ants just for the fun of it’ those individuals 
‘higher up the scale merit more individual consideration. Sentience, preferences, and rationality would give 
us indications of greater moral significance’ (200) and so, although he admits we may never find ‘any entirely 
adequate formula for determining moral priorities’ (200) he nonetheless understands ethics precisely as the 
formal elucidation of just such criteria. 
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rigorous logic while actually appealing to one partisan intuition after another 
(Smith, Letting in the Jungle). In short, such abstract models pay insufficient 
attention to the ecological (and the hermeneutic) contexts composing the world, 
contexts which can and do affect our ethical responses. 

Phenomenologically, although these systems must ultimately be reliant upon 
actual ethical experience—on someone, somewhere, actually having felt non-
instrumental concern for Others—they operate on the basis of a supposedly 
impartial and unfeeling abstract logic that is meant to take precedence over, or 
even entirely replace, our actual phenomenal experiences. That is to say, while 
they may provide a rationale for extending moral considerability, they do so 
only at the cost of severely limiting the acceptable mode of such extension (to 
formal criteria) and severing moral considerations from actual value-feelings 
which are then made subject to abstract (context-free) rules and principles. As 
Joas argues, from the formal perspective it is as if ‘we first produced a purely 
cognitive relation to objects of knowledge, in order then to direct feelings 
towards the objects so constituted’ (88). The philosopher decides that we are 
justified in having any ethical feelings concerning a seal or an earthworm if and 
only if it possesses the requisite character. 

This formalism strives to control and order any suspiciously different ethical 
inclinations, ignoring, where possible, those actual value-feelings which 
threaten to introduce a chaotic instability into systems of moral governance. The 
formal rationality that restricts and replaces value-feelings is awarded a spurious 
(bureaucratic) neutrality, precisely to the extent that it has been stripped of any 
and all such feelings. Ironically, one might say that, however well-intentioned, 
formalism’s misrepresentation and elision of ecological and phenomenological 
concerns actually embodies the deficiencies of the ecologically destructive 
social forms an environmental ethics often needs to critique (Smith, Ethics of 
Place). And this is not just my opinion. Despite his anthropocentrism, Scheler 
goes much further. In a little noticed passage (first published in 1913) he links 
the attitude underlying modern moral formalism with modernism’s approach 
towards the natural world:

This attitude I can only describe as a basic ‘hostility’ toward or ‘distrust’ 
of the given as such, a fear of the given as ‘chaos’, an anxiety—an 
attitude that can be expressed as ‘the world outside me, nature within 
me’. ‘Nature’ is what is to be formed, to be organized, to be controlled; 
it is the ‘hostile’, the ‘chaos’ etc. Hence this attitude is the opposite 
of the love of the world, of trust, and loving devotion to the world. 
Strictly speaking, this attitude belongs only to modern times, which are 
permeated by ahatred of the world, a hostility toward the world, and a 
distrust of it, and by the consequence of this hatred: namely the limitless 
need to ‘organize’ and ‘control’, which this combination of apriorism 
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and the theory of a ‘forming’, ‘lawmaking’ understanding (and a ‘will 
of reason’ that brings drives into an ‘order’) has psychologically caused. 
(Scheler, Formalism 67; original emphasis).6

By contrast, Scheler not only draws our attention back to what is 
phenomenologically given, an appearance imbued with value-feelings, but, as 
Joas remarks, also disparages the rationalistic assumption that 

love makes one ‘blind’ rather than ‘seeing’, that therefore all genuine 
knowledge of the world can be based only on the most extreme restraint 
of emotional acts and on the simultaneous ignoring of the value 
differences of the objects, whose values are profoundly connected in the 
unity of experience with these experiences of acts. (Joas 88-9) 7

This he scathingly describes as a ‘specifically modern, bourgeois, judgement’ 
(89).

These objections to traducing value-feelings informed Scheler’s own sustained 
critique of formalism (and particularly Kantian formalism) in ethics (Scheler, 
Formalism). Thus, while he certainly shared Kant’s view that ethics requires 
that we treat ‘persons’ as ends in themselves, and that every attempt to ‘measure 
the goodness of the person in terms of the degree to which his accomplishments 
support an existing world of goods’ (370) is unethical in the sense that it reduces 
them just to their instrumental role in maintaining a wider social (and, one 
might add, ecological) world, Scheler states we should also

ask whether a formalistic and rational ethics of laws does not also 
degrade the person (although in a different manner from that of goods or 
purposes) by virtue of its subordination of the person to an impersonal 
nomos under whose domination he can become a person only through 
obedience. (370; original emphasis)

This philosophical traducement is doubly degrading both to the ‘giver’ and 
‘receiver’ of ethical attention. First, because it changes the nature of ethics from 
that of a phenomenology of fellow feeling, love, or concern for another, into 
a matter of exercising a will (gladly) to comply with rules, to do one’s duty.8 
Second, because these rules do not concern themselves with any person as such 
but only with the abstract qualities persons in general are supposed to embody. 
As Schneck argues: 

6 It should be noted that Scheler’s concern is to critique the way Kant combines and conflates formalism with 
an understanding of what constitutes the a priori, not to criticise apriorism per se (see below). 
7 The passage Joas is referring to is in Scheler’s essay ‘Love and Knowledge’ (Feeling 147). 
8 This hardly does justice to Scheler’s subtle interrogation of Kant’s work. But as Scheler points out, this 
emphasis on formalistic rule-following leads to an ‘almost unbelievable change in meaning […whereby the 
biblical call to] “Love God above all and your neighbour as yourself” has now become “Strive to like obeying 
God’s commandments and fulfilling your duties to your neighbour”’ (Formalism 226).
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In dutifully considering all ‘persons’ as formally identical in regard to 
their essential nature, the other is understood as less than the full person 
he is. … Scheler’s revelation of the essential non-objectivity of the other 
opens wide vistas of possibility for ethics, morality, social philosophy 
and political theory […where] each person is afforded treatment 
appropriate to the incomparably unique dignity of her personhood. (61)

A non-formal ecological ethics would then presumably open the possibility 
of attending lovingly to what is phenomenologically given in and by the 
‘natural’ world, to what appears as significant, and to the percolation (through 
partially pre-figured patterns of significance and the exercise of an active 
benevolence) of further ethical associations. But this still leaves many questions 
about the relations between phenomenal appearance and ethical significance, 
and the problems ecology would have with reducing ethics to a concern with 
‘personhood’. 

Scheler, Levinas and Ethical Significance

Perhaps now we can begin to see how an ‘ethics of appearance’ might provide 
an alternative understanding of our ecological relations. Both moral formalism 
and Scheler’s phenomenology agree that ethical relations are irreducible to 
instrumental approaches. However, they differ radically in terms of how entities 
come to be regarded as ethically significant. Scheler deems moral formalism 
deficient in terms of: a) its lack of attention to the phenomenology of value-
feelings (the actual experience of concern, fellow feeling or love for the Other); 
b) its unethical reduction of the Other’s unique being to a formal and formulaic 
abstraction; and c) because, by extension, formalism also envisages the wider 
ethical community in these same terms, as a social arrangement constitutionally 
dependent upon these same formal abstractions rather than as, more fully, an 
ethical community constituted through mutual appearances, fellow feelings 
and associative significances. The key ecological question then is how Scheler’s 
alternative, phenomenological approach might translate into an understanding 
of ethical relations within a community of more-than-human Others. But to 
approach this requires a more detailed exposition of the meaning of ‘appearance’, 
‘significance’ and ‘fellow feeling’ which clearly, ecologically speaking, cannot 
be limited to Other ‘persons’ or people in general. 

Here we might begin by noting certain similarities between (and similar 
humanistic limitations to) Scheler’s ethics and those of Emmanuel Levinas. As 
is well known, Levinas understands ethics as a disruptive event, a significant 
happening that intervenes in our self-interested concerns. This event is 
initiated and sustained by what he terms an encounter with the ‘face’ of the 
Other (Levinas, Totality; Levinas, Thinking). Although this ethical event might 
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indeed be incident upon the appearance of someone’s actual face in front of 
us, Levinas also uses examples of someone’s gestures, a greeting, a form of 
address, and so on. In other words the face is Levinas’ term for whatever aspect 
of another person reveals her in her singularity as being so very different from, 
and so irreducible to, what our self-interested preoccupations might make of 
her (for example, in terms of fulfilling what we need or in terms of what she can 
do for us). The face is the revelation of that person as an ethically significant 
being, an epiphany that also simultaneously calls us to face up to our ethical 
responsibilities towards them, responsibilities that, to be ethical, involve 
respecting their irreducible difference from us. And part of this responsibility 
then would also be not to subsume them under pre-conceived categories that 
reduce them to abstractions, types, or formal categories, since these can only 
limit and distort their singularity. That is to say, Levinas’ ethics, like Scheler’s, 
is non-formal. 

However, despite his indebtedness (like Scheler) to Husserl’s phenomenology, 
Levinas sometimes denies that his ethics is phenomenological at all in the 
sense that he regards the face as always more than (indeed ‘otherwise’ than) 
just its phenomenal appearance in the world. The face is irreducible to what 
someone looks like, for example, their eye colour, the line of their mouth, the 
wave of their hair—and more than that present(ed) within the phenomenal 
world. The ethical relationship is not an intentional relation to an appearance 
as such, rather its significance in an ethical sense lies behind or beyond these 
appearances even as ethics is elicited by them. Ethically speaking, the face is not 
an object in the phenomenal world but (to use Levinas’ phrase) ‘beyond being’. 
In other words, the ethical relation is not, and cannot be, just a relation to an 
‘intentional object’ in what Levinas understands as the usual phenomenological 
sense, because an ethical relation is precisely one that does not ‘objectify’ the 
Other. Rather, the phenomenal appearance of the face is to be understood as 
an opening on ethical possibilities, a call to responsibility for an Other who 
transcends their appearance, who is more than, and irreducible to, that which 
is phenomenologically disclosed. The face addresses us as a ‘visitation’ (Levinas, 
Humanism 31), as a ‘coming from behind one’s appearance, behind one’s form’ 
(31).

So, for Levinas, the Other is not reducible to their instrumental value to us, nor 
to their formal status, nor to their phenomenal appearance as an intentional 
‘object’ of our concern. Nor is their significance reducible to a pre-given 
interpretation of their worldly and historical significance. That is to say, the 
Other disrupts not only our self-interested orientations and our superficial 
relations to ‘things’ around us, but also the hermeneutic situation we currently 
inhabit because she is the bearer of her own significance:
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The Other not only comes to us from a [hermeneutic] context but signifies 
by itself, without that mediation. The cultural signification that is in 
a way revealed, and reveals, horizontally; that reveals itself from the 
historical world to which it belongs; that, as phenomenology expresses 
it, reveals the horizons of this world; this mundane signification is 
disturbed and upset by another presence abstract (or more exactly 
absolute), non-integrated into the world. That presence consists in 
making an entry. (Levinas, Humanism 31)

Levinas’ concern here is to avoid any kind of phenomenological and hermeneutic 
reduction of the Other that might, however distantly, parallel formalistic 
reductions by limiting their significance to that of their allocated place in the 
(phenomenal/cultural) world. The appearance of the Other shifts the ground on 
which we stand. There is a sense in which the Other always calls us out of the 
world with which we are familiar to insist that there is more, infinitely more, 
than initially appears to be the case, more than we know, see, or understand. 
Levinas’ perspective provides us with an incredibly evocative and subtle 
understanding of the ethical event as the appearing significance of an Other 
that immediately transcends that appearance. This understanding seems quite 
compatible with, and in some respects to deepen, Scheler’s position. For Scheler 
too fellow-feeling is where ‘self-love, self-centred choice, solipsism and egoism 
are first overcome’ (Scheler in Schneck, 63) 9 and fellow-feeling is not a matter 
of the sympathetic reproduction of another’s feelings in a form of imitation 
or identification, not a matter of ‘feeling with’, but of having ‘it given to us 
that the other has an individual self distinct from our own, and that we can 
never fully comprehend this individual self’ and this experience is ‘given for 
us in expressive phenomena—again not by inference, but directly, as a sort of 
primary “perception”’ (Scheler, Feeling 50). 

This is certainly not the place to develop a detailed comparison between Scheler’s 
and Levinas’ philosophies, although it is remarkable how little academic 
attention seems to have been paid to any such comparison (but see Barber), and 
Levinas’ own comments on Scheler are few and far between. However, from the 
perspective of a prospective ecological ethics, there are important differences 
between them. As already noted, Scheler is much more willing to recognise 
the evolutionary emergence of fellow feeling, whereas Levinas proceeds from a 
perspective that hardly seems to recognize the natural world’s existence at all. 
And although both limit their ethical concerns to human Others, Levinas does 

9 Strictly speaking, for Scheler fellow feeling is a ‘higher’, qualitatively different level of ‘sympathy’ 
developing from more basic forms of sympathy such as unconscious emotional identification [Einsgefühl], 
and the sharing of vicarious feelings [Nachgefühl]. In its positive (ethical) aspect, fellow feeling too develops 
further into what Scheler considers the still higher form of Christian love. By contrast, for Levinas ethics 
initially precedes any possibility of self-concern whatsoever, since self-awareness (awareness of oneself as a 
self) only comes through prior experience of the Other. This is why ethics is referred to as ‘First Philosophy’. 
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this on the basis of a largely unreflective and absolute metaphysical presumption 
that the ethical depth of the face is uniquely human—a presumption that has 
received criticism even by those who recognise Levinas’ importance (Derrida; 
Llewelyn, Middle Voice; Llewelyn, Obsessed; Wood; Smith, Worldly (In)
Difference).

Ironically, despite the whole anti-formalist thrust of his ethics, Levinas seems 
to fall back into an ethical formalism precisely where he deems it necessary to 
draw a line between human and non-human beings. One of the few occasions 
on which he approaches the possibility of ethics crossing the human/animal 
divide occurs in his famous discussion of Bobby, the dog who, for a few weeks, 
visited the Nazi slave-labour Camp in which he was incarcerated. Bobby, 
unlike the camp’s guards, continued to relate to the camp’s Jewish inmates as 
if they were human beings, greeting them with delighted barking and even 
offering them a ‘semblance’ of respect. And yet, despite appearances, Levinas 
is actually unwilling to conclude that Bobby is either behaving ethically, or 
could himself be the kind of being that could elicit ethical responsibilities. 
As Clark notes: ‘The most telling irony is that, in qualifying his claim that 
Bobby is the “last Kantian in Nazi Germany” on the grounds that he lacks “the 
brains necessary to universalize maxims and drives” Levinas almost exactly 
reproduces Kant’s estimations of animals’ (65). What is even more telling from 
our current perspective is that Levinas qualifies Bobby’s ethical status on formal 
Kantian grounds! As Llewelyn notes, the door opening on an ethical community 
would ‘seem to be slammed in Bobby’s face, assuming he has one’ (Obsessed 
242; my emphasis). Here Levinas falls back into exactly the kind of generalized 
humanitarianism that Scheler is scathingly critical of, especially in his book 
Ressentiment. 

Although Scheler often seems equally determined to maintain the special 
status of humans, his recognition of evolutionary affinities makes any absolute 
distinction much more precarious. The fact that fellow feeling entails the 
recognition of an Other’s psychic life, for example, still allows the possibility 
that some animals may be so recognized. Indeed, in places, as Schneck notes, 
Scheler goes much further and explicitly refers to the values of a Franciscan 
view of nature that suggests ‘the possibility of a fraternity between person and 
nature’ (69). In Scheler’s own words: 

What is really new and unusual in St. Francis’ emotional relationship 
to Nature, is that natural objects and processes take on an expressive 
significance of their own, without any parabolic reference to man or 
human relationships generally. (Scheler qtd in Schneck 68)
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One might say, in Levinasian terms, that for Scheler these natural ‘objects’ 
and ‘processes’ can also be experienced and understood as bearers of their own 
ethical significance. Here Scheler seems to come very close indeed to the kind of 
understanding that an ecological ethics requires. 

What are we to take from this? For those open to such possibilities, and on 
occasion even for those like Levinas who consider themselves absolutely closed 
to them, more-than-human beings come face to face with us in ways that reveal 
the ethical limits of a formal humanism. Like the seal pup, their appearance 
as bearers of their own ethical significance elicits our concerns. Whether 
dog, seal, or woodland flower, these entities present us with an existence 
understood as being an ‘end in itself’, that is, of being irreducible to its role 
in a world composed only of our own self-interests. Such ethical events are, 
in many respects, beyond our conscious control (although we can sometimes 
choose to heed or ignore their repercussions). They happen to us even though 
the patterns of our previous existence certainly create allowances that enable 
their occurrence. Such appearances are the way of the world and also reveal 
something of the limits of our phenomenal worlds—the horizons that facilitate 
but also limit our capacity to behold what lies right before us or under our very 
feet. 

Appearances matter. But, as we are aware even in everyday life, there is more 
to the world than that which appears to us. Only the most idealist form of 
anthropocentrism could possibly think that, for example, the new species of 
nematodes located in that Scottish soil sprang into ‘existence’ at the moment of 
their discovery by Sourhope’s scientists: only by defining existence as existence 
as experienced by and for human being(s) could this possibly be the case. The 
worms surely inhabited Sourhope’s soils before they ever attracted our notice 
even though the kinds of notice we give to them to some extent shapes the 
worms’ significance to us, making them appear in a certain light (specifically, as 
objects on a very un-ecological microscope stage). 

Ethics, however, is a particular mode of attending and responding to the beings 
that transcend, yet are nonetheless made manifest through, their appearances. 
To reiterate: an ethical relation is not just a response to appearance as such but 
to the singular10 being ‘behind/beyond’ (even if elicited by) that appearance. 
Furthermore, this awareness of a singular Other can, and quite frequently 
does, offer an opening, through the re-arrangement and challenge to the pre-

10 Singular here does not mean easily definable as, for example, being a particular physically bounded and 
defined individual; it connotes the realisation of a certain uniqueness and irreducibility, the impossibility of 
positing some kind of formal essence or identity.
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existing patterns of significance it helps constitute, of the existence of yet more 
beings that are not necessarily ‘sensationally’ apparent to me at all. It might, for 
example, even recompose the ways in which I relate to the earth beneath me. 

To be clear: this does not mean that every aspect of nature we experience will 
affect us in this way or even that we have to value nature as a whole ethically, 
but it does provide another way of thinking about nature, one that draws on 
Heidegger’s interpretation of ancient Greek philosophy. Here nature is itself 
understood as physis, the continual unfolding of existence into the phenomenal 
world of appearances. In Heidegger’s terms (which seem peculiarly apt for our 
present purposes given our interest in soil) physis is that ‘process’ whereby the 
‘Earth’ worlds, that is to say, the process whereby what exists becomes manifest, 
appears and takes on significance to us within our phenomenal world. 

Physis is the self-revealing Earth pushing up into the phenomenal world. 
‘The world is founded on the Earth and the Earth thrusts up into the world’ 
(Heidegger qtd in Haar 13), like a flower appears sprouting from the soil. There 
is always and continually an unfolding into the (phenomenal) world that also, 
when attended to in its singularity, introduces its own significance, and yet the 
Earth is never fully exposed or explicable, indeed even as it reveals itself in one 
way it also withdraws and closes in on itself. We might say that the Earth is 
‘reserved’, not in the sense of being a ‘resource’—an instrumental stockpile for 
human use, or like a hotel room that can be reserved for later occupancy—but 
in the sense that another person may act ‘reservedly’. That is to say, that while 
what is manifested can touch us (physically and emotionally) it cannot be fully 
grasped in its infinite depth. As Haar puts it:

Opacity in Earth is powerful, but it must manifest itself. Thus the weight 
of the stone or the particular radiance of colours are revealed as modes 
of what is obviously present but unexplorable. … Earth possesses a 
secret ground that resists every elucidation and that does not yield to 
the violence of an ex-plication or ex-position. One must acquiesce to its 
unopenable dimension if one does not want to destroy it. It must show 
itself as what it holds in reserve. (57) 

In terms of ecological ethics, Earth might be regarded as Heidegger’s name for the 
much more pervasive and much more-than-human depth beyond the worldly 
‘sur-face’ presented to us. In this sense, ecological ethics might be understood 
as an un-selfish ‘benevolence’ initiated through ‘fellow-feeling’ in ‘the event of 
the face of the Earth’ (physis), and as the subsequent significant appearance of 
a community that can include ‘soils, waters, plants and animals, or collectively, 
the land’. And if we think about nature in this way, then it becomes obvious 
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that only an arrogant anthropocentrism would assume that there is more hidden 
about the existence of another individual human being than about all of more-
than-human nature in its myriad forms.

Cypripedium: Phenomenology Down to Earth

Many miles to the South of Sourhope, in English limestone country, a plant 
appears from the early summer earth amongst the open slopes’ rocks. Its large 
‘showy’ flower on top of a tall green stalk has four maroon lanceolate ‘petals’ 
(technically perianths) surrounding a central yellow pouch-shaped feature 
that, viewed closely, gives it its name—the Lady’s Slipper Orchid (Cypripedium 
calceolus). Its beauty explains its rarity, for this was, for a long while, the 
single remaining wild Lady’s Slipper Orchid left in Britain (although there are 
wild European populations), the rest having long ago been lost to acquisitive 
collectors. Its very location remains a guarded secret. This same plant has 
flowered year on year, since the 1930’s, a visible protrusion pushing up from the 
earth that shelters the plant’s rhizomes which would otherwise remain hidden 
and unknown below the soil surface. 

The flower’s appearance in the phenomenal world is an event. But what kind 
of (ecological and ethical) significance might it have? If someone, struck by its 
beauty, picked that flower spike, took it home and placed it in a vase to admire, 
then all they seem to have concerned themselves with is its phenomenological 
appearance as an intentional object, some ‘thing’ desired in order to brighten 
a room, a souvenir of a day’s rambling, to provide an unusual talking point, 
and so on. Their relationship is, although aesthetic, largely instrumental. They 
are not likely to be concerned with what has been left behind of the plant in 
the soil, or the result of picking that flower on the plant as a whole, let alone 
on the survival of Lady’s Slipper Orchids in general or effects on the wider 
ecological community. An orchid collector, of course, may try to dig up the 
entire plant and spend many hours tending to its needs, but again, it seems that 
what matters here is the plant’s ability to add a rare example to his collection, 
his relation to it is possessive, selfish.

How might this plant appear within the context of an ecological ethics? Imagine 
a passing walker about to lop off its flower with a casual swing of her walking 
stick. The plant’s appearance and its precarious situation, like that of the seal 
pup discussed earlier, might manifest itself in such a way as to draw those open 
to such possibilities out of their self-possessed concerns and motivate them to 
intervene on the plant’s behalf. But while certain aspects of the plant, like its 
spectacular flowers, certainly draw our attention, its ethical appeal (and our 
willingness to act) is not limited by or dependent upon its membership of any 
particular formal category or even to its being the sole wild representative of 
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a purportedly uniquely British population (which would, of course require 
a very specific form of taxonomic pre-understanding). This is not to say that 
our response is uninfluenced by our hermeneutic situation, but to notice that, 
although no experience is ever context free, the plant also makes an entry into 
the phenomenal world as a carrier of its own significance in a Levinasian sense. 
Similarly, the ethical aspects of this event are marked by a concern that goes 
beyond its mere appearances, beyond an understanding of the flower as an 
intentional ‘object’. To paraphrase Scheler, this plant is initially experienced in 
a kind of primary perception as being distinct from us but also as a being that 
is never fully comprehensible.

And, of course, this orchid is not easily defined. The showy flowers, only 
apparent for such a short period of the year, are only the tip of the iceberg. 
Its hidden subsoil rhizomes are also intimately conjoined, in ways that are 
poorly understood, with very specific taxonomical groups of mycorrhizal fungi. 
Indeed, the orchid’s existence is inseparable from its mutual association with 
these fungi: ‘Mycorrizal infection is a prerequisite for the germination and 
growth of all orchid seeds in the wild’ (Shefferson et al. 614). The adult plant 
too may continue to be dependent on fungal-produced resources. Yet, despite 
many years of study the fungi themselves remain ‘notoriously cryptic’ (614) 
even though these particular relations may be the key factor determining the 
orchid’s distribution. This in turn might suggest that there is also something 
special about the composition of the microscopic soil community in this place 
where Cypripedium calceolus retains its fragile foothold.11

But this does not mean that we need to treat the other members of the soil 
community instrumentally, as just that which facilitates the orchid’s flowering. 
The orchid’s appearance can also shift the patterns of our ethical responses and 
responsibilities more widely. Ethics flows through the landscape as we attend 
to it. What had been, perhaps, a rather uninteresting rocky slope begins to take 
on new significance as we become open to wider possibilities of other aspects of 
this place and other members of this community appear in our world. Crossing 
the ground before us a mole pushes its difficult way through the shallow earth: 
turning over a rock insects and centipedes scuttle for cover through white 
tangles of plant roots never before exposed to direct sunlight. And although 
so many of the entities that compose the soil beneath us remain invisible and 
non-individuated, in attending to what does appear we also intuit something 
of the inter-connected multitudes that continually escape our purview. As 

11 This plant has now been self-fertilised by hand and seedlings have been grown in Kew Garden’s 
laboratories for re-introduction to a number of sites where the plant is known to have grown in the past 
(Ramsey). 
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with Levinas’ ethics, an ecological ethics does not just concern itself with 
appearances, although, as Scheler argues, appearances and the felt act of fellow 
feeling are a necessary condition for the possible emergence of any ethics. 

What appears in the openness of a loving (ethical, non-selfish and non-
instrumental) attention, what is un-concealed (a-letheia) as carrying its own 
unexpected significance, also serves to indicate the Earth’s reserve, its opacity, 
its concealing (lethe). An ecological ethics concerns itself with the ways in which 
the Earth shows itself as what it holds in reserve, with the way in which the sur-
face of the soil is also an indication of its hidden depths and its un-explicated 
associations. 

The Earth is, in Heidegger’s terms, ‘that which shelters in coming forth’ 
(Heidegger qtd in Haar 57), and the earth that is this soil shelters hosts of 
phenomenal worlds that are irreducible, and to a large extent inaccessible, to 
our own (Uexküll). Indeed the living ecological community might be understood 
phenomenologically as composed of irreducible mutual appearances between 
various beings, each to the others (Smith, Against Ecological Sovereignty). The 
ecology of ethics lies precisely in not isolating individuals from this background 
as intentional objects or as members of formal categories, but in appreciating the 
not entirely comprehensible ways in which these individuals also constitute a 
part of a community of myriad beings which appear to each other in all kinds 
of ways, as commensual, as mutualistic, as parasite, as prey, as resources, as co-
evolved and evolving beings. Some are rare, some common; some specialized, 
some generalist; some crucial to the whole community’s survival, some hardly 
at all. As and when we concern ourselves with these communities and attend to 
some of these inter-connections we open different ethical possibilities.

We can never hold all of this together abstractly as some cognitively ordered 
system constantly before our mind (or committed to a computer’s memory). 
Rather, part of what it is to be a living being capable of ethical feelings and 
valuations is to be able to hold these felt values in reserve, releasing them in 
the face of certain (often unexpected) events, the origins of which we can never 
fully comprehend. And these events (if ethical) are never limited only to what 
appears as an intentional object. They realize something of the depth behind 
what faces us and simultaneously open possibilities for ethics to overflow along 
these hermeneutically and ecologically informed, but only partly pre-figured 
channels as and when our active involvement, our concerned attention, our love 
for the world comes to the surface as Others appear and disappear.

Attending to the natural world we come to realize that ecology matters. And 
an ecological ethics recognises that it matters even if it cannot always explicate 
how and why it matters. And what could matter more than the life-sustaining 
earth itself?
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What appears to us is not all that appears. What has significance in its appearance 
to us inevitably has different significance to others and a significance that 
overflows to Others. What appears in this world is not all there is to the Earth. 
And an ethical experience of the event of such appearances already attends to 
this Earthly infinity, which, like the self-revealing/self-concealing soil, underlies 
and grounds our temporarily finite phenomenal world, our all too short life on 
its surface. 

Mick Smith is Associate Professor and Queen’s National Scholar at Queen’s 
University, Canada. He is the author or editor of several books on issues in 
environmental philosophy, including The Ethics of Tourism Development (2003), 
and An Ethics of Place: Radical Ecology, Postmodernity and Social Theory 
(2001).
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Vultures and their People in India: 
Equity and Entanglement in a Time of 

Extinctions

Thom van Dooren

In conversations about vultures in India, people have often recounted to me 
having seen large numbers of these birds gathered along the banks of rivers 
consuming the dead bodies of cattle and other animals, including sometimes 
people, as they float by or wash up on the water’s edge. When it meets a vulture’s 
beak, it matters very little if this flesh, this meat, was once a human or some other 
kind of animal. In fact, numerous human societies throughout history—including 
current day Parsee communities in India and Buddhists in Tibet and elsewhere—
utilise exposure to vultures as the most appropriate way of ‘taking care’ of their 
dead (Subramanian; Schuz and Konig; van Dooren, Vulture). I am interested in the 
dynamics and practicalities of eating and being eaten in multispecies communities, 
but for the moment I would like to remain with the vultures on the banks on 
the Ganges and other rivers in India. Unlike most other scavengers, the vultures 
that my bird-watching friends saw are ‘obligate’ scavengers. This means that they 
do not opportunistically alternate between predation and scavenging (like their 
mammalian counterparts), but rather rely exclusively on finding animal carcasses. 
A vulture’s whole body is oriented and adapted towards this method of food 
procurement and the lifestyle that accompanies it. In fact, Ruxton and Houston 
have even argued that it may have been in the development of the large body 
size and specialisations for efficient soaring flight that are so essential to being 
a successful avian scavenger, that vultures lost the flying accuracy, agility and 
manoeuvrability necessary to kill prey.

However it evolved, scavenging has offered a very successful way of life for 
vultures for a long time. While the fossil record is poor, it seems that in the ‘old 
world’ vultures stretch back over 20 million years. The genus Gyps, to which 
the vast majority of the vultures in India belong, probably arrived on the scene 
sometime in the last few million years (Rich; Houston, pers. comm.). But while 
scavenging has been evolutionarily successful for vultures, it is arguably not 
the most attractive way of getting a meal. It seems fair to say that vultures are 
a little bit gross. The Gyps species that occur in India live primarily in colonies, 
usually of 20-30 birds but sometimes in excess of 100; often roosting as close 
as possible to dumps or slaughterhouses, building their nests in tall trees or on 
cliff ledges, and lining them with wool, skin, dung and rubbish (Ferguson-Lees 
and Christie 422-8). While many animals scavenge food when it is available, few 
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have taken to scavenging with the focus and vigour of the vultures. According 
to Dean Amadon, few of these other species ‘will compete with vultures for 
badly decomposed remains’ (ix). Inhabiting this environment of often less than 
‘fresh’ food, it is no wonder that vultures possess a high level of resistance to 
various pathogens and diseases (Houston and Cooper).1 According to Amadon, 
‘it has been reported that vultures can, without ill effect, consume the viruses 
of such deadly pathogens as anthrax in such quantities as would fell an ox—or 
a whole herd of oxen’ (ix). 

But something is now poisoning vultures and threatening to cause their 
extinction in India and throughout the surrounding region. Over the past two 
decades vultures have been dying en masse, largely as a result of their being 
unintentionally poisoned by an anti-inflammatory drug called diclofenac that is 
given to cattle whose carcasses they eat. Diclofenac is used to treat any number 
of conditions in cattle, including lameness, mastitis, and difficult birthing 
(Cunningham; G. Swan et al., ‘Removing’ 0395). In vulture bodies, however, 
diclofenac causes painful swelling, inflammation, and eventually kidney failure 
and death. Today, it is thought that approximately 97% of the three main 
species of vulture in India are gone (Swan et al., ‘Toxicity’; Prakash et al.). 
The discovery that vultures were disappearing entered the scientific literature 
through the work of Vibhu Prakash of the Bombay Natural History Society 
(BNHS) (Prakash). Since this time, the BNHS, in collaboration with the Royal 
Society for the Protection of Birds in the UK and the Zoological Society of 
London, has been conducting further research on the vulture decline. Together, 
these organisations have also established several conservation and breeding 
centres in India. The hope is that one day, when the threat of diclofenac is gone 
and there is a large enough captive population for it to be sustainable in the 
wild, the vultures might be able to be (re)released. Whether this will ever be 
able to happen, however, remains an open question.

1 While vultures will sometimes eat ‘badly decomposed’ food, they do prefer food that is relatively fresh 
(Houston, Condors).
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A critically endangered Indian white-backed vulture sunning  

(Gyps bengalensis). 

Credit: Image by Lip Kee. Used under a CC Attribution-ShareAlike 2.0 Generic Licence.

A critically endangered Indian white-backed vulture (Gyps bengalensis). 

Credit: Image by Lip Kee. Used under a CC Attribution-ShareAlike 2.0 Generic Licence.
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Between death and life (there is sometimes a vulture)

It is a strange thing for an animal that is so closely associated with death, albeit 
usually the deaths of others, to be itself on the way to extinction. For me, as for 
many other people throughout history, and around the world, vultures seem 
to be a kind of liminal creature, inhabiting a space somehow strangely between 
life and death. Perhaps it is the way in which they seem to sense death, often 
arriving before it occurs (at least in part a skill acquired through good vision, 
the ability to search far and wide, and a kind of communicative observation 
of other vultures (Jackson et al.)); or maybe it is because they consume the 
dead and then soar high up into the sky (Houston, Condors 51). The deathly 
association and liminality that interests me, however, is the vulture’s ability to 
‘twist’ death back into life (Rose). My thinking here is situated within the kind 
of ecological context that Deborah Bird Rose and Val Plumwood have outlined. 
They remind us that death must not be thought about as a simple ending, but 
rather as something that is completely central to the ongoing life of multispecies 
communities, in which we are all ultimately food for one another (Plumwood, 
‘Tasteless’).

In this context, vultures are at the heart of life and death’s transformative 
potential. But instead of taking life to produce their nourishment, they consume 
only that which is already dead, pulling dead flesh back into processes of 
nourishment and growth. Alongside the insects, bacteria, fungi and others who 
also make their living breaking down the dead, I suspect that vultures have a 
special place in life’s heart. I can’t help but think here about Jean-Luc Nancy’s 
beautiful injunction not to separate life from death: ‘to isolate death from life—
not leaving each one intimately woven into the other, with each one intruding 
upon the other’s core [coeur]—this is what one must never do’ (Nancy 5). 
Vultures understand this intimate entanglement of life and death. I think that 
they would appreciate Nancy’s sentiment, and be in wholehearted agreement 
with Georges Bataille when he noted that: ‘life is a product of putrefaction, and 
it depends on both death and the dungheap’ (Botting and Wilson 242).

Death, understood in this way, positions all organisms (including humans; a 
point that shouldn’t have to be made, but unfortunately often does) as parts of 
a broader multispecies community. Possibilities for life and death, for everyone, 
get worked out inside these entangled processes of ‘becoming-with’ (Haraway, 
When Species Meet). That we can live at all, but also that we live in the ways 
in which we do, are the results of our specific situatedness in a more-than-
human world. The biological and the social, the material and the discursive, 
alongside the living and the dead, are all mixed up in the formation of what 
come to be (and to count as) bodies, societies, religions, cultures and ecologies. 
The interactions of people, vultures, and others in India highlight some of 
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these tangled processes of becoming, as well as the life and death stakes of the 
specific ways in which we are bound up with and exposed to others in a time of 
increasing environmental change.

Entangled becomings

Three main species of vulture make their homes in Asia, all three are of the 
genus Gyps: the oriental white-backed vulture (G. bengalensis), the long-billed 
vulture (G. indicus) and the slender-billed vulture (G. tenuirostris). In the first 
half of the twentieth century, these species could be found in large numbers 
right across Southeast Asia, throughout the Indian subcontinent and into 
Pakistan. During the second half of that century, however, populations began 
to disappear throughout the eastern part of this range (Southeast Asia). The 
causes of this population decline are not known with certainty, but perhaps 
the most significant factor was the loss of reliable food sources. This loss likely 
occurred as a result of both the collapse of wild ungulate populations (through 
uncontrolled hunting) and changes in the husbandry of domestic animals. In 
addition, direct persecution of vultures by humans is thought to have impacted 
on their numbers, as did poisoning and habitat loss in some local areas (Pain 
et al. 661-2). While there are still some small remaining pockets of vultures in 
Cambodia and perhaps Laos and Vietnam, today Gyps vultures are otherwise 
considered to be extinct in Southeast Asia (Pain et al.).

In the face of these local extinctions, India represented one of the last 
strongholds of these species of vulture. Throughout most of the second half of 
the twentieth century, during this period of decline in Southeast Asia, life was 
good for vultures in India. In 1985, Indian populations were still so large that 
some speculated that the oriental white-backed vulture was ‘possibly the most 
abundant large bird of prey in the world’ (Pain et al. 661). In India there was 
nothing like the food shortage for vultures that occurred to the east; quite the 
opposite. While vultures in India certainly benefited from the fact that it is one 
of the most cattle rich countries in the world, from a vulture’s perspective what 
makes India an ideal place to live is the fact that most of the cows there are not 
consumed by local people. Hindu reverence for cattle, alongside a more general 
ethos of ahimsa (or nonviolence towards all living things), has produced a 
unique and complex cultural and religious environment in which most Indians 
do not eat beef, and many are vegetarian (although Muslims and a growing 
number of Hindus do eat sheep, goats, other animals, and sometimes also beef 
(Robbins)).2

2 There are numerous other dimensions of the lives of cattle in India that cannot be understood as anything 
other than tragic. While almost all Indian states have bans on the slaughter of cattle, in many cases this has 
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Cattle are predominantly used in India for ploughing, milking, and as general 
beasts of burden; and their dung is widely used as fuel and fertilizer (Robbins 
226). When they die, cows are usually either taken to carcass dumps or left at 
the edge of villages, often after being skinned for leather (Singh). By and large, 
however, it is vultures that have been relied upon in India to ‘take care’ of an 
estimated five to ten million cow, camel and buffalo carcasses each year:

As many as 100 vultures may feed on a single cow carcass, stripping it 
clean in 30 minutes. Two thousand, 3,000, even 10,000 vultures swarmed 
the larger dumps in the early 1990s, the huge birds lapping at carcasses 
with their leathery tongues, thrusting their narrow heads neck-deep to 
reach internal organs, tussling over choice gobbets of meat. (McGrath)

In this context, vultures often lived quite closely with human populations. 
In urban and semi-urban environments, they found abundant food in carcass 
dumps, as well as in tanneries, slaughter yards, garbage dumps and bone mills 
(where they could pick the bones clean before they were crushed for use in 
fertilizers). But it was not just vultures that benefited from this association. 
These industries and local communities were provided with a free and efficient 
means of carcass disposal for the millions of cows that they kept but did not 
eat (as well as the waste products from numerous other kinds of animals). 
Consuming the dead is, of course, what vultures do. In taking up this role they 
help to stem the spread of contamination and disease (like anthrax, which is 
endemic in parts of India). When they live closely with people, especially in 
urban environments, they provide an extremely valuable ‘service’ to human 
communities (as will be discussed in more detail below). Understandably, this 
symbiotic exchange has provided an ideal situation for people and vultures to 
live side by side in India. Writing in 1983, Robert B. Grubh noted that: ‘Where 
a regular food supply exists, it is a familiar sight to see 200 to 400 individuals 
sitting crowded on trees or on rooftops in the vicinity’ (108).

This close entanglement of vultures and people in India is made all the more 
remarkable when contrasted with other places around the world where Gyps 
vultures have little association with human populations. In east Africa, for 
example, people understandably do not make meat available to vultures, but 
they also often shoot them if they start visiting towns and cities—especially the 
larger vulture species (Houston, pers. comm.; Houston, Condors). In addition 
to food availability, this contrast with Africa points to another important 
difference in the direct treatment of vultures by people. In India, vultures are 
far less likely to face the persecution that has afflicted them in so many other 

simply meant that slaughter is carried out illegally—and thus in a completely unregulated manner—or cattle 
are subjected to long and crowded transportation to slaughterhouses in neighbouring states or countries 
(Singh).
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parts of the world—not just Africa and Southeast Asia, but also Europe and the 
Americas (Ferguson-Lees and Christie). It is most likely that significant cultural 
and religious dimensions of Hinduism and life in India account for at least 
part of this differential treatment; for example association with the mythical 
Hindu vulture king Jatayu (Baral et al. 151). There is most definitely also a more 
pragmatic dimension to this treatment, with vultures being widely understood 
to provide a very valuable service through the removal of dead flesh (Houston, 
pers. comm.; AFP).

But India is anything but a monolithic ‘cultural landscape’. While it is beyond the 
scope of this paper to consider the diverse range of relationships with vultures 
around the country, outside of the majority Hindu culture, India’s small Parsee 
community (centred in Mumbai) requires consideration in any discussion of 
vultures and their people in that country. For hundreds of years Parsees in India 
have laid their dead out to be consumed by vultures in dakhmas (or ‘towers of 
silence’), believing that dead flesh pollutes fire, water and air—all of which are 
sacred to Ahura Mazda (Williams 158; Subramanian). In this context, humans 
provided an additional source of food for vultures, while the vultures provided 
an efficient and hygienic means of disposing of the dead. This Parsee practice 
provides a wonderfully rich acknowledgement and reminder of the place of 
human flesh in multispecies nourishment. Of course, Parsees and vultures don’t 
need to be told that humans are edible. Some members of the Parsee community 
were so committed to the role of vultures in taking care of the dead that when 
vulture numbers at towers of silence started to decline, they proposed setting 
up a small captive population in an aviary to continue the process.

In this short section, I have offered only a handful of general examples from a 
diverse history of human/vulture interactions. What is clear, however, is that 
India has provided a somewhat unique environment for these birds. It is tempting 
to view this as a situation in which humans ‘accommodated’ vultures, making 
room for them within their communities. In reality, however, generations of 
Gyps vultures stretch back several million years into the deep past of the Indian 
continent. They were there well before human habitation; before humans even 
emerged as a species. It is likely that vultures evolved in close relationships with 
the wild migratory ungulate species like blackbuck, which were abundant until 
the arrival of people and domestic animals (Houston, ‘Adaptive Radiation’), 
only later settling into growing ‘human communities’. While it is certainly true 
that Indians have held open spaces for vultures in ways that other cultures 
around the world have not, it is also true that these people and their cultural 
and religious practices emerged and took shape in a land already inhabited by 
vultures. Together, vultures, people, cattle and others co-produced a unique 
environment in which food was made readily available for vultures, and in turn 
people were provided with a reliable and inexpensive means of disposing of 
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the dead—this being particularly important for people who kept an abundance 
of cattle that they did not eat. In fact, one wonders how the cattle keeping 
practices that have emerged in India in company with Hinduism would have 
looked, or whether they would have even been possible, in the absence of these 
dedicated scavengers?

Proximity and ‘double death’

But now these vultures are dying. In an age of diclofenac, both cattle and human 
bodies often no longer provide nourishment; vultures are no longer able to twist 
their deaths back into life. Instead, dead bodies are now poisoning vultures, 
producing more and more death. At the Parsee towers of silence the vulture 
decline seems to have begun in the 1970s, perhaps due to factors including urban 
growth in Bombay/Mumbai and an abundance of other food sources (Houston, 
pers. comm.), but perhaps also because diclofenac became available to people 
in the 1960s (for the treatment of inflammation), so the first birds to be affected 
would likely have been those that fed at the towers of silence. But, for vultures, 
the more recent widespread use of diclofenac for the treatment of cattle has been 
a far more serious problem. While human use of diclofenac might have been 
catastrophic for a captive population of vultures at a tower of silence—one of 
the reasons why some scientists withdrew their support for such a project—the 
use of the drug in cattle is far more significant for the overall collapse of vulture 
populations in India because cattle are a far more significant food source. As 
such it is vultures’ role as consumers of cattle, rather than people, that will 
occupy the primary focus of my discussion. 

Importantly, the use of diclofenac in the treatment of cattle is often driven by 
poverty, and the need to keep working animals even when they are old and sick.

If an animal is going sick, is going downhill, they want to get the most out 
of the animal. … So you just pump pain killers and anti-inflammatories 
into it, to keep it going as long as possible … and that’s probably why 
such a high level of carcasses do have detectable levels of diclofenac. 
(Cunningham)

Here, poverty emerges in this paper explicitly for the first time, but it is a central 
theme in the unfolding of vulture/human relationships in India today, and as 
such a topic that I will return to below. In the emergence of vulture-toxic cattle, 
we encounter the flip side of the proximity and entanglement between people 
and vultures. While this close association has for a long time been mutually 
advantageous, it has now become a liability for everyone. Domesticated cattle 
once provided a great source of carrion for vultures, but this reliance on humans 
(more accurately on livestock that they keep) for food may now lead to vultures’ 
extinction. In other parts of the world where diclofenac and other similarly 
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toxic anti-inflammatories (Cuthbert et al.) are widely used, for example in east 
Africa, Gyps vultures have not been impacted by the drug like their Indian 
counterparts; largely because they haven’t struck up a similar relationship 
with people, so their diet includes a greater proportion of the carcasses of wild 
animals (Cunningham). 

Similarly, the entanglement and close proximity of people and vultures in India 
has become a liability for human communities. In their absence, it is has been 
made all too clear how important a role vultures played through the consumption 
of the dead, in creating an environment in which the unfolding and flourishing 
of so much other life could occur. Drawing on Rose’s work, my position is that 
in India vultures and others are being drawn into a kind of ‘double death’. For 
Rose, this concept marks a situation in which life’s connectivities are unmade 
with disastrous consequences for a whole ecological community. In the story 
that Rose tells, dingoes are at the heart of this tragedy: having been baited with 
1080 poison, they remain toxic even after death so that they poison those who 
feed on them. Here, death cannot be twisted back into life, and instead ‘starts 
piling up corpses in the land of the living’ (75). Rose explores the ramifications 
of this kind of death work among the Aboriginal people of Yarralin (for whom 
dingo is kin) and their more-than-human community. 

The mass death of vultures occurring in India today is producing a related, but 
distinct, process of double death. In addition to the creation of an environment in 
which dead bodies, en masse, fail to nourish but rather poison, the absence of so 
many vultures has left a vast number of carcasses unscavenged—literally ‘piling 
up corpses in the land of the living’ (Rose 75). The disappearance of so many 
members of a species produces what ecologists call a ‘functional extinction’, one 
that will most likely be followed by an actual extinction in coming years. When 
vultures no longer inhabit the places and take up the relationships that they 
once did, the connectivities that make life possible in these places are unmade. 
As a result, a further ‘doubling’ of death has been set in motion in which all 
of those whose lives and wellbeing are entangled with vultures are drawn into 
a process of intensified suffering and death. Here, proximity and connectivity 
again become a liability, but in a way that highlights some of the inequalities 
of life, in which poorer nations, and in particular poorer communities within 
them, are more readily exposed to harm. 

As previously noted, in consuming decomposing and sometimes disease-
laden bodies, vultures remove sources of potential contamination of soils and 
waterways, while also helping to prevent the spread of pathogenic organisms 
(Houston and Cooper). With digestive systems that routinely process ‘foods’ 
that even the most adventurous of others would not touch, vultures are very 
well positioned to clean up disease threats. For example, this ability may have 
been connected to the containment of anthrax in India. When an animal dies 
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of anthrax, the spores of the disease can leach out into the soil where they can 
remain for decades, and can also be spread by wind and in the guts of other 
animals. In the past, vultures have tended to clean off all soft tissue within 
hours of an animal’s death, before the anthrax bacteria have time to form spores 
and spread (Houston and Cooper; Cunningham). In their absence, there are 
fears that anthrax may become a more significant health problem, especially 
in the southern states where the disease remains endemic (Vijaikumar et al.). 
With seventy percent of India’s population living in rural communities, and the 
majority dependent on livestock for their livelihoods, a huge number of people 
are potentially at risk of infection (Devinder and Karthikeyan).3

But anthrax is not the end of this story. In the absence of vultures, it is thought 
that available cattle carcasses in India might be making room for fast breeding 
scavengers like dogs and rats. While there are no accurate figures on street dog 
numbers across India, Markandya et al. have argued, drawing on Ministry of 
Agriculture census data, that it seems likely that dog numbers are increasing 
considerably as a direct result of vulture absence (Markandya et al. 198-9). 
While dogs do consume cattle carcasses, they don’t do so with anywhere near 
the same speed or thoroughness that the vultures once did. As a result, they 
are not able to provide the same sort of containment of diseases like anthrax, 
and putrefying carcasses are increasingly left to contaminate waterways and the 
environment more generally.

In addition, however, large increases in dog numbers bring their own problems. 
According to a 2004 study conducted by the Association for the Prevention and 
Control of Rabies in India (and sponsored by the United Nations’ World Heath 
Organization), approximately 17 million people are bitten by dogs in India each 
year, or roughly one person every two seconds (APCRI 44). Nationwide, the vast 
majority of the victims belong to ‘poor’ or ‘low’ income economic groups (75%), 
and in rural areas this burden falls even more heavily on these poorer groups 
(80.3%) (APCRI 25).

While dog attacks are themselves significant, in India dogs are also the primary 
vector for the transmission of rabies to humans, accounting for approximately 
96% of all transmissions (APCRI 44). There are, therefore, fears that the incidence 
of rabies in India may be beginning to climb as a result of increased dog 
numbers. It is estimated that 60% of the world’s rabies deaths already occur in 
India; approximately 25-30,000 per year, or one death every 30 minutes (APCRI 
44). While there are vaccinations available for rabies, and these do seem to be 
reaching many people, total numbers of rabies deaths are only falling slightly—

3 Here, and in what follows, I have drawn on statistics in an effort to convey the immensity and the inequity 
of the problems developing in India in the absence of vultures. I am mindful, however, that numbers cannot 
really do this, and that statistics not only fail to capture suffering, they can also undermine the ethical demands 
that it issues (van Dooren, ‘Pain’). Despite this fact, the numbers seem to tell a vital part of the story here.
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perhaps due to a large increase in the number of people being exposed to the 
disease in recent years (Menezes 564; Markandya et al. 199). In addition to the 
sheer number of people impacted, it should also not be forgotten that rabies is 
a horrific death. According to the British Medical Association’s (BMA) guide to 
the disease: ‘Once clinical symptoms of rabies appear, there is no known cure 
and the victim is virtually certain to die an agonizing and terrifying death’ 
(BMA 13). 

Like anthrax and dog attacks, rabies does not impact on all social groups evenly. 
The aforementioned 2004 study conducted by APCRI concluded that 87.6% of 
the people killed by rabies in India are from ‘poor’ or ‘low’ socioeconomic groups 
(APCRI 16). In addition, most of these victims were adult males, which the study 
noted might often bring additional economic hardship to families (APCRI 16). It 
should also be remembered that rabies does not only affect humans, but is also 
often transmitted to a variety of other animals and ultimately leads to painful 
deaths for many of them, including countless street dogs.

In addition to threats from environmental contamination and the spread of 
disease, the mass-death of vultures is also having economic impacts on some of 
India’s poorest people. These people, often referred to simply as ‘bone collectors’, 
have in the past made a living gathering the dried bones of cattle and selling 
them to the fertilizer industry. In the absence of vultures, these bones are now 
often incompletely scavenged, requiring either extended periods of time before 
collection or for people to clean the bones themselves (Markandya et al. 195-6).

And so it is clear that while all humans are bound up in ecological relationships 
inside a multispecies world, we are not all entangled in the same ways. Those who 
are most directly dependent on vultures will suffer most and be lost first; in this 
case, rural and poor communities. But this is by no means an exceptional case. 
Drawing on case studies from around the world, the 2005 Millennium Ecosystem 
Assessment highlights the fact that ecosystem degradation and biodiversity loss 
will often impact disproportionately on poor and rural communities (these ‘two 
groups’ very often being one and the same) (MEA 3). These people tend to be 
directly dependent on their local environments for the provision of ‘ecosystem 
services’, such as the carcass disposal provided by vultures, or in other cases 
food and clean drinking water. When these environments are disturbed, these 
people lack the buffer that markets provide for the wealthy who are often 
simply able to purchase the good or service from further afield, or purchase a 
substitute. In addition, the MEA notes that ‘ecosystem changes have played a 
significant role in the emergence or resurgence of several infectious diseases in 
humans’ (MEA 27-8). Similarly, when this happens, these communities are more 
likely to lack the basic resources of life, as well as access to medical services, 
that would treat disease or prevent it from becoming established in their 
communities. In this context, vulnerability emerges, at least in part, as a feature 
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of the specific ways in which we are entangled in our multispecies world; some 
are diffusely entangled, while others are bound up tightly in relationships with 
specific nonhumans and local ecologies (and thus highly exposed to changes 
or disturbances).4 In a time of extinctions, these interconnections produce a 
broader category of often disregarded lives—both human and nonhuman—that 
are being pulled into amplified patterns of loss and suffering.

Conclusion

Before their numbers began to decline so drastically, vulture species were very 
well adapted to their role as scavengers in Asia and the Indian subcontinent. As 
throughout the rest of the world, species of vultures in Asia developed feeding 
specialisations which effectively divided carcasses up; a situation that greatly 
helps to reduce competition when large numbers descend on a single carcass. 
Scientists often classify vulture species into three feeding groups, colourfully 
referred to as ‘tearers’, ‘pullers’ and ‘peckers’ (Konig). Put simply, ‘tearer’ 
species have powerful beaks for opening carcasses, while ‘peckers’ have more 
slender skulls, ideal for the more fiddly work of picking up small particles of 
food and separating meat from bone. Like all Gyps, the main species of vultures 
being poisoned in India are ‘pullers’. These are perhaps the most stereotypical 
of vultures, reaching their long, agile, feather-free heads and necks deep into 
a carcass to pull out the viscera and soft flesh. Because these components of a 
carcass offer the richest source of food, Gyps make up by far the majority of the 
vulture population throughout the old world; usually around 90%. In India, 
however, this number has traditionally been closer to 99% (Houston, ‘Adaptive 
Radiation’ 136), perhaps largely because the need for ‘tearer’ species has been 
undermined by an ongoing entanglement with humans who ‘open’ carcasses 
when they remove the skin for leather. 

The dominance of Gyps vultures in India has only added to the tragedy of their 
extinction. Physiological responses of bird species to anti-inflammatory drugs 
like diclofenac are generally not well understood. In recent years, however, 
there has been some suggestion that non-Gyps species of vulture and other 
scavenging birds in India may not be impacted upon by the drug in the same 
lethal way (Meteyer et al. 714).5 If this is the case, other species of vulture no 
longer found in large numbers in India might, therefore, have survived in the 
presence of diclofenac. But for the longest time now, India has been a land of 
Gyps vultures, knotted together in so many different ways with people inside 
larger multispecies communities. These processes of knotting, alongside the often 
painful unknotting that is occurring today, highlight processes of entangled 

4 For a very different discussion of environmental justice and direct relationships with places/ecologies, see 
Plumwood, ‘Shadow Places’.
5 But see Cuthbert et al.
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becoming that cut across human/nonhuman and nature/culture binaries to 
produce a rich multispecies world. In addition, the multispecies community I 
have described is one comprised of both the living and the dead. The extinction 
of vultures points to the necessity of a concept and a practice of community 
that draws in the dead; in which what happens to the dead, how they (and we) 
are ‘taken care’ of (and by whom), what contributions they are able to make 
(and to whom), are all deeply consequential for the health and continuity of 
others. Dead vultures, dead cattle, dead people, all matter in the interactions 
that produce possibilities of and for life and death. And so, it is not just the 
living that make, and sometimes unmake, flourishing communities. 

But as these relationships have been unravelled in this time of extinctions, 
those people most closely dependent on vultures have been the first drawn into 
patterns of intensified suffering and death; another form of what Rose has called 
‘double death’ . In this context, it does not seem to be enough to say that ‘we are 
all bound up in relationships of dependence in a multispecies world’. Clearly, 
we need to understand precisely how different communities (of humans and 
nonhumans) are entangled, and how these entanglements are implicated in the 
production of both extinctions and their accompanying patterns of amplified 
death. This kind of information requires case specific study and an approach 
to communities that moves beyond absolute distinctions between humans and 
nonhumans, the living and the dead. 

Equally, it requires an approach to the world in which we ‘cast our lot for 
some ways of life [and death] and not others’ (Haraway, Modest_Witness 36). 
One might argue, for example, that in addition to a doubling of death in some 
domains, the demise of vultures has actually produced the possibility for new 
life in other contexts. While vultures may no longer be around to consume 
carcasses, this tragic situation has made room for the growth of populations of 
other animals, like dogs. While many of these dogs live in awful conditions and 
die painful deaths from rabies and other diseases, their mere presence highlights 
the fact that food is rarely ever wasted in any absolute sense; a situation 
that is made clear if we are prepared to shift our focus and acknowledge the 
broader ‘company’ (Haraway, Companion Species) of species at the table in 
any, even moderately healthy, ecosystem. Inside rich histories of entangled 
becoming—without the aid of simplistic ideals like ‘wilderness’, ‘the natural’ 
or ‘ecosystemic balance’—it is ultimately impossible to reach simple, black-and-
white prescriptions about how ecologies ‘should be’. And so we are required to 
make a stand for some possible worlds and not others, we are required to begin 
to take responsibility for the ways in which we help to tie and retie our knotted 
multispecies worlds (Barad 353-96). How to live well within the always unequal 
patterns of amplified loss and suffering that are produced here is an issue that 
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can only take on increasing significance as we move ever more deeply into the 
Earth’s sixth great extinction event and a period of growing environmental and 
climatic change.

Thom van Dooren is currently Chancellor’s Postdoctoral Research Fellow at 
the University of Technology, Sydney. From July 2011 he will be a Lecturer in 
Interdisciplinary Environmental Studies at the University of New South Wales. He 
is the author of Vulture (forthcoming 2011), and is currently completing work on 
another book of bird stories focused on themes of loss, death and extinction.
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Blood Intimacies and Biodicy: 
Keeping Faith with Ticks

James Hatley

‘The high mountains are for wild goats; 
the crags a refuge for rock-badgers’.

Psalm 104

‘Ye ugly, blastit, creepin, wonner’
Robert Burns, ‘To a Louse’

‘Couldn’t ticks be just a little extinct?’
Tom Horton

I . A Landscape of Ticks 

To walk the forests of my native Montana in the months of April and May is to 
be welcomed into a landscape chock full of ticks. As one sets foot among the 
bunch grasses thriving on a south-facing mountain slope of Palouse Prairie, it is 
best if one’s arms are fully clothed with a long-sleeve shirt and one’s haunches 
with snugly-belted pants tucked definitively into the socks. In the exuberance 
of greenery after the winter snows, scores of ticks are waiting at every turn to 
make a temporary home in one’s very flesh. Stripping down to greet a warm 
sunbeam is a perilous act. Stopping under a ponderosa pine, particularly as 
a passing spring breeze shakes its needled branches, can set off a barely 
audible pattering emanating from one’s clothing, hair and skin, as wood ticks, 
Dermecentor andersoni, sprinkle down on oneself from above. And the results 
can be anything from vaguely irritating to alarmingly personal to outright 
deadly. Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever, Rickettsia rickettsii, which infects one 
to three percent of the ticks a Montanan encounters (Damrow) and is only one 
of the diseases of which the tick is a vector, once inflicted a death rate of 20% 
on infected humans in these natural environs. Early treatment with antibiotics 
has reduced this to 5% (Petri). A rate of attrition, even if it is a highly reduced 
one, afflicts Montanans who insist on venturing into the woods. And in that 
regard, certainly more lives are lost to the elements, the weathers and diseases 
spread by assorted arthropods than to the bared fangs of the charismatic and 
endangered mega-fauna for which the state is justly famous. More than grizzly 
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bears or mountain lions, the ticks of spring threaten human incursions into the 
wild and mark our sense of the living world as a place that is not so friendly to 
us after all. 

Although Tick Fever has been mentioned in an Egyptian papyrus as early as 
1550 BCE, it was only in 1893 that science compellingly linked a tick bite to a tick 
disease (Anderson 205). But even if a tick bite were not potentially infectious, it 
is still stomach-turning. For in the tick’s approach we humans become unwilling 
hosts, offering our very blood for its food and our all-too-human flesh for its 
temporary home. In scientific lingo, John Anderson reports, ticks are ‘obligate, 
bloodsucking, non-permanent, ectoparasitic arthropods’ with a taste for 
mammals, birds and reptiles. In their quest for food, ticks ingest ‘enormous 
quantities of … blood, lymph or digested tissues’ (Anderson 205). Further, 
Anderson notes, a tick cannot moult or reproduce without first feeding on its 
host. We humans, then, are not only important to the day-to-day sustenance1 of 
this or that tick but also necessary to its future generations. Our skin and blood, 
it could be argued, are external appendages of the tick’s own body, unwilling 
but still necessary organs in carrying out the tick’s reproductive processes. In a 
manner of speaking, we are an ad hoc womb or placenta for ticks, as we provide 
nutriment not only necessary for the fertilization and laying of their eggs but 
also for the development of their progeny, with the help of later feedings, into 
mature organisms. No wonder then that the discussion of the eeriness of ticks 
even has a philosophical pedigree: Cato, Aristotle and Pliny have all referred to 
ticks as disgusting. And ticks make an appearance in no less a classical text than 
Homer (Anderson 205). 

II . Taking Tick Extinction Seriously?

What difference, then, would it make if the two genera of ticks, or at least a 
good number of their respective species, were to go extinct? More provocatively 
put, wouldn’t it actually be better, at least in many cases, if ticks were actually 
to become extinct? In animals such as these, we perhaps meet the limit case of 
any discourse that would characterize the extinction of a species as one of the 
unmitigated moral evils of our time. Certainly, Job should have included ticks 
in his litany of complaints to the most high concerning the evils visited upon 
humans in the created world. It is hard to imagine the wisdom in any patience 
we might be called upon to exercise regarding the existence of ticks.

1 Keeping in mind that the day-to-day sustenance of a tick occurs as the result of only one or two feedings 
during its lifetime.
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Dorsal view of a female ‘lone star tick’, Amblyomma americanum.

Credit: Image in the public domain. Courtesy of CDC/ Dr. Amanda Loftis, Dr. William Nicholson, Dr. Will 
Reeves, Dr. Chris Paddock

One factor in our attitude toward ticks involves their place in the tree of life. 
Even if the Almighty has exhibited an inordinate fondness for beetles and all 
the rest of the arthropods in creating so many of them, humans very often do 
not share this feeling. Although arthropods comprise 72% of all animal species 
on earth, they are not nearly so well represented on lists of endangered species 
(Black et. al. 364). And of those arthropods that are represented, a large number 
consist of bees, ants, butterflies and moths. Although criticized in 2003 for not 
including a broad range of endangered parasites (Whiteman et. al.), by 2009 the 
International Union for Conservation of Nature Red List of Threatened Species 
still does not contain a single species of tick or mite. A zoomorphic bigotry is 
at play here. The seemingly alien morphology of insects and their immediate 
kin—compound eyes, multiple pairs of legs, an exoskeleton in lieu of skin and a 
thorax that breathes—makes it difficult for mammalian humans to accept them 
as fellow creatures. And the arthropods, more than any other family of flora 
or fauna, regularly put into question our very hold upon our mortal existence 
through a variety of stings and bites, all too often venomous or infectious. Not to 
mention that in their boring and tunnelling and feeding, whether accomplished 
by individuals or colonies or swarms, they attack not only our own bodies but 
our homes and gardens too, doing so with a greater efficiency and effect than 
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any mammal. It is perhaps no wonder that we humans have shown a distinct 
preference for worrying about the futures of species with whom we share a less 
threatening and more obvious kinship. 

What words then, even if they might not be praise, might be offered on behalf 
of ticks? One argument against the desirability of a particular tick species’ 
extinction is that its demise would go hand in hand with the extinction of its 
host. As Durden and Keirans put it, ‘Host extinction also results in co-extinction 
in nature of all associated host-specific parasites’ (Durden et al.). 2 Given that 
around four times as many parasitic species as free-living ones exist on earth, 
then the extinction of any of the free-living is likely to be doubled or tripled 
in its eventual impact on biodiversity. Thus, as each lunged and chordate 
creature succumbs to extinction, a species of tick is likely to go down with it, 
or, at the very least, find its continued survival in greater question.3 From this 
perspective, our fighting against the extinction of ticks is merely a corollary to 
our fighting against the extinction of the animal upon which the tick feeds.4 Yet 
within this perspective another moral quandary emerges. In one case, that of 
the endangered gopher tortoise (Gopherus polyphemus), ticks are being carefully 
picked off of individuals of the host species in order to enable the latter to remain 
healthy before being re-released into what is already a stressful environment. 
The case of the African rhinoceros is even more dramatic, involving four tick 
species specifically dependent upon their host and specifically targeted by 
conservationists for removal. One of these ticks—Amblyomma personatum—
is already close to extinction. If this is the case, it would appear to be a step 
forward in the host organism’s evasion of its own demise.5 Who could be upset 
by this? 

Given our own very human and very hostile attitude toward tick bites and tick-
related diseases, even to discuss one’s qualms about the extinction of ticks seems 
a ludicrous, pointless and perhaps hypocritical exercise. While, like the common 
cold, ticks will likely always be with us, worrying about the extinction of this 
or that particular species arguably deflects our all too flighty attentiveness from 
the real concerns we should be exercising for all the flora and fauna surrounding 
us that do not so insistently feed upon us and yet are all too quickly being lost 
to the newly emerging Anthropocene world. Perhaps it would be just as well if 
we included only the free-living organisms in our ongoing fight to maintain a 
modicum of biodiversity on the planet and forget altogether the parasites.

2 See also Koh et al.
3 A distinction needs to be made between ticks who are generalists and ticks who are specialists in feeding 
on their host(s). The former group may actually become more abundant as habitat loss continues, although the 
particular circumstances of this abundance are also ecologically objectionable.
4 Some ticks are more opportunistic than others and would be able to switch hosts over the long run. And 
ticks that specifically feed on humans are hopefully the most likely to survive in the Anthropocene.
5 There is at least one paper focusing on the possible extinction of a specific tick: Miller et al.
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On the other hand, several ecological factors weigh in against dismissing the 
possible extinction of tick species. First, ticks have co-evolved with their host 
species. Just as more charismatic predators benefit their prey populations by 
ferreting out weakened animals, ticks have been documented as specifically 
attacking, at least in one case, weakened deer (Bolte et al.). And there are 
some indications that parasites generally ‘exert selective pressures on host 
populations and are at least partially responsible for maintaining higher levels 
of genetic diversity when compared to non-parasitized animals’ (Durden et al. 
99). Further, even if ticks exert selective pressure on endangered species, in the 
act of doing so they become an important food for yet other species. Durden 
and Keirans mention a meeting held in 1991 at a conference in Kruger National 
Park, South Africa, to address the increasing scarcity of some tick species such 
as, for example, the ticks mentioned above that feed on rhinoceroses but, as it 
turns out, in turn are fed on by oxpeckers and other tick-eating birds (Miller et 
al. 90). Finally, the very qualities that make ticks such efficient parasites mean 
that they are a potentially rich source of pharmacological substances (Miller et. 
al., 90). As in so many issues facing environmental thinkers, the plight of ticks 
in a time of extinction proves to be a series of trade-offs as the complexity of the 
ecological systems in which they are embedded resists any simple analysis or 
reading. What kills us also keeps us alive. This is the unavoidable insight of any 
thinker who would take seriously the abysmally, even if richly interdependent 
relationships constituting the living world. 

III . Biodicy in lieu of Theodicy in the Book of Job

But beyond either biocentric or anthropocentric arguments for the survival of 
tick species, another factor calls for attention. Regardless of whether the overall 
benefit derived from the existence of ticks outweighs that which would occur 
in their extinction, the question of whether we are called to have faith in ticks 
can also be raised. This likely is an odd question for the reader—for what do 
ticks have to do with faith6 and faith with ticks? In response, one can note that 
the significance of affirmation as a human response to the living world is no 
small matter. And in the case of ticks, our willingness to affirm the living world 

6 The discussion of faith here is not informed by the Greek pistis, which, as used by Paul, came to imply 
a belief in and commitment to a specifying content, a doxa about Christ, achieved through a moment of 
conversion. In lieu of pistis, the faith in question here is like that which Buber finds in the Hebrew emunah, 
a faith in which fidelity to and trust in another is already in play before any specifying content to that faith 
can be given to justify one’s commitment. Buber argues that Christ’s approach to faith is that of emunah, while 
Paul’s is not (See Buber, 7-11, 28-29). The issue remains of how this theological term, which is normally used 
to characterize a relationship with the Transcendent, can be applied to one with another finite creature, 
particularly a tick. As the discussion in the essay makes clear, faith in the tick is required precisely in the 
context in which I find the capacity of the tick to live in its Umwelt transcends my own capacity to account 
for this lived existence in terms of my Welt or world. The tick, as simple as its life might appear to me, is 
not reducible to my conception of that life. Indeed, my very conception of the tick is already a betrayal of it. 
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is sorely put to the test. Allied with theodicy, with a consideration of whether 
humans can affirm the creation of the world with all its unjustifiable suffering, 
is the question of what could be termed ‘biodicy’. Is it really a good thing to be 
a biological entity? At the edges of any talk about the living world, particularly 
in Western culture, lies great ambivalence concerning the conditions of our 
embodiment. For to exist as a human entails that one exists as a mortal and 
abject body that only comes into itself from out of yet other bodies—initially in 
its birth and later in its constant search for nutrition. Put more trenchantly, to 
exist is to live, and to live is not only to be born and give birth to a succeeding 
generation but also to feed upon others. A corollary to our human insistence 
on ingesting other living entities in order to grow into the fullness of our 
years is that yet other living entities, whether they be bear, tick or flesh-eating 
bacterium, have similar designs on us. 

The queasiness over our having been born is not a new experience. No less a 
figure than Job begins his complaint against the Most High with a thorough and 
graphic rejection of his own birth:

Let the stars of the twilight thereof be dark; let it look for light, but have 
none; neither let it behold the eyelids of the morning;

Because it shut not up the doors of my mother’s womb, nor hid trouble 
from mine eyes.

Why died I not from the womb? Why did I not perish at birth?

Why did the knees receive me? And wherefore the breasts, that I should 
suck? (Job 3: 9-12)

Some might argue that Job’s cursing of the day of his birth simply expresses 
his outrage at the injustice of suffering the loss of his children, his flocks, his 
home and his health, even as the watchful eye of the Creator, the Most High, 
looks on. But the carefully-developed metaphors of Job’s complaint hint at yet 
another dimension to his suffering: that to be born is to be rendered abject, that 
Job’s humanity only comes to him as a groping from out of the womb of his 
mother’s body to her knees spread open to receive him. The very intimacy of 
one’s tie to the maternal body that has conceived one is an uncanny rejoinder 
to any sense of autonomy one might muster on one’s own behalf. And the Most 
High, in his eventual response to Job, speaks expansively and pointedly of the 
womb: ‘Who shut up the sea with doors, when it broke forth, and issued out 
of the womb?’7 (Job 38: 8). And again, a few lines later: ‘Hath the rain a father? 
Or who hath begotten the drops of dew? Out of whose womb8 came the ice? 

7 In the Hebrew, rachem.
8 In the Hebrew, beten, literally ‘belly’, and by implication, ‘womb’. The more formal word for womb, 
‘rachem’, is used in conjunction with the ice and, as the footnote above indicates, the sea. The two words—
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And the hoar-frost of heaven, who hath gendered9 it?’ (Job 38: 28-29). Both of 
these passages suggest how being born of a womb is a characteristic shared by 
all living and elemental entities, even as the emergence of the elemental into 
existence, particularly in the case of the waters, challenges the very thought 
of a biological womb.10 The birth, which is to say, the creation of the elemental 
is pointedly not to be confused with that of human beings or animals. Further, 
the questions on the part of the Tetragrammaton to Job are phrased in such a 
way that the male Job, who has no womb at all, is put at a disadvantage to the 
Most High who hints obliquely and ironically of maternity as well as paternity 
in regard to all creatures and elements. In these questions, the metaphysical and 
creative implications of the womb outstrip Job’s own all-too-human interest in 
and understanding of his own birth as a creature. An abysmal decentering of 
the very question of Job’s natality,11 of his having come to be born, is effected in 
the perspective offered on creaturely existence by the Most High. 

But the demonstration is not finished. Turning to animal mothers, the 
Tetragrammaton asks Job to consider, among other creatures, the vulture:

She dwelleth and abideth on the rock, upon the crag of the rock, and 
the stronghold.

From thence she spieth out the prey; her eyes behold it afar off.

Her young ones also suck up blood; and where the slain are, there is she. 
(Job 39: 27-30)12

beten and rachem are used in conjunction with one another in key passages in both the Book of Job and 
Psalms. In the passage at the beginning of Job, in which he curses the day he was born, both terms are used 
and are both translated in the JPS version as ‘womb’. 
9 In the Hebrew, yeladu, from yelad, to give birth. 
10 The mysteriousness of the waters in their fructification of the earth is given extended discussion in 
Genesis Rabbah XIII: 9-15. 
11 One should keep in mind that the Latin term natura is etymologically related to giving birth, to bearing 
forth a world.
12 The International Standard Bible Encyclopedia discusses in its entry on ‘Vulture’ a smaller variety of the 
species found in the Biblical Near East called ‘Pharaoh’s Chicken’ (Stratton-Porter). Members of this species 
‘were protected by a death penalty for their value as scavengers in cities. They fed on carcasses of animals 
that killed each other, ate putrid fish under the nests of pelican and cormorant, followed caravans across the 
desert, and were ready for offal thrown from animals dressed for feasting. They flocked over the altars for the 
entrails from sacrifice, and devoured scraps cast aside by tent-dwellers and residents of cities. They paired 
with affectionate courting and nested in crevices, in walls, hollow trees and on cliffs. They raised only one pair 
of young to the season, as the nestlings were over two months old before they took wing’ (Stratton-Porter). 
Perhaps due to this latter trait, at least one Hebrew word for vulture—MGX/rchm—is the same as the root 
for ‘compassion’, which in turn also is related to that for ‘womb’. The particular vulture denoted by racham, 
Strong’s Hebrew Lexicon notes, is ‘supposed to be tender to its young’ (SH7360). This belief is evidently shared 
by the Egyptians as well. Horapollo, in his treatise on Egyptian hieroglyphs comments: ‘It [the glyph for the 
vulture] symbolises also a compassionate person, which appears to some to be the furthest from its nature, 
inasmuch as it is a creature that preys upon all things; but they were induced to use it as a symbol for this, 
because in the 120 days, during which it brings up its offspring, it flies to no great distance, but is solely 
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The Most High’s affirmation of birth and motherhood, framed in zoomorphic 
rather than anthropomorphic terms, is even more scandalous, more probing of 
the justice of biological existence, than Job’s own initial rejection of his birth. 
While Job poses the issue of justice in terms of theodicy—’Why must I be born 
into senseless suffering in a world created by a just G-d?’—the Most High answers 
it in terms of biodicy—‘Behold, the vulture!’ Further, this answer provides not 
a justification for biological existence but an unconditional affirmation of its 
uncanniness,13 awkwardness, abjection. Later, in carrying this argument to its 
most logical extreme, the Most High proclaims: ‘Behold, Behemoth’. After this 
proclamation, the Tetragrammaton taunts, Job asking him: 

Will he [Behemoth] make a covenant with thee, that thou shouldest take 
him for a servant forever?

Wilt thou play with him as with a bird? Or wilt thou bind him for thy 
maidens? (Job 40: 28-29)

Obviously in the eyes of the Most High, neither Job nor any other human being 
will ever bring Behemoth, whose name is curiously also the plural form in 
Hebrew of ‘animal’ or’ beast’, to bay. 

IV . The Love of Kin

Many ethical, social and political issues follow in the wake of the tick bite, 
particularly now in that renewal and likewise desolation of earth that is 
termed Anthropocene. Where ticks are found the significance not only of 
my vulnerability but also of that of my fellow humans to being fed upon by 
another species is raised. In tropical climates removed from my own temperate 
world (though no longer so distantly as prior to the Anthropocene), ticks 
and their fellow arthropods can justifiably be characterized as a scourge of 
humanity, persistent vectors of a host of fatal and crippling diseases. And 
these diseases only threaten to become more widespread as global warming 
progresses. Paradoxically, the environmental degradation being undergone 
in the Anthropocene leads not simply to a crisis of extinction but also to one 
of overabundance. The ranges of some ticks, as well as other disease-bearing 
arthropods, are now spreading north and south into formerly less hospitable 
climates. As a result, to term maladies such as Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever or 
Crimean-Congo Hemorrhagic Fever as merely tick-borne is increasingly a sleight 

engaged about its young and their sustenance; and if during this period it should be without food to give its 
young, it opens its own thigh, and suffers its offspring to partake of the blood, that they may not perish from 
want of nourishment’ (Horapollo 26).
13 Keeping in mind that the German and so Freudian term for this word—unheimlich—makes the point 
more clearly how one is not at home in one’s very skin, in one’s coming to oneself through the womb of one’s 
mother.
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of hand; these diseases are just as surely human-borne given our complicity 
in global warming. Our discourse needs to develop a greater sensitivity to the 
complexity of the natural world in which we are currently playing willy-nilly 
an increasingly formative role. 

In various manners, then, the emerging world of the Anthropocene is 
reverberating into the Umwelt of ticks. Should this matter to us? On the one 
hand, we must not forget our fellow humans who suffer and even die from the 
many infections brought about by ticks. The distribution of diseases and mortal 
suffering in a time of human-induced climate change is no small matter. On the 
other hand, the question remains, however peculiar and marginal, of whether 
and how we humans should have faith in ticks, unloved and unwanted as they 
might be in our day-to-day existence. Even if ticks are a bane to humanity, might 
we not also be asked to have some degree of faith in their existence? To witness 
the simultaneous necessity of these two thoughts—the tick as invitation to faith 
and as affliction—is to undergo the ambivalence of biodicy, an ambivalence that 
is rooted in the very abyss from out of which creation emerges, the whirlwind 
from out of which the Tetragrammaton addresses humanity.

On a less theological note, one might consider the question of who should be 
numbered among our biological kin as a corollary to the question of whether we 
should have faith in ticks. Evolutionary and genetic science have made clear that 
our own roots in the living world are deeply intertwined with all biota, from 
archaic anaerobic bacteria to protozoa to fruit flies to great apes. But beyond this 
objectively-conceived account of our relationship with other living entities lies 
an ethico-phenomenological one—how should we live our relationship with this 
co-evolved and living world? Another way of putting this latter question is to 
ask how we are called to witness a more-than-human living world, as opposed 
to simply knowing about it. Ticks, as off-putting as they might be, insist on our 
acknowledging in our very flesh the depth and uncanniness of our relatedness 
to them and, by implication, to all other living beings. Ticks in particular do not 
allow our retreat into merely knowing about them. In their insistence in feeding 
upon us we are reminded palpably and undeniably of how we are ultimately 
co-evolved relatives. They would not be able to digest us so handily otherwise. 

My being a potential host to a tick then is not a matter of my choice, although 
my decision as to how to comport myself in regard to the tick’s investment in my 
flesh is indeed mercifully left to me. Nevertheless, I cannot help but participate, 
by my very embodiment as human, as Homo sapiens, in the hunger of the tick, 
not to mention the mothering of its next generation. This involvement has 
already occurred before I could have ever assented to it as a condition for my 
birth into existence, even if in the aftermath of this involvement I would evade 
being actively subjected to being fed on, given the opportunity for doing so. 
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At the very least, submitting to the inevitability of the tick’s hunger is a 
condition for my entrance into the spring landscape of a Montanan forest. If 
that forest is to remain wild, which is to say, dynamically alive and open to the 
full range of evolved relationships constituting Cenezoic existence, then I am 
called to refrain from altering this landscape in such a manner that ticks, along 
with any of the other species indigenous to it, would simply be eradicated from 
it. Leopold’s insight about the importance of the mountain lion to the mountain 
deserves a timely extension. To have faith in a mountainside of Palouse Prairie, 
dotted with bitterroots, shooting stars and anemones, as well as home to bunch 
grass and grazing deer, requires as a corollary my faith in ticks, my affirming 
their participation in this particular and unique instantiation of the living 
world. 

‘Behold, the tick!’ In these words I address my fellow humans and, if I am a 
believer of a particular sort, I hear as well the address of the Creator of all that 
exists. Yet how might I also address this newborn faith in ticks to the ticks 
themselves? In a subject filled with odd thoughts and impossible questions, 
this may be the oddest and most impossible of all. But the humour implicit 
in the question’s very asking is in fact its very point. The Umwelt, the world 
environing the tick, is radically incongruent with my human world, my Welt, 
and yet we, the tick and I, are nevertheless intimately interwoven, entangled14 
with one another. In beholding the tick’s investment in me, I behold how my 
flesh is sensed and signified anew through the tick’s Umwelt in a manner that 
transcends, which is to say, differs incompossibly, from my own sense of my flesh 
as its emerges in my understanding of world. The tick senses me and behaves 
in regard to me in a manner that is beyond any imaginable justification, if he 
or she and I were to share the world as humans do. And yet, from within my 
imagination of the tick’s Umwelt, its quest for my blood is already affirmed. 
Simply to imagine a tick as animate, I must already have placed my faith in it or 
her or him and so in its sense of how to nourish itself.15

Caught between my Welt and the tick’s Umwelt, I might now venture a mode 
of address to her or him or it16 that is permeated with paradox and comedy: ‘my 
relationship with you, dear tick, leaves me in irresolvable ambivalence in regard 
to you’. The tick, of course, does not understand my words, but in my speaking 
them to it I encounter burrowed within me an alter ego, a tick-like self, that 
hears sympathetically my address on behalf of the tick, even as I register our 
adversarial nature in that other part of me that remembers all too well my fragile 
hold on my mortality and my vulnerability to the tick bite. In this expressive 

14 I am deeply thankful for Deborah Bird Rose’s development of this particular modality of the ethical in her 
Reports from a Wild Country: Ethics for Decolonisation: ‘Simply to listen is to be drawn into a world of ethical 
encounter: to hear is to witness; to witness is to become entangled’ (Rose, 213). 
15 Is this not as well the point made by The Most High to Job in the speech from out of the whirlwind?
16 Keeping in mind, it is born without sexual organs!
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evocation of the tick, I engage in an act of mindfulness suggested by Merleau-
Ponty, such that my thinking is no longer alone with itself but must ‘witness’ 
how another ‘is born in its body’. This other whom I witness ‘does not empty 
me … is not a haemorrhage of my ‘consciousness’, but redoubles me with an 
alter ego’ (Merleau-Ponty 233). In standing in for the tick, my thinking becomes 
redoubled, loyal to both my human perspective and that of a tick. Speaking thus 
to the tick engenders comedy precisely by the contradiction, the impossibility of 
reasonably assuming these two viewpoints, these two loyalties, simultaneously. 
But, miraculously, by my bringing the tick’s hunger playfully into my human 
language, laughter is inspired.17 Borrowing the words of Robert Burns in his 
poem ‘To a Louse’, I can say, for instance: ‘Oh it’s you again, dear tick, “ye ugly, 
blastit, creepin, wonner”’. The ‘dear’ here certainly comes dearly but still with 
a spark of humour, if I keep in mind the insurmountable equivocation involved 
in this impossible and yet still meaningful address.18

But even more provocatively, beyond cultivating humour about the tick’s very 
hunger for my flesh, I am called to have faith in this hunger. For it is no less 
than a necessary condition for the evolution and so emergence into the living 
world of all creatures of flesh and so too of my very embodiment as human. To 
lose faith in the tick and its hunger for me is to lose faith in the fabric of our 
co-evolved existences. Abandoning faith in the tick in this manner would be 
tantamount to my abandoning faith in the living world itself. This latter choice 
is simply not possible for humans, although our actions in the Anthropocene 
have been in part fuelled by delusions of managing our own evolution, as if this 
prospect were something we could accomplish without already having inherited 
an immense legacy for which we are indebted to millions of generations of 
manifold species of living entities who have led the way to our own birth as a 
species. 

In comic book fantasies, we might imagine ourselves as self-created, as 
perfectly autonomous brains downloadable into one or another variety of an 
indestructible and mechanistic body through which the world around us will 
be put thoroughly at our will’s disposal. But the tick’s hunger for our all-too-
edible flesh reminds us insistently that the very birth of the human species and 
so of our embodiment as humans necessarily entails a vulnerability to all other 

17 I am particularly indebted in the formulation of this paragraph to my colleague Timothy Stock, who in 
an unpublished paper argues for an understanding of philosophy as a phenomenology and semiology of the 
comic, which is to say, of sustained ambivalence or contradiction (Stock).
18 An important caveat: the laughter involved here can only occur at my expense. To laugh at the plight 
of a fellow human suffering from a tick bite, particularly if she or he suffers infection on its account, is a 
blasphemy of the human. One moves from witnessing the tick in one’s own vulnerability to being its host, to 
offering the flesh of others to the tick for the sake of one’s own laughter. This is no longer comedy but instead 
mockery. 
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life. Happily, yet mortally, I am a creature and not a god or an automaton. And 
happily I find myself born into existence amidst other creatures who in turn are 
neither gods nor automatons. 

Rather, they are kin. Holmes Rolston III in his essay ‘Values gone Wild’ argues 
for our developing the virtue of sympatry, a mindfulness of and openness to 
our biological kin in all the dimensions of relation they afford. While many 
indigenous cultures are adept at fostering this virtue, our contemporary 
civilization, the one currently engaged in replacing the Cenezoic achievement 
with the Anthropocene, is most often clumsy and unimaginative in its 
understanding of what sympatry involves, if this virtue is even acknowledged. 
While the tick does not inspire the erotic love of desire and union that more 
charismatic species—dolphin, wolf, rose, wallaby—might, ticks are after all 
kin. And being more carefully attentive to the qualities of heart and mind 
involved in the love of kin, no matter how distant they might be, would serve 
us humans well in approaching the unloved others, these species all too easily 
neglected in a time of extinction, among which can be counted the humble, 
even if blasphemous tick. 

James Hatley is Professor of Philosophy at Salisbury University, USA. Working 
across issues in ethics, literature, environmental philosophy and Jewish studies, he 
is the author or editor of several books, including Suffering Witness: The Quandary 
of Responsibility after the Irreparable (2000).
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Getting a Taste for the Bogong Moth

Kate Rigby

Intruders

Many years ago, one night in spring, a time of high exam anxiety for Australian 
university students, a friend of mine broke his college room window. The 
hour was late, his nerves on edge, and there is a chance that he might not have 
been entirely sober. His big mistake, though, was to have gone out leaving the 
window wide open. On his return he found his room aflutter with moths, and 
it was in the course of his frenzied attempts either to expel or to exterminate 
the vile intruders with a trusty textbook that said window was inadvertently 
smashed (thereby ensuring an ongoing infestation).

I cannot be sure now what manner of moths these were, but my ill-fated friend 
declared them to have been bogongs. Hearing this, my sympathy was assured. 
Like him, I had grown up in Canberra, and so had learned to dread the annual 
bogong moth invasion. Along with the long years of drought that wreaked 
havoc in our parents’ well-kept gardens, bogongs rated high among our least 
favourite aspects of the indigenous environment for many Canberra kids of my 
generation, most of whose parents had moved to the ‘bush capital’ during its 
time of rapid expansion in the decade or so after the War. Lacking the dangerous 
charisma of other Aussie undesirables, such as red-back spiders, funnel-webs or 
tiger snakes, these largish, muddy-brown insects were the embodiment of abject 
otherness, their persistent knocking against uncurtained windows and sneaky 
incursions into closely guarded domestic interiors summoning inchoate fears 
and feelings of revulsion.

On reflection, the violent response of my book-wielding college friend might 
well have been the legacy of a barely remembered childhood moth trauma, 
dating from the Great Invasion of 1969 when we were both impressionable 
primary school kids. On that occasion, as I have recently discovered, the 
nation’s capital fell prey to such a large bogong infestation that the automatic 
lifts and air-conditioning shafts of some high-rise office buildings were blocked 
by resting moths, while parts of the city even suffered power failures (Flood 
74). There is no record of such a large moth migration since then, and in recent 
years, their numbers appear to have fallen off markedly. This might simply be a 
matter of natural cyclical variation; but as we shall see, the future of the bogong 
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is far from assured. What chance is there, I wonder, that those who find this 
creature so very unlovable might yet come to lay it to heart, such that its fate 
could become a matter of widespread public concern?

* * *

From time to time, bogong moths do make the news: not just the college news, 
or the local news, but the national, and even international news. Most recently, 
they hit the headlines worldwide when several fell victim to the heatwave 
that stopped play during the women’s final of the 2009 Australian Open tennis 
tournament in Melbourne. As the mercury soared to 43º Celsius, leaving the 
players ‘soaked in sweat and gasping for air’ and sending spectators scuttling 
away to ‘watch matches on television sets in bars and shaded areas at Melbourne 
Park’, the ‘brutal conditions proved too much for the swarms of bogong moths 
that flutter around the stadium’s bright lights, with dozens dropping dead on 
to the main court’ (Linden). Outside the stadium, over the unprecedented three 
days that followed of maximum temperatures topping 43º, flying foxes and 
possums also fell down dead in parks and gardens, while Melbourne’s morgues 
overflowed with human fatalities. These deaths are now remembered as part 
of the ominous lead-up to the even more newsworthy firestorm that engulfed 
much of the state at the end of the following week: a catastrophe that doubtless 
owes at least part of its genesis to those anthropogenic climatic changes that 
could also bode ill for bogongs.

This was by no means the first time that bogongs had rated a mention in the 
reporting of an international sporting event in Australia, the most famous being 
the occasion when one allegedly made itself comfy on Yvonne Kenny’s bosom 
as she sang the closing anthem of the 2000 Sydney Olympics. While doubt has 
been shed on the actual species identity of this particular moth (Herbison-Evans 
and Crossly), it would appear that not only the stadium but also, and especially, 
the toilet facilities were infested with bogongs, ‘unnerving’ many overseas 
visitors. While a spokeswoman for the event admitted that killing them was ‘an 
option’, one BBC sports reporter quipped that were they to be culled, ‘restaurant 
menus might get interesting’, since bogongs were said to be ‘a culinary treat, 
possessing a nutty taste somewhere between a walnut and a pecan’ (‘Athletes 
given swarm reception’).

The story that really focused our attention on this pesky, if potentially palatable, 
Aussie native was the Great Canberra Currawong Catastrophe of October 2003. 
This event would almost certainly not have hit the international news were it 
not for the fact that the federal capital was just about to be graced by a visitation 
by a US President, and efforts had been made to spruce it up for the occasion. 
Perhaps if he had have been resident in Canberra, as is the custom for Australian 
Prime Ministers, the President’s loyal ‘sheriff’, John Howard, might have sought 
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to dissuade his American mate from coming ‘down under’ during the bogong 
moth season. As it was, though, just around the time that George Bush was 
due to make his eagerly awaited appearance, Parliament House came under 
major moth attack. As Graeme Dobell recently observed, this moth visitation 
provides an ‘annual example of the law of unintended consequences, in even 
the most planned environment. Australia spent one billion dollars to build 
the house with the huge flagpole. But in all that planning, no one factored in 
the migration of bogongs’. Clearly, the President had to be shielded from this 
unpleasant and potentially embarrassing infestation of tawny intruders. The 
parliamentary window ledges, along with sundry other architectural nooks, 
crannies and orifices, were duly sprayed with liberal quantities of Cislin 10, 
a pyrethrum-based insecticide, and extra gardeners were employed to come at 
dawn to sweep up the casualties that had piled up during the night, hauling 
them away by the wheelbarrow load. Notwithstanding the increased media 
attention turned upon Canberra at this time, it is unlikely that this in itself 
would have been considered newsworthy, were it not that birds too began to be 
found among the dead. In all, fourteen currawongs are said to have fallen victim 
to this moth eradication campaign, presumably (although this was never proven 
conclusively) from the ingestion of poisoned insects. In the following weeks, 
moreover, and for reasons that remain obscure, magpies as well as currawongs 
shunned Capital Hill, the modest rise within which, in a tremendous feat of 
architectural prowess, Australia’s parliamentary seat of power is sited. While 
the deaths of thousands of moths might have been a matter of indifference, the 
idea that the grounds of our flash New Parliament House were littered with big 
black bird carcasses, right when the eyes of the world were trained upon the 
federal capital, suddenly made the treatment of bogongs a matter of national 
concern.

Agrotis infusa
In an effort to learn more about this undesirable intruder, and in the hope of 
finding it less loathsome on closer acquaintance, I thought I would begin by 
having a look at what the entomologists have to say about the bogong.

In Australia, Agrotis infusa, as it is known to Western science, typically begins 
and ends its life-cycle on the slopes and plains west of the Great Dividing Range 
in northern New South Wales and southern Queensland. Each spring, swarms of 
adult moths fly south into the Snowy Mountains of southern New South Wales 
and northern Victoria in search of the cool dark crevices in alpine blockstreams, 
cavernous piles of granite boulders, where they while away the hot summer 
months in a process known as ‘aestivation’. There they make themselves 
collectively cosy during the day by tucking their heads under one another’s 
wings, covering the rock walls like scales or roof tiles. 
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Aestivating bogong moths 

Credit: Image © CSIRO
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The urge to set off on this annual migration appears to be triggered by the drop 
in barometric pressure that accompanies the formation of summer storms. The 
moths travel by night, upwards of 1,000 kilometres in some cases, feeding on 
nectar along the way, and dropping down to ground to shelter during the day.

This was always a potentially perilous journey, but it became a whole lot more 
so during the twentieth century. In addition to the perennial risk of being 
blown off course and towards the eastern seaboard by westerly storm winds, the 
growth of towns illuminated ever more brightly by electric lights has proven 
a not infrequently fatal attraction for migrating moths. It is thought that the 
lights ‘fool the moths into behaving as if the sun was coming up. Their natural 
response is to dive down to the ground to find a dark place before the heat 
of the day sets in. … Buildings can become covered with a thick coating of 
moths, desperately seeking dark cracks and crevasses to hide from the sun’ 
(‘Bogong Moths Migrating South’). Those that end up in Sydney, not to mention 
Melbourne, have gone seriously astray, probably as a result of stormy weather; 
but Canberra is right in their flight path, and, in addition to the domestic 
illumination of its sprawling suburbs, the 40,000 lights of the New Parliament 
House, with its elevated floodlit flagpole beckoning from afar, burn long and 
strong. Little wonder that the pollies have moths to contend with during their 
spring sitting (as if the constant incursions of reporters and lobbyists weren’t 
quite bad enough).

Bogongs that manage to survive the risks posed by storms, predators, poisons 
and the odd book-wielding student during their southern sojourn, return north 
to their breeding grounds in the relative cool of the autumn. Now that they are 
all grown up, they duly mate, whereupon the pregnant females cleverly lay their 
eggs on the stems of a variety of food plants. Previously native species, these 
are now all too often agricultural crops, such as cauliflower, silverbeet, lucerne, 
flax and sundry cereals. Needless to say, this practice has ensured that bogongs 
are if anything even more hated by farmers than by city slickers such as myself. 
When the larvae emerge in the guise of hungry caterpillars, creamy-coloured to 
begin with, then green, and finally grey, black or orange-brown in hue, they 
each make themselves a snug burrow in the soil at the base of their host plant. 
There they hide by day, craftily emerging under the cover of darkness to feed. 
This nightly feasting is bad news for seedlings, the stems of which are often 
gnawed right through, leading bogongs to be classed as a pestiferous ‘cutworm’ 
and, for the past fifty to one hundred years, regularly doused in an array of 
biocidal chemicals.

Adult caterpillars who have been fortunate enough to avoid being devoured 
by insectivores or poisoned by insecticides eventually hunker down in their 
burrows to pupate, emerging four weeks later, miraculously metamorphosed into 
moths. On closer inspection, these turn out to be not entirely unprepossessing 
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characters. With a wingspan of about five centimeters, bogongs vary in colour 
from light brown to almost black, and all sport a distinctive and really rather 
dashing dark, arrow-like streak, broken by two paler spots, one round and 
one comma-shaped, on each forewing. ‘The hind wings are light brown with a 
darker border’, according to Herbisson-Evans and Crossley, who add, poetically, 
‘At rest the moth holds its wings like a tent over its body’ (Herbisson-Evans and 
Crossley).

‘Bogong Moth’ (original artwork courtesy of Deborah Bird Rose)

Corroborees and cakes

The bogong moth is one of many creatures whose migratory life-cycles have 
helped over time to form the warp and weft of more-than-human life on 
this continent, weaving species and places together into complex patterns 
of collective flourishing. As we have seen, the existence of this tawny insect 
has become entangled with that of humans in settler Australia in a largely 
antagonistic manner, both on the land and in town, most notably in the federal 
capital. In the course of my research into the socio-ecological history of the 
Canberra area, however, I have discovered that the bogong continues to hold 
a far more valued place within Indigenous culture: namely, as seriously good 
eating.

In his 1927 History of and Legends relating to the Federal Capital Territory of 
the Commonwealth of Australia, long-time resident and well-known journalist 
and public figure, John Gale, records a conversation with ‘the late Mrs John 
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McDonald’, whose husband then owned the pastoral property ‘Urayarra’ on the 
western banks of the Murrumbidgee River not far from Canberra. Claiming that 
the name of their property was taken from an Aboriginal expression meaning 
‘running to the feast’, Mrs McDonald related how hundreds of ‘blacks and gins’ 
with their ‘piccaninnies’ from neighbouring districts used to foregather in the 
nearby mountains every spring and summer to feast on the ‘boogong moths’ 
[sic] that ‘swarmed’ the heights. She linked the name ‘Urayarra’ to a large flat 
rock on their property, which she recalled being heated in order to roast the 
harvest of moths that had been brought back down from the mountains in dilly 
bags. In good seasons, she claimed, the feast would continue for weeks around 
this rock, providing an opportunity for much socialising and ‘lounging around. 
… It was a season of luscious feeling, something so far better than possums and 
yams, that the ebon skins of the eaters literally shone, and their bodies showed 
a plumpness quite in contrast with the leanness of normal times’ (57-8).

The importance of the bogong within the Indigenous culture of the southern 
Alpine region has been researched most extensively by the archaeologist 
Josephine Flood, whose prehistory of the Australian Alps pays homage to this 
delicious insect in its title, The Moth Hunters. While she found references to 
the annual moth feast in the writings of a number of non-Indigenous observers, 
Flood could identify only one eyewitness account of the process of hunting and 
cooking. This was provided to the entomologist A. W. Scott by one Robert Vyner, 
who reported ascending the mountain known as ‘Numoiadonga’ in the Bogong 
Mountains with an Aboriginal guide, whom he referred to as Old Wellington, in 
1865. In an article published in the journal of the NSW Entomological Society 
in 1869, Scott wrote that Vyner found that the rock crevices on the peak were:

literally covered with these insects, packed closely side by side, over 
head and under, presenting a dark surface of a scale-like pattern—each 
moth was resting firmly by its feet on the rock, and not on the back of 
others, as in a swarm of bees. So numerous were these moths that six 
bushels of them could easily have been gathered by the party at this one 
peak; so abundant were the remains of the former occupants that a stick 
was thrust into the debris on the floor to a depth of four feet. (Scott, qtd 
in Flood 61)

In this account, Old Wellington demonstrated how the moths were collected 
and prepared in the following manner:

a blanket or sheet of bark is spread on the floor: the moths, on being 
disturbed with a stick fall down, are gathered up before they have time 
to crawl or fly away, and thrust into a bag. To cook them a hole is made in 
a sandy spot and a smart fire lit on it until the sand is thoroughly heated, 
when all portions left of the glowing coal are carefully picked out, for 
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fear of scorching the bodies of the insects—as in such a case a violent 
storm would inevitably arise, according to their superstitious notions. 
The moths are now poured out of the bag, stirred about in the hot ashes 
for a short time, and then placed upon a sheet of bark until cold. The 
next process is to sift them carefully in a net, by which action the heads 
fall through, and thus the wings and legs having been previously singed 
off, the bodies are obtained properly prepared. In this state they are 
generally eaten, but sometimes they are ground into a paste by the use 
of a smooth stone and hollow piece of bark, and made into cakes. (61-2)

Having begun to conceive an odd fondness for the bogong in the course of my 
research, I was pleased to read in another account quoted by Flood, that of 
the anthropologist Richard Helms from 1895, that the moths were commonly 
stunned by the smoke of smouldering branches before being collected for 
cooking, so possibly suffered less in the process. Helms, drawing on the 
testimony of old settlers, also describes with admiration the ‘fine nets made of 
kurrajong fibre’ in which the stupefied moths were collected. These, he says, 
‘had very fine meshes and were manufactured [by the women] with great care, 
and being attached to a couple of poles they could be readily folded up when 
they had to be withdrawn from the crevices (Helms, qtd in Flood 66). According 
to both Helms and the traveller George Bennett, who ascended Mt. Bogong with 
a group of Indigenous men in 1832, the alpine moth feast generally lasted for up 
to three months over summer. Bennett reports also that some of the moth cakes 
were smoked and cured, enabling them to keep fresh longer, presumably so that 
they could be carried back down into the valleys for later delectation (Flood 67). 
As for the flavour of the roasted moths, Flood’s sources concur that they have 
a pleasant sweetish nutty taste. Vyner, who was evidently treated to quite a 
meal of bogongs by Old Wellington, found them so delicious that he ‘desired to 
have “another feed”’ (Scott, qtd in Flood 61)—a response shared by my friend 
Darrell Lewis, who assisted Flood in her identification of moth hunting sites, 
and acquired quite a taste for the critters in the process.

The average fat content of the edible abdomens of bogongs is over 61% for 
males and 51% for females (Flood 81), and many of Flood’s sources comment 
on the salutary effect of the annual moth feast on the skin and physique of the 
assembled ‘tribes’, and even, according to E. J. Eyre, that of their ‘wretched half-
starved dogs’ (Eyre 1859, qtd. Flood, 70). Even though the moth supply was not 
consistent, varying in size and availability from year to year, and occasionally 
failing entirely, Flood makes a convincing case for the importance of the moth 
feast in the annual subsistence round of Indigenous uplanders. While most of 
her ethnohistorical sources imply that the actual hunt was a male only affair, it 
is clear that women and children (and apparently dogs) also got to share in the 
bounty of the peaks.
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Flood nonetheless stresses that the significance of the moth hunt was far more 
than nutritional, affording the occasion for very large inter-tribal gatherings, 
bringing together Ngarigo, Walgalu and Ngunawal in the Canberra region, and 
possibly involving also the Thaua, Djininganj and Walbanga, during which a 
range of social, economic and ceremonial business could be conducted. This 
included major all-in corroborrees down on the plains prior to the ascent, 
trade transactions, and probably also male initiation rites up on at least some 
of the peaks, where each group of hunters appear to have had their own pitch 
(74-76). In this and other ways, the humble bogong emerges as a Hermes of 
sorts, prompting and facilitating communication along various channels, both 
among human groups and between humans and other species. While news of 
the availability of the aestivating moths was conveyed to more distant groups by 
smoke signals (74), their arrival was made known to the locals by the crows that 
could be seen circling the granite outcrops in order to enjoy the first fruits of 
the harvest (66). The living Earth, as biosemiotics has taught us to recognise, is 
an incredibly complex communications system, with dynamically evolving and 
self-transforming regional networks. Change is by no means always privative. 
But it is clear that the British colonisation of Australia ruptured many of the 
particular, culturally-nurtured networks of interspecies semiosis, such as that 
in which the bogong played a central role, with fatal consequences for many, 
human and otherwise. According to the sources studied by Flood, bogong feasts 
continued at least into the 1850s, ‘but by 1878 had irrevocably disappeared’ 
(73).

Postcolonial cuisine

Growing up in Canberra during the 1960s, I had no idea that the name of my 
hometown was derived from an Aboriginal term, Ngambri, believed to mean 
‘meeting place’, and I was blissfully ignorant of the dispossession of those for 
whom this area been for millennia a ‘nourishing terrain’ (Rose; Jackson-Nakano; 
Gammage). I would certainly never have guessed that you could have made a 
meal of those horrid moths. These days, though, Canberra school children on 
excursion to Namadgi National Park are likely to be treated to a taste of roasted 
bogong in the context of learning about local Indigenous culture. Within the 
public space of the federal capital, the world of the Kamberri is recalled in the 
guise of sundry bogong sculptures, such as those that grace the grounds of 
the Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies on the 
Acton Peninsula, once a major corroboree site.
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Bogong moth sculpture, AIATSIS, ACT

Further south, near Albury in the hard-pressed Murray-Darling Basin, a Bogong 
Moth or, as it is now called, Ngan Girra (‘gathering place’) Festival is held every 
year on the last Saturday of November, featuring ‘indigenous performers, spear 
and boomerang throwing competitions, bush tucker and indigenous kids’ 
activities’ (‘Bogong Moths’).

The bogong, it seems, has become something of a tourist attraction and even 
an icon of decolonisation, figuring as a metonym for the ancient lifeways and 
cultural resurgence of Indigenous Australians. But what of the bogong itself? 
The recognition that is belatedly being accorded to Indigenous practices of 
land holdership, practices, that is to say, that care for country while crafting 
a specifically human life within its bounds, potentially opens a path towards 
a decolonisation also of settler Australian relations with the more-than-human 
life of the land. But to travel this path requires that in the figure of the bogong 
we learn to honour not only the moth hunters, but the moths themselves. And 
could it be, I wonder, that for this unloved other the best way to human hearts 
might be through our stomachs?

Clearly, this is not an argument that is likely to go down well with doctrinaire 
vegetarians. ‘Don’t eat anything with a face’: so goes the Animal Rights maxim 
(Singer and Dover 186). And the bogong definitely has a face: I can vouch 
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for that. Oddly enough, on the night before I embarked on this essay, I was 
startled to hear a strange banging on my uncurtained kitchen windows in the 
Dandenong Ranges, east of Melbourne. It turned out to be a mob of about a 
dozen moths that had evidently gone seriously astray en route to the alpine 
regions to the north. They calmed down when I turned off the lights in the 
next room, but remained on the pane long enough for me to get a really good 
look at them. Up close, their seemingly furry underbellies, layered like a 1920s 
flapper’s dress and gently ruffled by the breeze, looked quite fetching and 
strangely mammalian. As I continued my appraisal, individual differences in 
size, marking and even comportment began to emerge. Suddenly, I sensed that 
the inspection was mutual, as I found myself held in the gaze of several sets of 
very large eyes.

This was not quite as moving as the face-to-face that I once had on a country path 
in Germany with a young heifer, destined for the knackers. On that occasion, I 
fled home in tears, declaring that I was never going to eat meat again. I confess 
that I did not keep this resolve, although I do insist on free range and not too 
young, and I prefer my animal tucker to be ecologically raised and humanely 
slaughtered. Admittedly, this flesh-eating behaviour is in large part motivated 
by my own animal appetites, which I am reluctant to suppress, and of which 
I am largely unashamed (although they do cause me some embarrassment at 
times): after all, my own unruly animality is surely a primary source of the fellow 
feeling that feeds my compassion for my other-than-human kin. Moreover, I 
have come to share Val Plumwood’s view that the argument about the face is not 
a terribly sound basis for an ecological ethics of food.

Within the ethical framework of animal rights/animal liberation, the face 
functions as a signifier of the presence of consciousness or sentience, and it 
is this which is taken to divide the class of those entities that are not available 
to be eaten by humans from those that are. The problem with this line of 
argumentation is that it necessarily leaves most of the non-human world out 
in the cold, on the far side of ethical considerability. Peter Singer, for example, 
maintains that in addition to fellow mammals we should include birds, fish, 
reptiles and other vertebrates among those that we should not eat, namely, 
on the grounds of their capacity to experience pain, while suggesting that 
molluscs, such as oysters, can probably be consumed with a clear conscience 
(unless you’re an orthodox Jew, of course: but that’s another story). About 
insects he is ‘agnostic’ (11), but he has absolutely no qualms about the ethical 
exclusion of plants: ‘Such a life is a complete blank; I would not in the least 
regret shortening this subjectively barren form of existence’ (Singer, qtd in 
Plumwood 149). As Plumwood observes, ‘Singer’s methodology organizes the 
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diverse and continuous field of mind and ethics into a polarized, simple on-off 
form—that of consciousness or nothing … in just the same way as Descartes’ 
(149), thereby reinforcing an implicitly Cartesian reason-nature dualism.

While such arguments might be effective in enlarging the class of beings 
deemed worthy of ethical consideration, they presuppose a highly problematic, 
and characteristically modern, separation of those entities that can be used and 
those which must be respected. In Plumwood’s analysis ‘the refusal to allow 
anything morally considerable to be ontologised as edible or useful results in a 
deep rejection of ecological embodiment for those beings, since all ecologically-
embodied beings are food for some other beings’ (156). Translated to the level 
of landscape, moreover, this use-respect divide gives rise to the cordoning 
off of certain areas as ‘pristine wilderness’, while freeing the rest for ruthless 
exploitation, whether in the guise of mineral extraction, waste dumps or 
intensive food production. In the Australian context, where national parks are 
by definition ‘native’, while the animals and plants raised for food in farms are 
almost exclusively ‘exotic’, this has had a further worrisome consequence: the 
refusal, on the part of the dominant settler culture, ‘to partake of the land’, as 
Freya Mathews puts it, ‘to ‘know’ it in a carnal sense’ (41). Although it is clear 
that some native plants and animals were consumed by settler Australians, from 
the dicey days of food shortages in the fledgling penal colony in Botany Bay 
through much of the nineteenth century, virtually none became staples of the 
Anglo-Australian diet. By 1900, with the development of new strains of wheat 
better suited to Australian conditions, the discovery and exploitation of the Great 
Artesian Basin, and the deployment of an ever-growing arsenal of fertilizers, 
biocides and heavy machinery, commercial food production in Australia had 
really begun to take off—and it was devoted to the provision of precisely those 
consumables that had been brought from other continents in the well-stocked 
hold of the First Fleet (Symons). As Mathews observes, ‘our colonial forbears 
brought with them their entire biological—and hence dietary—repertoire of 
plants and animals. They came here, figuratively speaking, in a European Noah’s 
ark, and we have for all practical purposes remained within that supply ship’ 
(41). Impeded, not only by culinary preference but also by racial prejudice, 
from assimilating the food culture of those people whose land they claimed 
for their own euro-western purposes, settler Australians have been largely 
unable to embrace indigenous geo-cultural landscapes as a nourishing terrain, 
reducing them instead to the one-dimensionality of either lucrative ‘resource’ 
or attractive ‘scenery’.

Over the past decade or so, though, this colonial and colonizing use-respect 
boundary has begun to be breached in a number of promising ways. As 
national parks increasingly come under joint management with Indigenous 
land-holders, visitors are invited to experience such places not as ‘wilderness’, 
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but as ‘country’, a multi-dimensional human homeland, where the recognition 
of kinship with, and the respectful consumption of non-human others have 
always been conjoined. Meanwhile, with the expansion of landcare practices 
within agriculture, many Australian farmers are endeavouring to find ways 
of reconciling commercial and ecological considerations. Indeed, for some 
landscape types, notably grasslands with scattered trees, or grassy woodlands, 
the integration of conservation and production across the use-respect boundary 
is crucial for the survival of many species (Manning, Fischer and Lindenmayer). 
Following the success of the television series Bush Tucker Man, which first aired 
on the ABC in the late 1980s, moreover, some enterprising farmers have also 
begun to cultivate native food species (‘Bush Tucker on a Commercial Scale’). 
These days, you can even buy kanga at some Coles supermarkets.

When it comes to the ethics of eating, though, context is crucial. Consuming 
roo, wattle seeds and warrigal greens, not to mention migratory moths, is 
insufficient in itself to the decolonization of the Australian diet. It could simply 
imply the relocation of the formerly respected, reviled or simply ignored into 
the use category. And there are also tricky social questions pertaining to ‘race’ 
and class with regard to who actually benefits from the consumption of what.

This is brought home in a 2003 novel by the well-known Canberra author, Marion 
Halligan, about which I have previously written elsewhere (‘Ecopoetics of the 
Limestone Plains’). Its title, The Point, refers to the imaginary restaurant on an 
equally imaginary promontory of Canberra’s Lake Burley Griffin that provides 
the central locus, and tropological focus, of Halligan’s tale. Reputed to be the 
best restaurant in town, The Point caters largely to jet-setting businessmen, 
politicians, diplomats, journalists and other well-heeled professionals, a 
microcosm of the privileged demographic of the capital city. These are, as the 
narrator observes, ‘those who possess, and are perhaps themselves possessed. 
Outside are the dispossessed’. Based on one of Marion Mahony Griffin’s 
beautiful drawings for her husband’s prize-winning entry in the Federal Capital 
Competition of 1911, The Point is an octagonal building, and seven of its eight 
walls are made entirely of glass. At night, when the restaurant is illuminated 
like a lantern, ‘the dispossessed see themselves, and the others, the insiders’. 
For the insiders, though, the glass walls function like a mirror, such that they 
‘see only themselves’ (1-2).

The cuisine that is concocted here by the innovative chef de maison, Flora Mount, 
is also emphatically cosmopolitan, as well as decidedly postmodern, featuring 
such kitsch ‘60s dishes as oysters Rockefeller and chicken Kiev, revisited with 
a subversive twist, and erstwhile working-class staples, like tripe, reinvented 
as an exotic delicacy. Witchetty grubs, something of a cliché of bush tucker, 
are also on the menu. This surprising inclusion does not necessarily signal 
respect for Indigenous traditions or bioregional specificities, however: on the 
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contrary, it merely demonstrates that for Flora and her cosmopolitan clientele, 
anything from anywhere is now available to be transformed into a postmodern 
work of culinary art. Towards the end of the novel, however, Flora imports 
a new political agenda into her cooking feats in the guise of the ‘virtuous 
globalisation’ (267) embodied by the Slow Food Movement. It is while she is 
pondering her contribution to a forthcoming Slow Food dinner that the tragic 
denouement of the novel is brought about by the unexpected intrusion into the 
elegantly cosmopolitan and exclusively human world of The Point of an abject 
other-than-human native: a hapless bogong who flies into her kitchen one night 
through an open window. Recalling the feasts of the indigenous Kamberri, Flora 
decides that moth cakes would be the perfect thing to add local colour to her 
eclectic menu, and sets about catching the other moths that had followed the 
first. Her second-hand knowledge, though, is inadequate, and, ironically, her 
time is short. In her haste, she makes a fatal mistake. The rock she takes inside 
on which to roast her moths is a river stone, a remnant of pre-lake days, which 
explodes when she heats it, causing a conflagration that kills the cook and 
destroys her restaurant, as well as injuring the destitute teenage girl sleeping 
outside.

The catastrophic outcome of Flora Mount’s moth cake project, undertaken in the 
absence of Aboriginal instruction, and for the benefit of a largely non-indigenous 
urban elite, might be taken as emblematic of a false reconciliation: although 
well-intentioned, this looks more like appropriation than decolonisation.

Food for other others

It does not have to be like this, though. The creation of a culinary culture of 
partaking in the indigenous bounty of the places where we reside, with due 
regard to the flourishing of their more-than-human life, and in true fellowship 
with those whose forbears upheld it so skillfully in the past, would constitute a 
crucial step forward along the path of reconciliation, both between Indigenous 
and settler Australians, and between the latter and the land. Given the far larger 
number of humans that now populates the southern highlands, there would of 
course only be a modest serving of moths, if all were to have a fair share. Even 
still, I am sure that if we valued them as food, we would be far more concerned 
about the current condition of bogong moths.

For one thing, if we lived or worked in their flight path, we would be making 
sure that we turned off our lights, as Canberra’s parliamentarians have reportedly 
learnt to do on leaving their offices (thereby also reducing both the tax-payer 
subsidized electricity bill and the greenhouse gas emissions of ‘the peoples’ 
house’ (McCormick, 10)). Secondly, we would surely be raising the alarm about 
the declining numbers of migrating moths. While the causes of this decline remain 
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uncertain, the clear-felling of native vegetation in their breeding grounds and 
liberal use of biocides on the cropland that has replaced it are likely to be factors 
(Keaney). The industrial production of preferred settler Australian foodstuffs, 
and possibly other lucrative plants, in the bogong breeding grounds also 
appears to be threatening more than the moths themselves. A paper published 
in 2001 (Green et al.) found that the raised levels of arsenic found in the outwash 
areas of those caves where bogongs had been aestivating over summer indicated 
that the moths were importing poison into the alps. Moreover, arsenic was also 
found in the faeces of mammals that prey on them, including bats and mountain 
pygmy possums, an already endangered species. The source of this arsenic could 
well be from accumulations in the soil, a legacy of its former use in pesticides, as 
well as in cattle and sheep dips, in lowland agriculture: the story of the bogong 
discloses connections across time as well as space. However, the authors note 
that an arsenic-based insecticide is still licensed for agricultural use in New 
South Wales, in the form of monosodium methylarsonate (MSMA). According 
to McCormick (11), MSMA is mainly deployed as a post-emergent herbicide in 
cotton production: another good reason, if appears, to scale back this water-
hungry industry and to prefer organic purchases (although, at present, that 
means not buying Australian (‘Organic cotton’)). Finally, if we want to have a 
chance to join the more-than-human bogong feast at some future date, once we 
have re-vegetated and detoxified their regional breeding grounds, we will need 
to do whatever we can to ensure adequate climate change mitigation measures 
are undertaken globally: for if those alpine block streams get too warm, the 
bogongs will have nowhere left to find shelter from the heat of summer days.

In view of the multiple threats to the bogong, including the arsenic that these 
hard-pressed critters are currently carrying in their fatty abdomens, it seems 
that we will not be able to learn to love them as a regular part of our own 
diet after all, at least for the time being. Regrettably, the bogong also lacks 
the potentially compensatory charisma that has enabled other species, most 
famously the polar bear, to become a pin-up creature for conservation and 
climate change mitigation. Perhaps, then, the best chance for the bogong is to be 
honoured as food, not so much for ourselves, but for other others, both human 
and otherwise, as they were for long ages in the past; as they remain for some 
non-humans today; and as they might yet become for our own descendents, in 
company with a diversity of other predators, in a currently barely imaginable, 
deeply sustainable future.

Parliamentary postscript

Reversing the trend of declining numbers, spring 2009 was once again a bumper 
year for bogongs in Canberra. In light of Halligan’s cautionary tale, and in view 
of the moths’ reportedly high levels of arsenic, I had mixed feelings to learn 
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that one enterprising restaurateur in Canberra was prowling parliamentary 
offices, netting them for his eatery (Yaxley). Pondering the return of the bogong 
in huge, unruly numbers to Parliament House, though, I am suddenly taken 
by the thought that they should not simply be viewed as victims, seduced by 
the city lights, but might instead be hailed as unintentional lobbyists of sorts: 
insinuating themselves amongst the pages of Hansard, disrupting the human-
all-too-human business of the day, and obliging even the climate change sceptics 
to remember to turn off their lights at night, might they not be acting, however 
unwittingly, as emissaries from an other-than-human world that is no longer 
going to put up with being relegated to the background, whether as scenery or 
resource? ABC political reporter, Louise Yaxley, who has lived through fifteen 
bogong visitations to Parliament House, commenting on the 2009 migration, 
exemplifies a new sensibility in Canberra:

In this building in bogong time there’s the occasional slapping sound 
as a full speed moth hits you in the back or the face. There are even 
contemplative moments of gazing into a tiny face when it’s arrived 
on a desk apparently attempting to pioneer some inter-species 
communication. … So for a few weeks in Parliament House in Spring 
there’s a living, flapping link with the Indigenous culture in this 
region—when the insects’ arrival was a nutritious post-winter pick-me-
up. … It’s a strange privilege to be a stopover on their annual journey 
to the snowy mountains, but I love their visit. I welcome their company 
and I mourn for all their fallen.

Unloved though they have been within settler Australian culture hitherto, I 
like to imagine that these tawny intruders are now acting as an advance guard 
of sorts, nudging us towards the long overdue inauguration of a more inclusive 
parliament: one, that is, which would seek to rule in the interest, not just of 
human citizens, but of all beings (Serres).

Kate Rigby is Associate Professor of Comparative Literature and Cultural Studies 
at Monash University, Australia. Among her many publications on literature, 
religion and ecology are her latest book, Topographies of the Sacred: The Poetics of 
Place in European Romanticism (2004), and a co-edited volume, Ecology, Gender 
and the Sacred (1999).
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Speculative Fabulations for 
Technoculture’s Generations: Taking 

Care of Unexpected Country1

Donna Haraway

When I first saw Patricia Piccinini’s work a few years ago, I recognized a sister 
in technoculture, a co-worker committed to taking ‘naturecultures’ seriously 
without the soporific seductions of a return to Eden or the palpitating frisson 
of a jeremiad warning of the coming technological Apocalypse.2 I experienced 
her as a compelling storyteller in the radical experimental lineage of feminist 
science fiction (SF). In a SF sense, Piccinini’s objects are replete with narrative 
speculative fabulation. Her visual and sculptural art is about worlding; i.e., 
‘naturaltechnical’ worlds at stake, worlds needy for care and response, worlds 
full of unsettling but oddly familiar critters who turn out to be simultaneously 
near kin and alien colonists. Piccinini’s worlds require curiosity, emotional 
engagement, and investigation; and they do not yield to clean judgments or 
bottom lines—especially not about what is living or non-living, organic or 
technological, promising or threatening. Lindsay Kelley, a graduate student in 
my 2004 seminar in bioart and critical theory, playing brilliantly with Still Life 
with Stem Cells and Young Family, awakened my passion for Piccinini’s corporeal 
practice of ethically inquisitive fabulating in the heterogeneous media of her 
collaborative work habits. So I set about learning what these worlds might be 
like and how they invite the risk of response, of becoming someone one was not 
before encountering her human and non-human critters.

1 This paper was previously published in (tiernas) criaturas, catalogue of the ARTIUM exhibition of Patricia 
Piccinini’s art, Vitoria-Gasteiz (Spain), 2007, pp. 100–107.
2 For more on naturecultures and Piccinini’s Surrogate (for the Northern Hairy-nosed Wombat) (2004), see 
Haraway, When Species Meet.
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Still Life With Stem Cells 
2002 
Silicone, polyurethane, human hair, clothing, carpet. 
Lifesize, dimensions variable 
Photo: Graham Baring 
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The Young Family 
2002 
Silicone, fibreglass, leather, human hair, plywood 
85cm high x 150cm long x 120cm wide approx. 
Photo: Graham Baring
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Piccinini’s worlds are full of youngsters—including pink and blue truck babies 
promising to tell where grown-up trucks come from, ambiguously foetal-like 
transgenics in Science Story, eager if blob-ish stem cell playgroups with a girl in 
a polka-dot smock, Euro-Australian children paired with fabulated introduced 
species of indeterminate age, anamorphic motorcycle neonates in Nest, vividly 
coloured cyclepups, naked pink synthetic paedomorphic ‘siren moles’ in the 
SO2 series, and gestating wombats in the dorsal pouches of protector surrogates. 
She invites those willing to inhabit her worlds to dedifferentiate in order to 
risk bio-engineered redifferentiating as part of a queer family whose members 
require us to rethink what taking care of this country, taking care of these 
generations, might mean.

Nest 
2006 
fibreglass, automotive paint, leather, plastic, metal, rubber, mirror 
197 x 186cm x 104cm high (variable) 
Photo: Graham Baring
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Science Story Part II: Ethical Issues
2001 
Digital C-Type photograph 
100cm x 200cm

From the start, I knew Piccinini lived and worked in Australia; like me, she is 
the offspring of white settler colonies, their frontier practices, their ongoing 
immigrations, and their bad memories and troubled discourses of indigeneity, 
belonging, appropriation, wastelands, progress and exclusion. Twenty-first 
century technoscience and technoculture are nothing if not frontier practices, 
always announcing new worlds, proposing the novel as the solution to the 
old, figuring creation as radical invention and replacement, rushing toward a 
future that wobbles between ultimate salvation and destruction but has little 
truck with thick pasts or presents (Kenney). But in her sensuous sculptural 
and graphic stories of terran critters who were not on earth before now and 
whose evolutionary and ecological habitats are the installation, the mall, the 
website and the lab, Piccinini seems to me to be proposing not another frontier, 
but rather something more akin to a decolonizing ethic indebted to Australian 
Aboriginal practices of taking care of country and accounting for generations 
of entangled human and nonhuman entities. 
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In this little essay, I want to think about Piccinini’s art in conversation with 
the anthropologist Deborah Bird Rose’s Reports from a Wild Country. Rose is 
a Euro-American who came to Australia as an ethnographer in the early 1980s 
to study with Aboriginal people in the Northern Territory around the Victoria 
River District. Since that time she has worked on land claims, collaborative 
documentation of sacred sites, and refiguring and enacting social and ecological 
justice on wounded but still vital places across Australia that must somehow 
collect up all of their past and contemporary inhabitants—those human and 
not, as well as those technological and organic. She, her Aboriginal teachers 
and friends, and many other Australians work to re-ground responsibility 
and accountability to time, generations and place in a way that might lead 
to ecological and social restoration and reconciliation. Rose was taught to see 
the difference between violently blasted places called ‘the wild’ and ‘quiet 
country—the country in which all the care of generations of people is evident 
to those who know how to see it’ (4). Across settler societies like the United 
States and Australia, ‘violence is central both to conquest and to progress. … 
We cannot help knowing that we are here through dispossession and death. … 
What alternatives exist for us, and what is asked of us? … Alternatives arise 
unexpectedly in relationships among people and between people and place. 
Alternatives are entangled in the midst of the wild, and may depend on the wild 
even as they resist it’ (4, 6). The crucial question is how to face settler heritage 
differently, to participate in decolonising generational practices, in a state of 
what Rose calls ‘responsive attentiveness’.

To me, and I think to Piccinini, that question is especially pressing in the land I call 
technoculture, where the artist’s critters all gestate and proliferate. I experience 
Piccinini to cultivate a practice of decolonizing responsive attentiveness. 
Could the worlds of technoculture ever come to be quiet country? It depends, 
Piccinini’s critters suggest, on taking care of generations and doing so in all-
too-wild country like the mall, the highway, the lab and the installation. How 
might a speculatively fabulated SF art object help morph eroded and disowned 
no-places into flourishing and cared-for places?

Orientation to time must be the first consideration. Rose emphasizes that, shaped 
by Christian temporality, European societies ‘face’ the future, while the past is 
behind and is to be overcome, succeeded, surpassed. In that teleological, goal-
directed orientation, the present is nothing but a vanishing point of transition 
toward what is to come, whether that be destruction or redemption. In contrast, 
the fundamentally non-teleological time of Aboriginal country is 180 degrees the 
other way around; people ‘face’ the past for which they bear the responsibility 
of ongoing care in a thick and consequential present that is also responsible to 
those who come behind, i.e., the next generations. Indwelling that sort of time, 
country is a multidimensional matrix of relationships: ‘it consists of people, 
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animals, plants, Dreamings, underground, earth, soils, minerals, waters, surface 
water, and air. … All living things are held to have an interest in the life of the 
country … those who destroy their country destroy themselves’ (Rose 153-54). 
Furthermore, countries are not equivalent, interchangeable, abstract; country is 
materially and semiotically distinctive, each with its own human beings created 
for that country and responsible for it through the generations. 

Nothing could seem less like modern ‘Western’ science and its future-besotted 
biotechnological and cyborgian global offspring, who are seemingly innocent 
of—and so radically destructive of—place. But Piccinini suggests something 
else is possible in technoculture, not to mention necessary, and I am on her side. 
Growing up in the presence of Piccinini’s plethora of SF elder youngsters is to 
face the past and care for the generations with verve and ethical imagination. To 
show why I think that, I need to start again with Still Life with Stem Cells and 
Young Family, take a moment with the anatomical niceties of Leather Landscape 
even though its beings are absent from the Artium show, and then embrace my 
unsafe progenitors and offspring among the critters of the series Piccinini calls 
Nature’s Little Helpers. As the artist’s exhibition at the Venice Biennale in 2003 
proclaimed, ‘We are family’. Happily, this is not the world-famous heterosexual 
nuclear family of Christian settler imaginations, and of all-too-current national 
policy.

Most of Piccinini’s works are premised on bioscientific practices of manipulation 
and alteration of living beings, of creating ‘new worlds’ if ‘only’ in art. Stem 
cell research, genetic engineering, cloning, bioelectronics and technologically-
mediated ecological restoration and kin formation loom large. Reorienting the 
arrow of time, both Still Life and Young Family provoke the onto-ethical question 
of care for the intra- and inter-acting generations that is not asked often enough 
in technoculture, especially not about its own progenitors and offspring. The 
important question is not found in the false opposition of nature and technology. 
Rather, what matters is who and what lives and dies, where, when, and how? 
What is wild, and what quiet? What is the heritage for which technocultural 
beings are both accountable and indebted? What must the practices of love look 
like in this tangled wild/quiet country? Piccinini’s essay ‘In Another Life’ poses 
the question of care in words: ‘I am particularly fascinated by the unexpected 
consequences, the stuff we don’t want but must somehow accommodate. There 
is no question as to whether there will be undesired outcomes; my interest is in 
whether we will be able to love them’ (13). Replying to a questioner at her 2003 
lecture at the Tokyo University of Fine Art, Piccinini laid out her large, queer, 
non hetero-normative view of our technocultural family: ‘In my work, perhaps 
I am saying that whether you like them or you don’t like them, we actually have 
a duty to care. We created them, so we’ve got to look after them’. Looking after 
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imperfect, messy, really existing, mortal beings is much more demanding—not 
to mention playful, intellectually interesting and emotionally satisfying—than 
living the futuristic nightmare of techno-immortality. 

Piccinini insists in word and object that the people of technoculture have a 
familial, generational duty to their failures, as well as their accomplishments. 
Natural or not, good or not, safe or not, the critters of technoculture make 
a body- and soul-changing claim on their ‘creators’ that is rooted in the 
generational obligation of and capacity for responsive attentiveness. To care is to 
know how to nurture quiet country through the often unexpected generations, 
not to point toward future utopia or dystopia. To care is wet, emotional, messy, 
and demanding of the best thinking one has ever done.3 That is one reason we 
need speculative fabulation.

The cell-blob/human-girl playgroup in Still Life with Stem Cells is neither 
utopian nor dystopian; it is seriously playful and so curious, inquisitive and 
risky. Encountering either this romp or the Young Family of mop-eared, porcine 
transgenics (do they exist to provide sick, wealthy humans with organs and 
tissues?), both the artist and visitors to the exhibit palpably run the risk of 
coming to care about, even to love, the fabulated blobs and the unlovely chimeric 
litter with a shrivel-skinned, big-rumped, heavy-lidded, all-too-humanoid 
mama.

Commenting on those big-headed and ungainly synthetic organisms called siren 
moles, such as the one on the blue car seat in the Artium exhibit’s SO2 (series) 
Waiting for Jennifer (2000), the Sydney writer on Australian contemporary art 
Jacquelyn Millner concluded:

Unlike Dr Frankenstein who grew to hate his creation and suffered the 
consequences, Piccinini would urge us to bring an attitude of love to the 
products of technology, to accept our ethical mantle as creators, to take 
care of all our progeny, even of the artificial variety. The love she appears 
to propose is not of the romantic, infatuated ilk—classic technophilia—
but of the familial variety, with its overtones of responsibility, ethical 
guidance and life-long commitment. 

I would only add that Rose’s understanding of Aboriginal material and ethical 
guidance on taking care of country insists that we learn to care for ancestors as 

3 For feminist science studies thinking about matters of care, see Maria Puig de la Bellacasa, paper delivered 
at the Center for Cultural Studies, University of California Santa Cruz, 30 May 2007. Besides participating in 
the European NextGenderation webs of writing and collaboration, Puig wrote her PhD thesis at the University 
of Brussels with the philosopher Isabelle Stengers as her adviser. 
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well as offspring. We face ancestors and progeny come after; learning how to 
tell time that way in technoculture would be truly revolutionary. It would mean 
taking the present seriously, not just passing through it to elsewhere.

Waiting for Jennifer 
2000 
From the series SO2 
Digital C-type photograph 
80 x 80cm

This brings me to my favourite Piccinini critters: Nature’s Little Helpers. Alerting 
viewers to both danger and possibility, these drawings, installations and 
sculptures palpably argue that the artist has fallen in love with her speculatively 
fabulated progeny; she has certainly made me do so. To get to Nature’s Little 
Helpers, where I will encounter the intriguing dorsal pouches on a protector 
species fabulated for gestating the young of an endangered species of wombat, 
I mentally pass by the colony of humanoid, transgenic, African Meerkat-like 
beings in The Leather Landscape (2003), exhibited in ‘We Are Family’ at the 
Venice Biennale but not in the Artium show. 
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Leather Landscape 
2003 
Silicone, fibreglass, leather, human hair, clothing, timber 
290 x 175 x 165cm (irreg.)

What arrests me in this more-than-natural colony is not the pink-suited blond 
human toddler face-to-face with a fabulated potential playmate living on soft 
white leather in the museum space. Rather, I am struck by the four-breasted 
female sitting peaceably on the next level up of the pyramidal habitat, with her 
milk-lusty babies nestled between her legs ready to attach to her alluring array 
of ventral teats. 
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Leather Landscape 
2003 
Silicone, fibreglass, leather, human hair, clothing, timber 
290 x 175 x 165cm (irreg.) 
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If I had not seen the critters from Nature’s Little Helpers first, I might not have 
noticed the ‘natural’ feature of ventral teats on the transgenic mother in Leather 
Landscape, nor paused at the number four. But I did see the dorsal pouches first, 
and now I cannot let go of the image of the fronts and backs of progenitors and 
guardians all covered with organs to feed and shelter off-category offspring. I 
cannot let go of the capacious, inventive arrangements Piccinini makes to take 
care of unexpected, vulnerable, hungry progeny of whatever species, natural or 
not. Look what the stork brought! 

With Nature’s Little Helpers, Piccinini focuses her questions more on ecology 
and evolution than on genetic engineering or cloning, but the domains are 
not cleanly separated either. For one thing, the Helpers are all SF humanoids 
with dubious naturalcultural genealogies. In the stark heritage of destroyed 
human and non-human beings and blasted country, acknowledged or not, the 
past surges into the present and shapes possible futures just as it does in Rose’s 
reports from a wild country. The pressing question is how to inherit, how to 
face, the living—and killing—past. The urgent need is to learn how to do that in 
order to be able to take the present seriously, in order to be able to move toward 
multi-species reconciliation. But in settler societies and their ‘global’ heirs, the 
category of ‘endangered species’ takes hold of organisms, including people, 
and subjects them to the ambiguous grace of salvation, specifically being saved 
through a regulatory and technological apparatus of ecological and reproductive 
management. Salvation is proposed in the time frame of barely secularized 
‘Western’ science. Apocalypse looms; in that story the past—nature—is the 
time outside time and must be restored in all its innocence. That kind of time is 
utterly wild, i.e., outside the care of responsible generations. Thick, contingent, 
relational, naturalcultural history disappears once again in the dream of natural 
wilderness, a frontier category of the first rank in the lineage of settler societies. 
Prodded by Rose, I experience Piccinini’s art to propose another kind of time 
and place for vulnerable creatures of diverse species and generations. Piccinini’s 
art is tuned to reconciliation and taking care of always situated place and its 
denizens. 

To do so, Piccinini introduces a bestiary of SF protector species paired with 
Australian officially endangered species. The speculatively fabulated protectors 
are not altogether reassuring, nor should they be. The settler habit of introducing 
species that quickly add problems to those they were supposed to solve is in the 
forefront of Piccinini’s thinking. She remembers Australia’s and Aotearoa New 
Zealand’s naturalcultural history of introduced species, human and non-human 
alike, with modern examples such as the cane toad brought from the neotropics 
to munch repressively on the cane beetle that eats the sugar cane that gobbles 
up laboring people, who need the money from sugar to feed their children. She 
remembers the exterminist consequences of well-intentioned introductions of 
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companion species—in this example, for the unintended meal; i.e., the endemic 
amphibians gobbled up by voracious, prolific, mobile cane toads. In addition 
to the fact that they were not fabulated to watch out for people, the protectors 
are emphatically introduced species. If they have them at all, their home worlds 
are elsewhere. How can one not see in Piccinini’s narrative art the not always so 
well intentioned introductions of the settlers themselves and their exterminist 
consequences? The Helpers might watch out for officially endangered species, 
but someone will have to watch out for the protectors too—in every sense of 
‘watch out’.

There will be unexpected consequences. Taking care of unexpected country 
will be required—again and always. Reconciliation is not guaranteed; it is 
proffered, suggested, haltingly pictured. Any reconciliation will depend 
on descendents of settler worlds letting go of salvation history and instead 
learning to live in technoculture in something more like the time of Aboriginal 
country, facing ancestors of many kinds and responsible for those who come 
after. Technocultural people must study how to live in actual places, cultivate 
practices of care, and risk ongoing face-to-face encounters with unexpected 
partners. Well-tuned people have to be present in country for it to flourish; 
thus, there will be no perfection, but there can be ongoing and effective care 
that stays alert to many sorts of history. This kind of time and place is utterly 
contemporary; i.e., committed to a flourishing present, not a present that is only 
a pivot between past and future. Learning how to live in a flourishing present 
is indebted to Aboriginal practices and ideas, but not in the mode of colonial or 
postcolonial settlers finding salvation in the indigenous to heal the scars of the 
modern and technological. That way of understanding reconciliation completely 
misses the point about another conception of time and place, another way to 
face histories, or what feminist theorist Katie King calls ‘pastpresents’. The 
unbridgeable dichotomy between the traditional and the modern is as much a 
frontier myth as the cordon sanitaire between nature and culture or the organic 
and the technological.

What is certain in Piccinini’s world is that nature and culture are tightly 
knotted in bodies, ecologies, technologies and times. For example, dependent 
on companion-species relations among gum trees, a kind of possum, and their 
feathered selves in order to get their sugary meals of oozing sap, Golden Helmeted 
Honeyeaters, or HeHos, are tiny brightly coloured birds living in Victoria. Their 
survival is threatened by ignorant or greedy humans encroaching on their places 
and cutting down their gum trees. Their living arrangements need people who 
know how to recognize and live with HeHo ecologies. Only fifteen breeding 
pairs are known to survive. Piccinini invented a protector for HeHos called the 
Bodyguard. Armored adult Bodyguards look fearsome, with their serious canine 
teeth and imposing threat postures. Several photographs in the Artium exhibit 
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picture the Bodyguard and HeHos in their complex naturalcultural ecologies 
and economies with contemporary people (Arcadia, Getaway, Roadkill, 
Thunderdome). Look closely at the Bodyguard sitting beside young Alice in the 
graphite drawing in the Artium exhibit. Both the human and off-human critters 
are using cell phones; their speculatively playful conversation is corporeally 
a tangle of the organic and technological. Then look at the infant Bodyguard 
sitting with baby Hector in the graphite drawing; these youngsters do not find 
each other strange; they are coeval, in shared time. They are full of the promise 
of reconciliation if their parents can learn to face the past in the present. Unlike 
the HeHos and the Aboriginal people historically responsible for taking care of 
country, both sets of parents for the youngsters in the drawing—those for the 
Bodyguards and those for Hector—are introduced settler species in Australia. 
That fact implies a long and steep learning curve for knowing how to recognize 
and care for place and time. 

The ecological, evolutionary and assisted-reproduction narratives of Nature’s 
Little Helpers all pulsate with pastpresent lives and the ongoing care they 
demand. Endangered species by legal definition signal the threat of the final 
loss of ‘heritage’. But that global-speak, settler-nation kind of heritage culture 
or heritage nature is not what Piccinini’s Helpers are concerned with, as I 
experience these storied drawings, photographs and installations. The Helpers 
seem to have a much more relational and mundane task on their hands. Without 
the supposed comfort of attending to their own ‘natural’ offspring (‘natural’ 
in their case would mean transgenic if not science fictional progeny), the 
introduced protectors’ job seems to be to parent their unsafe, endemic, and too-
few xeno-specific charges. The Helpers’ job is to nurture these charges into full 
contemporary naturalcultural sociality, to locate them in a flourishing present 
replete with its expected, unexpected and ontologically heterogeneous beings. 
To parent is to instruct, guard, carry, nurture and finally let go. The principal 
charges of the Helpers whom Piccinini has introduced so far are HeHos, 
Leadbeater’s Possums and Northern Hairy-nosed Wombats, not human beings, 
a point people would do well to remember in the presence of these protectors. 

Just look at The Embrace (2005) in the Artium exhibit for clarity on this matter. 
Reminiscent of images of the parasitizing monster from the film series Alien, 
the Progenitor for the Leadbeater’s Possum glues its whole self alarmingly onto 
the face of a human woman. Perhaps she looked too closely. Perhaps she had no 
respect. She certainly did not face in the right direction and may never be able 
to correct her error.
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The Embrace 
2005 
Silicone, fibreglass, leather, plywood, human hair, clothing 
variable dimensions 
Photo: Guy Robinson

But in this exhibit, we see too the other side of the protectors—their unaccountable 
interest in and seeming openness to those who come behind the settlers who 
imposed a frontier naturalcultural ecology and frontier knowledges, including 
so much of technoscience. The progeny of endangered species—those who will 
exist in generations past, present and future because of their SF protectors’ 
effective care—will meet human youngsters descended from the wild settler 
species who are willing to learn what contemporary quiet country might still 
be, including a technoscience committed to flourishing pastpresents. Nurtured 
by their teachers, alien and aboriginal, these youngsters might yet track a path 
to reconciliation in their reports from a wild country.
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Undivided  
2004 
silicone, fibreglass, human hair, flannelette, mixed medium  
101 x 74 x 127 cm 
Photo : Graham Baring

Look closely at the blue-sheeted bed with the life-size figures made of silicone, 
hair and acrylic resin in Undivided (2004). A settler-descended human child 
sleeps spooning with an adult Surrogate for the Northern Hairy-nosed Wombat. 
The scene is peaceful; the Surrogate seems utterly unthreatening, the human 
child embraced tenderly. Walk around to the back of the sleeping Surrogate to 
see the two rows of drawstring dorsal pouches running along the Helper’s spine, 
six in all. Each pocket shelters an immature marsupial wombat, with the earliest 
still-foetal stages, no bigger than a jelly bean, gestating at the anterior end and 
the ready-to-face-the-world older joey poking out of the posterior pocket. That 
furry youngster seems likely to pop out of the pouch by morning to meet the 
girl before the Surrogate even wakes up. That meeting could surprise all the 
parents and guardians in these off-category species assemblages. 
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Laura  
2006 
Graphite on paper 
57 x 77cm

Leo 
2006 
Graphite on paper 
57 x 77cm
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The two drawings of human children and Surrogates in the Artium exhibit, 
Laura and Leo, also seem to portray benign companions. Still, I know that human 
babies often hurt the other critters they play with. I trained with my dogs and 
children on loan from my graduate students, so that the canids might tolerate 
such exploratory excesses by badly coordinated, unaccountable, tiny hominids 
unwisely endowed too early in their development with grasping hands. Are the 
Surrogates so well instructed? Why should they be? The adult Surrogates and 
the children are awfully close, maybe too close for a human child and an alien 
guardian species.

Surrogate 
2005 
Silicone, fibreglass, leather, plywood, human hair 
103cm x 180cm x 306cm 
Photo: Guy Robinson
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The appealing, full-frontal Surrogate in colour on the cover of the Wellington 
exhibition catalogue, In Another World, does not calm my anxiety or Piccinini’s. 
The creature’s ventral surface does sport a proper navel, indicating some kind of 
mammalian kinship, however reconfigured in SF technochimeras and however 
foreign to the non-uterine gestational needs of marsupial wombats. The 
Surrogate was not fabulated to be a protector for Homo sapiens, after all, but for 
Lasiorhinus kreftii, whose habitats and associates have been blasted by the very 
species introduced by Leo and Laura’s ancestral kin, if not by the kin directly. 

I am not sure what Queensland’s indigenous peoples call or called Northern 
Hairy-nosed Wombats, although ‘Yaminon’ is an Aboriginal name (whose?) 
for these animals that appears in global internet conservation websites today 
without discussion of the human/nonhuman historical naturecultures that 
generated that name. I am even less sure what names different Aboriginal 
peoples might give the dorsally armoured Surrogate. The young certainly come 
behind! The term ‘wombat’ itself comes from the Eora Aboriginal community 
that lived around the area of modern Sydney.4 But whatever the proper names, 
the Surrogates could reasonably decide that Laura, Leo and the girl in Undivided 
do not fall under their writ of protection if the young hominids get unruly with 
the wombats, intentionally or not.

Let us consider for a moment a contemporary adult Northern Hairy-nosed 
Wombat, sometimes called the bulldozer of the bush, as she burrows intently in 
the dry woodland floor of the Ebbing Forest National Park in central Queensland. 
Keeping the dirt out, the female’s backward-facing pouch shelters a youngster 
attached to a teat on her belly. Including perhaps only 25 breeding females in the 
early years of the twenty-first century, with adults weighing between 55 and 90 
pounds, these roguish but vulnerable marsupials are among the world’s rarest 
large mammals.5 It might seem tragically easy to count these wombats—if only 
the nocturnal and crepuscular, generally solitary and secretive critters would 
show themselves to the census takers. Working with the Queensland wombat 
for over ten years, Dr. Andrea Taylor of Monash University in Melbourne 
‘has developed a low disturbance genetic technique to census the wombat 
population. Wombat hair is collected on sticky tape strung across wombat 
burrows and DNA in the follicle is used to identify the sex and the “owner” of 
the hair’ (Yaminon). In her non-invasive and smart technique, I consider Taylor 
to be practicing care. Living endangered means living in technoculture; it is a 
condition of flourishing—or not—on earth now for most critters. Living well 
in technoculture is part of the obligation of taking care of unexpected country.

4 <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wombat> Accessed 9 Dec. 2010.
5 The Northern Hairy-nosed Wombat can be tracked through the Wombat Information Center, <www.
wombania.com>; BIRD <http://bird.net.au/bird/index.php?title=Yaminon>; and Flannery and Kendall. 
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However, all is not well in the tiny patch of these wombats’ remaining patch 
of earth. Piccinini knows that the African buffel grass planted for European 
cattle in the white settler colony out-competes the native grasses on which the 
wombats depend and that the threatened wombats contend for food and habitat 
with cattle, sheep and rabbits. These marsupials also endure predation by 
dingoes—mammals dating from much earlier introductions, who have unstably 
achieved ecological charismatic macrofauna status today after a lamentably 
unfinished career as vermin to EuroAustralians and a deep—and with great 
difficulty, ongoing—history as companion species to Aboriginals. Yet the 
modern rehabilitated nationalist dingoes, even after the cattle have been evicted 
and the buffel grass discouraged in the work of ecological restoration, have to be 
fenced out of the patch of Queensland semi-arid grassland and woodland that 
is the only place left where Northern Hairy-nosed Wombats burrow and dine. 

But then, Piccinini knows, living beings in knotted and dynamic ecologies are 
opportunistic, not idealistic; and it is not surprising to find many native species 
flourishing in both new and old places because of the resources provided by 
interlopers from other lands and waters. Think of the kookaburras, displaced 
from their own former ranges, eating introduced pest snails and slugs alongside 
European starlings. Piccinini knows, in short, that introducing species (from 
another watershed, another continent, or another imagination) is often a world-
destroying cut, as well as sometimes an opening to healing or even to new kinds of 
flourishing.6 Piccinini’s fabulated companion species to endangered species may 
be one more handy newcomer, among many, rather than a destructive invader, 
among many—or they may be both, the more usual course of things.  

The crucial question has to be not ‘are they original and pure (natural in that 
sense)?’ but rather ‘what do they contribute to the flourishing and health of 
the land and its critters (naturalcultural in that sense)?’ That question does not 
invite a disengaged ‘liberal’ ethics or politics, but requires examined lives that 
take risks to nurture some ways of getting on together flourish and not others. 
With their generally positive attitudes to animals Europeans have disparagingly 
called feral, Australian Aboriginal peoples have tended to evaluate what 
westerners call ‘species assemblages’, new and old, in terms of what sustains 
the human/non-human, storied, changing and lived world that in English 
is called country. As feminist science studies scholar Karen Barad put it for 
ears tuned to western philosophy and science: ‘Embodiment is a matter not of 
being specifically situated in the world, but rather of being in the world in its 

6 For the shaping of ‘new natures’ composed of the mixed native/introduced species assemblages of every 
place on earth by the twenty-first century, see the controversial work by the Australian Tim Low (The New 
Nature). For integration of Low’s approaches with science studies, sociology, colonial and postcolonial cultural 
studies, and considerations of animal wellbeing from both ecological and rights perspectives, see Adrian 
Franklin; the kookaburra example is on p. 230.
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dynamic specificity. … Ethics is therefore not about right response to a radically 
exterior/ised other, but about responsibility and accountability for the lively 
relationalities of becoming of which we are a part’ (377, 393).

That brings us back to the Surrogates. Look again at the three pairs of gestational 
pouches run down the spine of the protector companion species, nurturing 
three stages of wombat development. 

Surrogate 
2005 
Silicone, fibreglass, leather, plywood, human hair 
103cm x 180cm x 306cm 
Photo: Guy Robinson
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Aligned with that of other marsupials like the red kangaroo, Surrogate wombat 
reproduction seems to be run on ‘just-in-time’ principles for stocking embryos 
on the gestating body. Just out of the birth canal and plucked from the hairs 
of its wombat mama’s belly while struggling up to crawl into a pouch to finish 
making a wombat, a barely formed embryo surely inhabits the Surrogate’s top 
pouch. Attached to a teat? Does the Surrogate have teats in those odd sphincter-
ringed, drawstring pouches? How not? Normal Northern Hairy-nosed Wombats 
have only two teats in their single, backward-facing pouch, so they can’t handle 
three young out of the body at once, and they give birth to only one young at a 
time, once a year. Joeys stay in the pouch eight to nine months. But if they are 
like kangaroos, these wombats could have arrested embryos ready to speed up 
their life course if the senior joey dies—or is disappeared by aliens. Northern 
Hairy-nosed Wombats like to have their babies in the rainy season, and getting 
a replacement joey into the pouch too late, when the succulent grasses are 
drying out, would not bode well for that reproductive cycle anyway. Maybe the 
Surrogates pluck just-emerged and still foetal joeys from wombat females and 
put them in their own pouches, thus forcing the wombats to get another embryo 
out of their body sooner and multiplying the numbers of young who can be 
raised in a season? This would not be the first time that forced reproduction 
was employed as an evolutionary and ecological rescue technology. Ask any 
tiger in a Species Survival Plan™ database. I am reminded that only about 25 
breeding female Northern Hairy-nosed Wombats live on planet Earth to gestate 
the young of their species. Being female in such a world never comes without 
paying the price of value. No wonder Piccinini is suspicious, as well as open 
to another world. Unexpected country will be full of surprises, good and bad, 
even as it is fully webbed in pastpresents.

The middle rung of Surrogate pouches houses more developed but still hairless 
baby wombats; they are far from ready to explore the outside world. A teat, a 
pouch, and a vigilant Surrogate’s armoured spine are all that are required for 
now. The third rung of pouches holds mature furry baby wombats, and we 
see in Undivided that one is ready to crawl out of the pocket to begin its risky 
encounters in a wider world. For a few months, this joey can leap back into the 
pouch when things get too scary and supplement grass with milk; but even the 
best wombs or pouches, alien or native, give time-limited protection.

I’d love to call the Surrogate ‘queer’ and let it go with a celebratory frisson 
that comes so cost-free to those not made to inhabit the category, but I am sure 
Piccinini would wince if I tried to get away with that. The Surrogate remains 
a creature that nourishes indigestion; i.e., a kind of dyspepsia with regard to 
proper place and function that queer theory is really all about. The Surrogate 
is nothing if not the Mutter/matter of gestation out of place, a necessary if not 
sufficient cut into the female-defining function called reproduction. To be out 
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of place is often to be in danger and sometimes also to be free, in the open, not 
yet nailed by value and purpose, but full of pastpresents. The point for me 
in Piccinini’s Nature’s Little Helpers is parenting, not reproducing. Parenting is 
about caring for generations, one’s own or not; reproducing is about making 
more of oneself to populate the future, quite a different matter.

There is no fourth rung of guarded gestation. The human and wombat youngsters 
will find each other soon. Then, what the world of companion species might 
become is open. The past has not laid enough ground for optimism concerning 
relations between white settler humans and wombats. Yet the past is far from 
absent or without rich offerings for reconciliation. The past, present and future 
are all very much knotted into each other, full of what we need for the work and 
play of naturalcultural restoration: less deadly curiosity, materially entangled 
ethics and politics, and technical and organic well being. Experienced together, 
Rose’s writing and Piccinini’s art tell about attention to alien and native beings 
linked in learning how to take care of unexpected country, in alliance with those 
called traditional owners of the land who see better the difference between wild 
and quiet because they face those who came before and care also for those who 
come behind, in all their demanding and unfinished kinds.

Donna Haraway is Distinguished Professor Emerita in the History of Consciousness 
Program at the University of California at Santa Cruz. She is the author of 
many books and widely read essays, including When Species Meet (2008), 
The Companion Species Manifesto (2003) and Modest_Witness@Second_
Millennium.FemaleMan_Meets_OncoMouse (1997).
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Flying Fox: Kin, Keystone, 
Kontaminant

Deborah Bird Rose

A portrait of Australian flying fox life in the Anthropocene illuminates startlingly 
familiar stories. These animals are participants in most of the major catastrophic 
events, as well as contestations about rescue, of contemporary life on Earth: 
warfare, man-made mass death, famine, urbanisation, emerging diseases, 
climate change, biosecurity, conservation and local/international NGO aid. 
They are endangered, and are involved in all four of the major factors causing 
extinctions: habitat loss, overexploitation, introduced species and extinction 
cascades. My account of flying foxes in Australia rests on the understanding 
of species articulated vigorously and eloquently by Donna Haraway (42): we 
and others are entangled in knots of species who are co-shaping each other 
in layers of reciprocating complexity. I seek to engage both the living warm-
blooded beings whose lives are threatened and the excruciatingly dynamic 
deathscape that is surrounding them/us. Positioned, like much of life on Earth 
today, in zones of increasing conflict and terror, the lives and deaths of flying 
foxes tell us that there is no way out of entanglements within multi-species 
communities. Rather than seeking to erect more impenetrable barriers against 
others, relational ethics for living and dying in the Anthropocene urge us to 
assume ever greater mutuality and accountability as intra-dependent members 
of the suffering family of life on Earth.

Sociability, flying fox style ~ Megachiroptera

Australian megachiroptera scrabbled into the English imagination in June 1770 
when Captain Cook anchored his ship Endeavour at the mouth of a river in 
Queensland for repairs. One of his men returned to camp telling of an animal 
he had seen: ‘It was as black as the devil and had wings; indeed I took it for 
the devil, or I might easily have catched it for it crawled very slowly through 
the grass’ (qtd in Ratcliffe, Flying Fox and Drifting Sand 6). We might imagine 
that something was wrong with the little guy, as flying foxes can’t walk and 
wouldn’t normally be crawling in the grass. One wonders if the seaman had 
thrown stones at it, but perhaps it is equally possible to imagine that the flying 
fox, never having seen a white man before, was reeling with shock. They are alert 
creatures, extremely aware of what is going on around them. Pamela Conder, a 
recent student of flying foxes, writes of her time sitting quietly inside a flying 
fox enclosure in a wildlife sanctuary observing their actions and interactions. 
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She says that the flying foxes quickly became accustomed to her, regarding her, 
apparently, as an innocuous part of the background. However, ‘I was surprised 
when I walked into the cage late one hot morning to see the bats panic and flee 
in all directions from my approach. Then I realised what was different—I was 
wearing a large sun hat. I left the enclosure, let the bats settle and returned 
sans hat. Not so much as an eyebrow was raised. Before long, however, the hat 
became accepted as part of me for the rest of that summer’ (55).

The term chiroptera means ‘hand winged’. There are two suborders: mega and 
micro. Worldwide, megachiroptera include 166 species of flying foxes (also 
known as fruit bats) and blossom bats. Microchiroptera include 759 species. 
The two suborders are quite different, size being only part of it. Microchiroptera 
navigate by echolocation (animal sonar); they are small and feed mainly on 
insects but there also are blood-eating vampire bats, fish-eating bats and other 
carnivorous bats. In contrast, Megachiroptera all feed on plants. They navigate 
principally by sight, and many of them are large. In Australia, the largest male 
flying foxes weigh about one kilogram and have wingspans of up to 1.5 metres 
(Hall and Richards 1-3). There is no way of knowing the flying fox population 
figures prior to British settlement, but certainly the numbers would have been 
in the thousands of millions. Four main species of flying foxes make up the 
Australian contingent: Black Flying Fox (Pteropus Alecto), Grey-headed Flying 
Fox (P. poliocephalus), Little Red Flying Fox (P. scapulatus), and Spectacled 
Flying Fox (P. conspicillatus). By preference they travel widely in search of 
pollen, seeds and fruits, covering vast areas during an annual round as they 
follow flowering and fruiting trees and shrubs. At present, both grey-headed 
and spectacled flying foxes are listed as threatened under the Commonwealth 
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999. 

Flying foxes love to camp together; some camps number in the millions (Conder 
46). Maternity camps are chosen by the female flying foxes, and they return 
year after year to give birth and raise their young. Every night across Australia 
millions of flying foxes set forth, going distances of up to fifty kilometres in 
search of food. It is estimated that one individual can disperse up to 60,000 
seeds in one night (DSE 4). They are sociable, spending much of their time in 
camp grooming themselves and each other. With at least thirty different vocal 
calls, all of which are audible to humans, they are, from a human point of view, 
noisy folk (Hall and Richards 64). Females give birth to only one baby each 
year. Babies are born with their eyes open, and their mother gently moves them 
into position so that they can latch on to her nipple. For a few weeks they hang 
on while she flies out at night for food. Later, though, they are left behind in 
crèches in the centre of camp. The mothers return at dawn, flying round and 
round until they locate their own baby, re-attaching the baby to the nipple. 
Once the babies have grown into adolescents or young adults, they leave their 
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mothers and move into groups under the care of senior males. The older guys 
take them out at night, teaching them flying techniques, and showing them 
how to find food and find their way home again (Hall and Richards 42-46). Hall 
and Richards (46) describe these clumsy youngsters: 

They do not have the purposeful direction of the adults, and are 
reminiscent of a group of school kids going home from school and 
exploring their environment. Progress is slow as they carry out aerial 
bombs on each other, explore vegetation and duck from imaginary 
predators. It is probable that these groups do not initially go far from 
the camp, and that the trips serve as navigational training.

“For the first few weeks of life, the new born pups stay with their mothers 24 hours a day, even as she flies 
out to forage for food. Once the pups reach around 4 weeks of age, they’re too heavy for their mothers to 
carry them for long distances but she may still carry them for between trees in the roost. It’s important to 
remember that whilst in flight, the mother is in no way actively holding the pup to her chest, it’s only the 
young ones grip on their mothers teat (located under her armpit”) and fur that keep them from falling” 
(Photo and caption courtesy of Nick Edards).
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Story-telling, Indigenous style

Flying foxes had been interacting with humans for thousands of years before 
they encountered either Englishmen or large summer hats. Indigenous people’s 
stories of flying foxes go back to creation, to the Dreaming ancestors who walked 
the earth making landforms, species, cultures, languages, biotic communities 
and connections. Dreamings were shape-shifters, sometimes walking as humans, 
sometimes travelling in the form of the being they would become. Flying foxes 
were there too, of course. 

I got to know flying foxes through Indigenous people of the Victoria River region 
in the northwest corner of the Northern Territory, where I lived and studied for 
many years in the communities of Yarralin and Lingara. Prior to the wet season (in 
December or so), the black flying foxes, warrpa in local languages, congregated 
along the riverbanks, hanging from the riverside trees. Occasionally one might 
lose its grip and become a tasty treat for crocodiles. Of an evening we would 
watch them fly out, dark against the deep blue sky, hundreds upon hundreds 
of them forming a stream of flapping wings that widened out as they moved 
toward the flowering trees along the rivers and creeks. One of my teachers was 
Daly Pulkara, a man with a good fund of flying fox stories. We were watching 
the flyout one evening, and he pointed out something interesting. The crowd 
flew over, and then, after the mob was well on its way, a few turned back. A bit 
later, stragglers appeared, following the others but not quite catching up. ‘The 
old people always said those blokes forgot their axes’, Daly told me. I felt like a 
bit of a straggler myself as I tried to catch the drift of the story. Of course, they 
were shape-shifters, and when they were men they would have carried axes. 
‘They’re always like that’, Daly said, ‘one or two are back behind. That’s why 
the old people said they forgot their axes, they had to go back to camp and get 
them’.

To encounter such stories in their wonderful personableness and appropriateness 
is to find one’s self in a world of animism. Defined and discussed in a new and 
excellent study by Graham Harvey, animism is the recognition ‘that the world 
is full of persons, only some of whom are human, and that life is always lived 
in relationship with others’ (xi). Within an animist worldview, flying foxes are 
persons, and like any group of human persons some are a bit sloppy, forgetting 
their axes when they go out foraging, dragging along behind, always a bit out 
of step. 

The personhood of flying foxes is known not only through stories but also 
through kinship. Flying foxes are matrilineal ‘totems’: they are members of kin 
groups comprised of both human and flying fox persons. Flying foxes are part of 
the group by reason of being flying foxes. Humans are part of the group because 
their mother, and her mother, and her mother, right back to the beginning, 
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were flying fox people. Men belong to the group—they are flying fox people 
because they are the children of their mother, but their sons and daughters 
will not be flying foxes because flying fox people don’t marry other flying fox 
people. The matrilineal kin relationship is understood to be corporeal—the 
flesh of the kin group is shared across the bodies of the people and animals, 
and is their co-specific embodied being in the world. This is the family: humans 
and nonhumans. They are in it together, sharing flesh, care and continuity from 
generation to generation. 

Flying fox persons (animal/human) are also part of the story of seasons. Why 
does the rain come? My teachers said that it comes because the flying foxes 
tell the Rainbow Snake to get up out of the river and get to work. This is a 
complex story of entangled mutualities and calls to action. The story of rain 
starts in the dry season, during the cold time of year when the flying foxes 
are in the higher country away from the rivers. As the sun dries the country, 
they move toward the river, and when they get there they hang in the trees 
over the river and call to the Rainbow Snake to rise up and bring rain. A lot 
of esoteric knowledge is bound into this story; we will avoid that knowledge 
completely, and turn to an ecological side of the story. Flying foxes feed by 
preference on the flowers of trees and shrubs of the Myrtaceae family. Yarralin 
people point especially to the inland bloodwood (Eucalyptus terminalis, jartpuru 
in local languages) and the magnificent tree known in vernacular English as 
the half bark (E. Confertiflora, ngurlgugu). Both of these species produce large, 
showy clusters of cream-coloured, heavily scented flowers, so they are obvious 
candidates for both flying fox and human attention. In the Victoria River region 
eucalypts and melaleucas flower in succession from higher ground to lower 
ground, which is also to say from the drier country on the hillsides down to the 
river banks and channels. River red gum (E. Camaldulensis), known as timalan 
in local Indigenous languages, and paperbarks (pakali, Melaleuca argenta and 
M. leucadendra) are the two big riverside Myrtaceous trees. The banks of the 
rivers of this region are lined with paperbarks and river red gums. They are the 
last in the succession to burst into flower. The flying foxes follow their preferred 
food, and it brings them to the riverside at the end of the driest time of year; 
they forage there in the thousands. Yarralin people say that the flying foxes talk 
to their mate the Rainbow, telling it to move, to get up, to get to work, to bring 
the rain. They say that the earth is getting too hot, that everything is too dry. 

Co-evolution, a myrtaceous love affair

Flying foxes have been relating to native trees for much longer than they have 
been relating to humans. According to Hall and Richards (82-84), there is good 
evidence to support a hypothesis of co-evolution and co-dependence between 
megachiropterans and flowing plants. In fact, flying foxes and the smaller tube-
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nosed fruit bats may be the only seed dispersal agents for many rainforest trees, 
and therefore are integral to the long-term survival of some species (Hall and 
Richards 83). Flying foxes have a keen sense of smell and their eyes are adjusted 
to night vision and to recognising light colours. Myrtaceous trees and shrubs 
produce clumps of flowers that are strongly scented and usually light in colour. 
They produce their pollen in the night, when the flying foxes are foraging; 
flying foxes are able to carry large loads of pollen because of their (relatively) 
large size; and because the plants flower sequentially, ‘myrtaceous forests 
and woodlands provide a constant food supply throughout the year for these 
animals’ (Hall and Richards 82). 

Seed and pollen dispersal is improved by flying fox feeding habits. In scientific 
lingo, people talk about the ‘residents and raiders’ model of feeding. A group 
settles itself into a tree and then defends that place from others: these are the 
‘residents’. Other flying foxes attempt to join the group: these are the ‘raiders’. 
Residents chase them away. They carry fruit and pollen from tree to tree as they 
struggle to find a place to stay and feed (Hall and Richards 81-82). The stragglers 
that Daly spoke about—the blokes who always forget their axes—would seem 
to be ‘raiders’: having gone back to get their axes they now find the best food 
locations already taken. They may be a bit on the edge, but they are extremely 
important to Myrtaceae. 

Scientific studies of flying fox feeding and their relationships with their preferred 
species have led to the understanding that flying foxes are a keystone species: 
as long-range pollinators and seed dispersers, their activities are essential to the 
health of native ecosystems. Indeed, as climate change forces species to adapt 
rapidly, flying foxes will become increasingly important in maintaining gene 
flow and thus facilitating adaptation (Booth et al. 4-5). As the populations of 
flying foxes are in rapid decline, there is the possibility that some species in 
some areas may become functionally extinct within a few decades (Booth et al. 
5). Functional extinction precedes actual extinction; it is a loss of connectivity 
and mutuality. Lose the flying foxes and there’s no way of knowing just how far 
the unravelling of life systems will go. 

Kinship, scientific style

Co-evolution is a process of mutual convergence by which entirely separate 
species evolve to mutual advantage. In contrast, linear evolution is imagined 
as the diversification of species who are descended from a common (albeit 
often extremely distant) ancestor. The differences between megachiroptera 
and microchiroptera are well established, but what is their origin, from an 
evolutionary point of view? Did flying foxes and bats have separate origins, 
and converge in shape for reasons of adaptation to flying? Or did they have a 
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common ancestor, and did they therefore diverge as they adapted to different 
environments and conditions? Queensland neurologist John Pettigrew proposes 
the first alternative. He was performing what he calls a ‘routine investigation’ 
on the inner workings of a flying fox brain and was astonished to discover that 
it was identical in many key features to the brains of primates: ‘Primates share a 
half-dozen brain pathways not found in any of the other 20 mammalian orders. 
These features are quantitative and are believed to reliably distinguish primates 
from non-primates. They provide a unique signature, enabling us to recognize 
a primate brain after a set of tests which involve labelling the pathways going 
from the eye to the brain’ (Pettigrew). This analysis suggests that flying foxes 
are small primates who took to the airways. According to Pettigrew , ‘under the 
microscope the affinities between megabat and lemur brains are so striking that 
it is quite difficult to tell them apart. So far as one can tell from the intricate 
details of the wiring of thousands of nerve cells, primates and megabats shared 
a common ancestor not shared by any other group of mammals’. Pettigrew’s 
analysis is debated, and at the moment the issue is open. 

When I first heard about this research I became quite excited. During my years 
in Aboriginal communities I had, of course, encountered many flying foxes, 
mostly as food. A close encounter with a flying fox induces the strong awareness 
of being in the company of an odd little kinsman. With their small furry bodies 
and dog/human-like faces; with their chattery camps full of individuals who 
are grooming each other and carrying on their daily life—mating, raising 
babies, guarding teenagers, remaining attentive to sources of food in the region; 
with their fantastic wing-spread and their spectacular nightly flyouts, I find it 
difficult to understand how anyone could fail to be completely entranced. 

Understandably, perhaps, when they decide to camp in suburban back yards, 
coming in by the thousands and showing no inclination to move on as long as 
there is food in the region, humans do lose patience. I can’t help but think that 
something about them reminds us of us—of how we are when we are at our 
most crowded, noisy and irritating. 

Shadow of Death

In addition to the distaste some people experience toward the bat shape and 
the bat reputation, and to the smell and the noise, orchardists have a grievance 
against flying foxes who eat the fruit. Although the evidence is clear that flying 
foxes prefer the myrtaceae flowers and forest fruits with which they are co-
evolved, the clearing of native vegetation and its replacement with commercial 
fruit crops has left them little choice. Biologist Francis Ratcliffe came out to 
Australia in 1929 sponsored by the state governments of New South Wales and 
Queensland to investigate the orchardists’ problem. He was asked to provide 
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information on flying foxes; the desire amongst many orchardists was less for 
information than for quick measures for eradicating flying foxes. Orchardists, 
along with many other people, held what we might call a zero-tolerance vision. 
Basically, they wanted flying foxes gone forever. This is an ‘us’ and ‘them’ 
boundary organised along an either-or axis: it offers no place for co-existence 
or mutuality. Ratcliffe’s research led him to the conclusion that total eradication 
of flying foxes was impossible. He concluded that while it would be well-nigh 
impossible to eradicate flying foxes quickly, their populations seemed to be in 
fairly rapid decline; it thus seemed possible that the problem would take care of 
itself (Flying Fox and Drifting Sand 10).

The story of how several species of flying foxes were tipped to the point of being 
declared threatened species is a story of the Anthropocene. All the factors arise 
out of human action, but not all factors are directly intended to eliminate flying 
foxes. Martin and McIlwee sum them up: ‘habitat destruction, persecution and 
culling’ (98). In a subsequent list they add climate change. Bearing in mind that 
habitat clearance has removed vast amounts of myrtaceous woodland, leaving 
flying foxes with very little choice but to turn toward the commercial orchards 
with which farmers have replaced native vegetation, let us look first at a number 
of indirect factors. 

Habitat clearance has effects that go beyond pushing flying foxes toward orchards. 
One is to increase the distances between native food sources to the point where 
flying foxes can no longer make it from one area to the next. Populations that 
become hemmed in are effectively trapped, and completely dependent on local 
foods (Conder 50), leading to mass starvation. In 2006 the Bat Rescue online 
newsletter carried an article on mass starvation in Queensland: 

The combination of unusually low winter temperatures and shortage of 
food has been blamed for the large numbers of flying foxes found dead 
or dying along much of the East Coast during the last few weeks. With 
their lower fat reserves and inability to fly greater distances in search 
of food, juveniles have been particularly hardest hit. … A number of 
bats have become entangled in backyard fruit tree netting … some have 
fallen victim to dogs or hit by cars and others have simply been found 
hanging dead or dying very low to the ground. (‘Bat Starvation’)

Flying foxes also face exposure to hazards that are part of living in an industrial 
society. Lead poisoning is one factor that impacted on flying foxes to a 
measurable degree (impacts now reduced with the widespread use of unleaded 
petrol). Collisions with obstacles such as airplanes, electrical wires and barbed 
wire are an on-going hazard (Hall and Richards 50-52). Pesticides and exposure 
to new bacteria may also be having an effect. 
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Climate change, too, is having an impact. Flying foxes are susceptible to heat 
stress, and do not tolerate temperatures over about 40°C. As Australia’s heat 
and drought intensify under the impacts of global warming, there will be more 
mass deaths like the event reported in Victoria during the 2009 bushfires when 
the temperatures got up to about 47°. At least 5,000 grey-headed flying foxes 
died during one hot afternoon at the Yarra Bend colony (‘Heat Stress’ 1). This 
colony had already been hassled and stressed, having originally lived in the 
Melbourne Botanic Gardens and been forcibly shifted in 2003. There was public 
controversy over shifting them, and a group of volunteers have been working 
continuously to help the flying foxes survive in their new home. On days when 
the temperature is heading toward 40°C or more, volunteers go to the river and 
spray water into the trees where flying foxes are roosting. 

“February 8th, 2009. Parramatta Park. 40C+ and relatively low humidity gave conditions that were getting 
uncomfortably close to heat stress which can cause mass mortality in grey headed flying fox colonies. On 
the same day, thousands of greys died in heat stress conditions further south in Melbourne. 

This flying fox is belly dipping in Parramatta River to rehydrate and cool herself. It’s a technique that 
requires a lot of skill. Heat stress seems to kill a lot of very young bats and part of the reason may be that 
their flight skills just aren’t good enough for them to belly dip”

(Photo and caption courtesy of Nick Edards).

On the other hand, even those who remain in the bush and are fully protected 
are still vulnerable. Another aspect of climate change is the increasing number 
and severity of weather ‘surprises’. One such surprise was Cyclone Larry, which 
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hit the Queensland coast in 2006. Along with the many banana farms destroyed, 
there was also damage to the rainforest; Cyclone Larry knocked down trees and 
land area was opened up; open land was invaded by a weed known as tobacco 
plant, which then attracted spectacled flying foxes. The flying foxes come in 
low to eat berries off the tobacco plant, and when they are that close to the 
ground they are prey to paralysis ticks. Other Australian mammals such as 
kangaroos have developed resistance to paralysis ticks, but the flying foxes are 
encountering them for the first time. The berries ripen at the time when mothers 
have recently given birth. The toxin saps the flying foxes’ energy, leaving them 
unable to hang on to branches or care for their young. Prostrate on the ground, 
they die of dehydration, starvation or organ failure. A young bat who is with 
its mother when she is poisoned may leave the mother and fly back into the 
canopy, joining the others who wait for mothers who never return. According 
to Jenny Maclean, Director of the Tolga Bat Hospital in the Atherton Tablelands 
(Queensland) where much of the paralysis disaster takes place, ‘we walk 
around the colony every day and you can hear the young bats crying for their 
mothers. … Often they’ll hang on for days before eventually starving to death’ 
(qtd in Murphy). She and other volunteers, including some from the USA and 
the UK, collect paralysed or orphaned bats. Those that can be saved are given 
treatment, and when they are well enough to be let free they return to the bush. 
Returnees are microchipped, making them very expensive little survivors, and 
some microchipped flying foxes fall prey to ticks again, returning through the 
hospital and back to the bush more than once (Tolga Bat Hospital).

Some flying foxes have become urbanites. Like refugees everywhere, they flee the 
countryside because of famine, or because warfare has made life too dangerous, 
coming to cities in search of refuge and, perhaps, aid. In NSW, where grey-
headed flying foxes are still legally (and, of course, illegally) shot, some groups 
have moved permanently to the city. In these urban environments the planting 
and watering of native trees provides a year-round food supply, streetlights aid 
in navigation, and they are safe from gunfire. At the same time, they are subject 
to urban forms of injury and death: power lines, barbed wire, garden netting 
and other dangers confront them (DSE 2). 

Sydney’s Royal Botanic Garden (SRBG) has been the occasional home for grey-
headed flying foxes for many years, and that home now seems to have become 
permanent. The numbers rise and fall, but there is always a core group, and many 
of the members of the core group camp in trees that are defined as ‘heritage’ trees. 
The fact that the site is a traditional maternity camp puts constraints on the 
methods used to try to get them to move on. Tactics include noise harassment, 
and ingenious methods such as lacing trees with bundles of python excrement 
(olfactory deterrence: pythons are one of the main predators), and lacing trees 
with fermented prawn paste (taste aversion). Noise harassment is a stressful 
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business for flying foxes; the equipment used in the SRBG is called the Phoenix 
Wailer, a computer-controlled system that blares out a variety of electronic 
sounds, randomly selected, to create ‘a whirling effect of reverberating noises 
that creates a “discomfort zone”’ (Richards 198-199). These methods have had 
the effect of getting some of flying foxes to shift, but the fact is that they are 
under pressure: if there is no food, they die. If living in the Botanic Gardens 
helps them survive during this time of land clearing, loss of myrtaceous forests 
and danger in the orchards, then they will try to stay.1

Direct killing has been a major factor in the loss of flying fox lives. Ratcliffe 
reported that in the 1920s the ‘Brisbane and East Moreton Pests Destruction 
board’ counted 300,000 flying fox deaths achieved under a bounty system 
(Martin and McIlwee 104). More recently, there were estimates of 100,000 or 
more grey-headed flying foxes being shot annually in the 1990s (Tidemann et 
al.).

In 1986 flying foxes were given the protection afforded to other native mammals, 
and could not be shot without a license, although Aboriginal people were still 
free to hunt them. In 2001 grey-headed flying foxes were listed as a threatened 
species, and licensed killing was supposed to be phased out. In 2008 the state of 
Queensland stopped issuing permits to kill flying foxes on the grounds that it 
was inhumane. At the time of writing, the state of New South Wales still issues 
permits to kill (Booth et al. 6). Shooting was and remains one of the primary 
technologies in the battle against flying foxes. 

The most intense and torturous new technology of the twentieth century was 
electrocution. The method was to construct electric grids over orchards so that 
flying foxes who approached would be electrocuted. This technique was banned 
in Queensland after public outrage over cruelty, and a court case that tested the 
limits of orchardists’ right to kill (Booth et al. 8). A 2007 court decision ordered 
orchardists who were still using grids to desist. The main grounds for the case 
were that the loss of spectacled flying foxes was putting the whole of the wet 
tropics ecosystem at risk (‘Pteropus Conspicillatus’). 

Modernity and Terror

Ratcliffe used the language of warfare to express his mission. In his terms:

When a military commander plans an offensive he must have certain 
information on which to work. He needs to know, for instance, the 
size and strength of the enemy forces and the tactics they are likely 

1 In May 2010 the Australian Federal Minster for the Environment, Peter Garrett, approved the proposal 
from the Royal Botanic Gardens in Sydney to disperse the flying foxes. My research has correspondingly 
expanded to include this event as it unfolds over the next few years. 
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to employ. In the same way, before a campaign is launched against an 
animal enemy, it is essential to have accurate knowledge of its numbers 
and habits. (Ratcliffe, Flying Fox and Drifting Sand 4-5)2

Imagery of warfare can imply a two-way combat conducted according to rules. 
Against this imagery can be set Zygmunt Bauman’s analysis of modernity’s use 
of a narrative of future perfection to justify man-made mass death. He writes 
that the modern world did not do away with concepts of useless and useful, but 
rather set out to eliminate the ‘useless’. Mass murder was imagined as ‘creative 
destruction, conceived as a healing surgical operation’ (Bauman 11). 

This analysis sheds a sinister light on the idea of war against flying foxes 
and, indeed, war against nature more generally. From a perspective of terror, 
metaphors of warfare may offer a moderately positive gloss, and may thus conceal 
forms of lethality having more in common with mass murder than actual war. In 
its classic form, warfare involves an opposition of relative equals in which the 
matters to be determined are worked out as death and injury to the bodies of the 
soldiers (Scarry; Sloterdijk). The battle against flying foxes has never involved 
equals, and in its orientation toward extermination finds greatest affinity with 
modernity’s terrorism. 

Let us first consider the arsenal used against flying foxes as reported by Ratcliffe. 
In his technical report (The Flying Fox in Australia), he assessed various actions 
taken by orchardists against flying foxes:

•	 Introduced diseases—almost no chance of success (64)

•	 Scalp bounty system—costs more than the damage flying foxes do; least 
effective method (66-67)

•	 Poison gases (chlorine, hydrogen cyanide) in camps—ineffective (69-70)

•	 Explosives—‘complete failures’, but could be useful if the method was to 
discharge shrapnel (71) 

•	 Flame guns—costly, might be rejected on grounds of cruelty (71)

•	 Shooting—if organised and pursued over a number of years, might have 
‘beneficial effect’, particularly if ‘females carrying young’ were targeted (72)

•	 Poison baits/Strychnine—’well worth the trouble’ in certain orchards (74)

Hall and Richards are blunt in their assessment that many of these methods are 
‘costly, often barbaric (for instance the use of flame-throwers and explosives), 
illogical in concept, and do not reflect well on the Australian nation’ (103).

2 I have considered the possibility that Ratcliffe was being a bit tongue-in-cheek and intended this passage 
as a clever piece of writing that bore only tangential relationship to his work. If this is humour, it is lost on 
me, but perhaps in its day it made sense. I remain uncertain of the intent, but for purposes of my analysis 
intention is irrelevant.
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I will explore affinities between extermination, terror and lethal actions toward 
flying foxes, but first I must acknowledge that the problems of equating the 
eradication of humans with the eradication of animals is an ongoing sensitivity, 
discussed exquisitely in J.M. Coetzee’s The Lives of Animals . At the same time, 
I believe that it is possible to address this comparison without cheapening 
anyone’s life or death. My premise is that in treating human and nonhuman 
deaths as separate kinds of events, we miss the connectivities; we thus deprive 
ourselves of the capacity to understand the complexities of anthropogenic 
deathscapes, and have difficulty considering our entangled responsibilities 
and accountabilities. David Clarke has made this point in a brief and exquisite 
analysis in which he concludes that the disturbing comparison ‘creates a 
rhetorical neighbourhood in which animals and humans dwell and summon 
each other into responsibility’ (178).

The lives and deaths of flying foxes in the twentieth century show a stunning 
convergence between speciocide, to use Glen Mazis’s term (76), and genocide. It 
seems that eradicating a species, or group of species, is not unlike eradicating a 
clan or a tribe, or undertaking ethnic cleansing. Speciocide, like genocide, may 
in many cases be primarily about destroying the possibility of the enemy’s on-
going existence in the area you’ve defined as yours (whether that be a continent, a 
state, a region, or an orchard). Such efforts are integral to modernity’s eradication 
of the ‘useless’ in the pursuit of perfection. Lethal measures are designed to 
free one’s environment of the presence of unwanted others. To accomplish 
this, extermination involves terror as well as death; it involves a boundary of 
exclusion which will cordon off an area, keeping it ‘free’ of the unloved and 
undesired. ‘Systemised terror creates a relentless climate of anguish’, Sloterdijk 
writes (49), in words that evoke the lives and deaths of flying foxes as they 
are electrocuted, harassed from maternity camps, orphaned, starved, impaled 
on barbed wire, and otherwise subjected to direct and indirect technologies of 
extermination. Significantly, as well, human plans and projects of extermination 
follow the logic of terror—that every terrorist attack already understands itself 
as a counter-attack in a series initiated by the enemy (Sloterdijk 48). Thus, 
orchardists report themselves as under attack by plagues or infestations, and 
their extermination efforts are usually represented simply as self-defence.

Into the Vortex

The problem of how to connect a lethal technology with an intended target 
will be resolved differently depending on context, including differing target 
populations. One solution of the problem in relation to flying foxes appears to 
be unintentional, but is no less horrific for that. Martin and McIlwee work with 
the metaphor of a black hole in an analysis of dynamics that connect lethality 
with its target (105). Let us note that the term speciocide generalises. Martin and 
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McIlwee offer the term pteropucide as a descriptor of the man-made mass death 
inflicted upon flying foxes. Their scathing analysis of attempts to eradicate 
flying foxes from a given area offers an understanding of why orchardists can 
claim that the numbers of flying foxes are increasing while scientists claim 
that the numbers are decreasing. Orchards (or any other places that offer 
food) function as a vortex that draws more and more flying foxes into it. The 
‘pteropucidal black hole’ dynamic depends on the fact that every place which 
affords food and in which local populations have been eradicated entices more 
animals. ‘The culling produces a local vacant niche, which becomes occupied by 
animals moving into it from further afield, which are then killed, so producing 
a local vacant niche which ... and so on’. They refer to such kill/attract/kill 
zones as pteropucidal, and they attest that the dynamic is like ‘an irresistible 
gravitational force sweeping everything into its maw’. The inexorable dynamic 
works with the forces that drive flying foxes to orchards, and it creates zones 
of attraction which become zones of injury, suffering and death (Martin and 
McIlwee). At the same time, not only flying foxes themselves, but their life 
space is targeted; thus camps are dispersed, maternity camps are decimated, 
groups are harassed and stressed, groups become trapped in areas where they 
starve or feed on berries that bring them into peril—it goes on and on. 

The metaphor of gravitational draw is powerful in itself, and can be taken 
further: the pteropucidal black hole does not have a boundary that stops with 
flying foxes. As we have seen, flying foxes are keystone species, and when 
they are dragged into the vortex of death, rainforests and other ecosystems 
are dragged along with them. This means that critically endangered ecosystems 
will be dragged into the vortex, and so will the rare and endangered animals 
who live in them—cassowaries, for example, along with a number of mammals, 
frogs, and other creatures. As is well known, rainforests are colloquially referred 
to as the ‘lungs’ of the planet, soaking up carbon dioxide and pumping out 
oxygen (Fyfe). As rainforests disappear, so does the possibility of sustaining an 
Earth system that will be inhabitable for large numbers of the species who have 
evolved here and belong here. 

Of course the black hole does not exempt humans, and this is so in direct ways as 
well as in the prospect of losing Earth’s habitable climate and atmosphere. Three 
significant new zoonotic viruses (transmissible between humans and animals) 
have emerged in flying fox populations: Hendra virus, Menangle virus and 
Lyssavirus. Of these, Lyssavirus is potentially the most serious in its impacts on 
humans; it is closely related to rabies, and has demonstrably been transmitted 
from a flying fox to a human. Volunteers working with flying foxes wear thick 
gloves and are advised to be vaccinated. It is unclear to what extent Lyssavirus 
may transfer to other mammal populations. 
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These new viruses may have been present in flying fox populations for a long 
time, but have changed into active agency in recent years probably as a result of 
stress. Epidemiologist Hume Field explains: 

It might be that wildlife populations can cope and cope and cope with 
impacts, until they get to a certain threshold where their ecology is 
fundamentally compromised. … And it’s those points … those tipping 
points, that can precipitate the emergence of a new disease. (qtd in 
Booth et al. 17)

Flying foxes are subject to many stresses that affect their immune systems, 
as we have seen: harassment, dispersal, death of family members, starvation, 
wounding from guns and electricity as well as from hazards such as barbed 
wire, to recapitulate a few. The Lyssavirus is most likely to be found in animals 
already sick or stressed (Hall and Richards 56-57). With these emerging diseases 
harm has come full circle and demonstrates the inextricable connectivities 
between human health, flying fox health, and habitat health (Macdonald and 
Laurenson). And the vortex keeps growing. More stress means more illness, 
more illness means more people seeking to help distressed flying foxes. The 
language of public hygiene and biosecurity gains new force, and vilification of 
flying foxes gains new ammunition. As flying foxes and humans move closer 
and more permanently into contact with each other, so new viruses threaten 
both humans and flying foxes, expanding and amplifying the deathwork. 

The best answer, as Booth and others point out (17), is to ‘conserve flying foxes 
and reduce the environmental stresses—including shooting—that increase 
their rate of infection and the risk of spillover to other species’. If, however, the 
human response is to accelerate the stresses in an effort to control the boundary 
between humans and flying foxes, the feedback loop takes on the shape and 
dynamics of the death vortex. Terror returns, marking out a deathscape of 
disastrous, entangled, recursive and amplifying devastation.

Interspecies love 

To understand one’s self as part of a community of life is to accept responsibilities, 
and also to accept vulnerability. On a recent visit to Aboriginal communities 
where I had spent many years living and learning, I had a conversation with a 
young woman I will call Geraldine. Her father was a great flying fox storyteller, 
and she herself is a flying fox woman through her mother. After I had held and 
admired all the children, Gerry took me to the bank of the river for a chat. Every 
time I visit she does this—away from camp, into country, side by side looking at 
the river, to talk about what’s happening. This time her gentle voice carried a lot 
of anger as she talked about what Whitefellas had done this time. They’d come 
through Aboriginal communities telling everybody not to touch flying foxes: 
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not to eat them, not to handle them or hunt them, not to have any physical 
contact at all because flying fox might have disease. I could understand some 
of what was troubling her. Terror, it should not be forgotten, is exercised as a 
multispecies project. Gerry’s grandfather had been shot and killed in the early 
days, some of her relations had been poisoned, many members of her family 
had seen dogs brutally shot, and dingo poisoning is a continuing feature of 
terrorism against animals in the region. All of them—people and their animal 
kin—have felt the oppressive weight of life and death decisions made elsewhere 
and imposed ruthlessly. This new public hygiene advice could well have looked 
like another round of colonising violence. That’s what her tone of voice seemed 
to imply. 

Gerry was not going along with it. ‘They’ve been here forever’, she said of her 
flying fox kin, ‘just like us. We’re not worried. They’re family’.

Deborah Bird Rose is Professor of Social Inclusion in the Centre for Research on 
Social Inclusion at Macquarie University. Her books include Wild Dog Dreaming: 
Love and Extinction (2011), Country of the Heart (2nd edition, 2011), Dingo 
Makes Us Human (3rd edition, 2009), and Reports from a Wild Country: Ethics 
for Decolonisation (2004).
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 Managing Love and Death at the 
Zoo: The Biopolitics of Endangered 

Species Preservation

Matthew Chrulew

The 24 May 1968 issue of Time magazine featured a short article with the title 
‘Animal Behavior: Love at the Zoo’. Its topic was the breeding of animals in 
zoological gardens, but unlike the puff pieces featuring neonate mammals 
routinely fed to media by zoo publicity departments today, this story sought 
to highlight the unique dilemmas encountered on the way to such happy 
successes. It may not have broached the precise mechanics of rhino husbandry 
or the numbers of elephant miscarriages, but it did recount the frustrations of 
managing reproduction in these peculiar institutions, from storks, emus and 
tortoises attempting to mate with their caretakers, to the dangers of provoking 
a lion’s jealousy. Zoos’ insistence on absolute visibility has often revealed 
elements of animal sexuality disruptive of their bourgeois tranquillity, but these 
even more unseemly behind-the-scenes anecdotes, from the ‘embarrassing’ to 
the ‘pathetic’, expose the extent to which, behind their facade of naturalism, 
zoological gardens control all aspects of animal life, not only diet and habitat 
but even the tawdry details of procreation divulged here with such obvious 
delight. 

Given this situation of utter dominance, we can hardly take the article’s closing 
advice to zookeepers with anything but irony. To prevent from being harmed 
by ‘impudent’ captives, it is suggested that one ‘assume a super-alpha status’—a 
position of ultra-authority naturalised as an extension of animals’ innate need 
for hierarchy. Of course, attacks by animals potentially expose zoo workers and 
overeager visitors to grave injury, but such acts (just like refusal to breed) are 
the last form of resistance available to a caste of creatures entirely at the whim 
of their kindly protectors, sheltered in artificial, regimented enclosures, whose 
emblematic behaviour was for a long time the stereotyped pacing of a neurotic. 
In our historical moment of planetary imperialism, mass extinctions and 
anthropogenic climate change, the natural world is said to have been ‘completely 
absorb[ed]’ by a rationalising culture (Adorno 115). Zoological gardens, where 
living animals are displayed for the edification of human visitors, are for many 
the very epitome of this process, the animals within a ‘living monument to their 
own disappearance’ (Berger 24). It is safe to say that ‘super-alpha status’ has 
long since been assumed—and achieved.
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The reported insights into ‘biological befuddlement’ had been presented 
at an American ethology symposium by Swiss professor and zoo director 
Heini Hediger, who was a central figure in the science and technique of zoo 
biology. From the mid twentieth century, his writings such as Wild Animals 
in Captivity, as well as practical interventions like his operational review of 
Sydney’s Taronga Zoo, were foundational for the biopolitical reforms at the 
basis of modern methods of welfare-centred zookeeping (Hediger, Wild; 
Hediger, Report). Responding to the problems of high mortality rates, failure 
to breed, and repetitive, stressed behaviour, on the basis of long-term, species-
specific observation and experimentation, Hediger set down guidelines for 
the production of healthy, happy animals willing to mate and display natural 
behaviours, and thereby laid the groundwork for contemporary zoo biology 
and such practices as animal training, environmental enrichment and captive 
breeding. Since that time, as the exchange of wild animals became increasingly 
regulated, zoos have reinvented themselves as wildlife parks devoted to the 
preservation of endangered species. Amid the crisis of widespread and relentless 
habitat loss and species extinction—processes in which they were historically 
implicated—zoos became defined as salvific arks, bearing life’s remnant and 
our hopes for redemption. Building on techniques such as Hediger’s, the goal of 
conserving threatened wildlife populations could be pursued by a benevolent 
regime of scientific management within their curiously well-ordered microcosms 
of nature.

‘Love at the Zoo’: the Time article’s subtitle pithily captures the nature and 
stakes of contemporary zoo biopolitics. In the context of these ‘unproductive 
infatuations’, the term presents as an absurd anthropomorphism, given that, in 
the spectacle of enforced animal breeding and its comedic side-effects, we witness 
the bestialised underside of our own notion of romantic love based on free choice 
and culturally distanced from the directives of instinct. But this administration 
of zoo-love is motivated by our own purported love for the animals: a love 
that seeks to maintain healthy and happy wild-seeming exhibits, and a love 
that seeks to rescue species judged in danger of extinction. Unfortunately, our 
attempts to put this love into practice are too often misdirected, if not badly 
botched. Perhaps there is even a surplus of love, and attention to it, circulating 
in these over-involved institutions. At least, we should hardly be surprised at 
the occasional disobedience of those smothered by this caring attention, or the 
refusal—and confusion—of those expected to perform ‘love’ for the good of 
their species.

In a collection that explores the fate of unloved creatures in this time of extinction, 
this essay will attend to those subjected to too much love: animals whose 
membership of an endangered species singles them out for intense intercession 
on the part of concerned scientists. Such is the principal achievement of Michel 
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Foucault’s work: to problematise not only the negative operations of power—acts 
of violence by which the weak are repressed or excluded, made invisible—but 
also power in its productivity, where new internal domains of intervention are 
opened up to classification and government, to inescapable visibility. Under the 
rubric of Foucault’s notion of biopolitics—which signifies the problematisation 
of life itself as an object of political power, but has rarely been considered as it 
relates to nonhuman animal life—I will illustrate the operation of endangered 
species preservation in twentieth and twenty-first century zoological gardens. 
The intensive care exercised by these stewards is not always successful; in its 
focus on the anatomical or genetic species body at the expense of emplaced 
creatures, the zoo produces not full, flourishing lives but a wounded life, robbed 
of vital connectivities and expressions. It has its dark underbelly, too, such 
as when the unloved surplus of breeding programmes are quietly euthanised 
for reasons of (un)utility. Though the zoo tries to keep it hidden, this regime 
devoted to the fostering of life at the same time produces damage and death. 
This caesura between the overloved and the unloved, between the politics of life 
and death, bios and thanatos, brings into stark relief one of the central ethical 
questions of our time: how should we love in a time of extinction?

A Siberian Tiger (Panthera tigris altaica) behind bars.

Image by Ken Snider, used under a CC BY-SA 2.0 licence

* * *
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This work continues the broader project of a genealogy of zoological gardens, 
one that understands zoos as heterotopias within networks of wildlife that are 
structured by productive relations of power (Chrulew). My goal is to examine 
the techniques of power through which exotic and native animals have been 
captured and kept, ordered and displayed, bred and tested, archived and 
conserved, saved and revealed—that is, the various ways they have been acted 
upon and ‘made to speak’.

One of the central concepts of Foucault’s analysis of power in modernity was 
that of biopolitics, which he defined in The Will to Knowledge as a form of power 
over life that 

focused on the species body, the body imbued with the mechanics of life 
and serving as the basis of the biological processes: propagation, births 
and mortality, the level of health, life expectancy and longevity, with 
all the conditions that can cause these to vary. Their supervision was 
effected through an entire series of interventions and regulatory controls: 
a biopolitics of the population. (139)

This concept has come to play a significant role in the work of Giorgio 
Agamben, Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri, Roberto Esposito, and others. 
The contemporary debates have concentrated on questions of global politics 
in late capitalism, and the way in which the biopolitical capture of life has 
been so entwined with the domination and putting-to-death of excluded 
(human) subjects. But except on the margins of this discourse, there has been 
little recognition that we must also consider how nonhuman animal life is 
caught up in apparatuses of biopower: from the management of wilderness 
reserves, to industrial food production, to the monitoring and culling of feral 
urban populations, to our relationships with pets and companion species, to 
the projects, in which zoological gardens participate, of endangered species 
preservation.1

What this work helps to make clear is the ambiguous nature of this conservationist 
biopolitics in zoos. Much of the debate has centred on the nature of the link 
between the affirmation of life and the production of death. For Foucault, 
biopolitics is a fundamentally productive mode of power, which does not mean 
that it is always good, as it is indeed quite often dangerous, but instead that its 
goal is always the fostering of life: while traditional sovereign power, he argued, 
was the explicitly violent power to let live or make die, the quieter function of 

1 Recent examples of important work in this direction include Shukin, who traces the ‘rendering’ of 
animals within circuits of capital, and Haraway, Species, who describes the enmeshed lives of companion 
species as ‘significant others’. While Haraway is overtly suspicious of ‘the apparatus of apocalyptic wildlife 
biology’ (145), her pages on endangered species conservation (145-50) only outline the complicating effect of 
biodiversity discourse on practices of dog-breeding.
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biopower is instead to make live or let die. Nonetheless, he recognised that it 
has historically become intertwined with such exclusionary logics as biological 
racism (Foucault, Society 239-263). Agamben, by contrast, argues that biopower 
is in its very nature exclusionary: insofar as it makes a distinction between bios 
and zoē, between human political life and the mere life of organisms, it is set up 
so as to produce bare life, which is life excluded from the polis, life that can be 
killed without it being murder (Homo Sacer). His examples run from refugees, to 
medical cases such as ‘overcomatose’ patients, to the Muselmänner of Nazi death 
camps, to nonhuman animals (The Open). Without needing here to adjudicate 
this debate (for further discussion, see, for example, Ojakangas; Rose, Politics), 
it is important to register its central problem: how is it that societies so devoted 
to the task of making live—to flourishing populations, healthy bodies, extended 
lifespans—have been capable of such unprecedented violence?

For all their disagreements, each of these thinkers offers their analysis of 
biopolitics as a diagnosis of the operation of power today, in order that it can 
be contested in its intolerable effects. This critical attitude is too often lacking 
when it comes to the beneficent and salvific aura of conservation and other 
prevailing regimes of scientific knowledge of animals. Insofar as these saviour 
savoirs also exert influence over the actions and lives of animals, they must be 
assessed as apparatuses of power. It is of course essential that we attempt to 
combat the anthropogenic extinction and mass killing of nonhuman species, 
but the ways in which we might do so are neither easy nor self-evident. As 
Timothy W. Luke has shown so well, ecological discourses must themselves be 
subjected to ‘ecocritiques’ that question their problematic elements—whether 
nostalgic, technicist or otherwise—towards more just and effective proposals 
and interventions. Our love for nature is too easily botched not to recognise its 
infinite demands. The task remains to examine the biopolitics of endangered 
species preservation as a form of power/knowledge devoted to making animals 
live, but nonetheless perilously bound up in the production of impairment and 
death. 

* * *

Zoos were of course from the first bound up with killing and loss on an enormous 
scale. The accumulation of animals through colonial systems of extraction had 
devastating impacts on habitats and life-worlds. Often, numerous animals were 
slaughtered in the collection of a few, mothers killed so their infants could 
be captured. Vulgar means of transport and enclosure meant massive death 
rates: often few survived the journey, or lasted long in their new ‘homes’. The 
prevalence of species-thinking, in which each individual is only perceived as 
a token of its inexhaustible taxonomic type, made such losses acceptable—as 
each animal was in principle replaceable. Thus every zoo ‘specimen’ that was 
viewed by the metropolitan masses trailed innumerable extinguished lives and 
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other forms of harm and disturbance to the composition of generations and 
ecologies. In order to present living examples of nature’s wonder to the eyes of 
the zoo visitor, nature itself was wounded. All zoo exhibits are haunted by this 
yet unextinguished legacy of violence (see, for example, Rothfels 44-80).

However, even to focus, as the zoo would prefer, only on those individual 
animals whose flesh-and-blood presence enlivens its gardens, does not leave 
us with ‘nature’ perfectly captured and portrayed. Rather, surviving animals 
endured captivity as the living dead. As the following pair of nineteenth-
century critiques illustrate, zoos have long been perceived as damaging to life. 
The first from 1888:

To call the taming of an animal its ‘improvement’ is in our ears almost a 
joke. Whoever knows what goes on in menageries is doubtful whether 
the beasts in them are ‘improved’. They are weakened, they are made 
less harmful, they become sickly beasts through the depressive emotion 
of fear, through pain, through injuries, through hunger. (Nietzsche 66-7)

The author of these lines is Friedrich Nietzsche, in the last year of his sane life, 
writing in Twilight of the Idols of the so-called ‘improvement’ of man, but as 
always with a keen sense of the bodily urges and perils of material life, including 
that of animals. Nietzsche articulates what the entire effort of zoos is now 
directed towards repairing: the wounding brought about by captivity. Another 
critique from only five years earlier, concerned with accurate knowledge, asserts 
the dubious scientific value of observing animals in zoos, a result of the power-
effects that strip them of their form of life:

I have passed days and weeks by many a lion’s cage in European and 
American gardens, intent upon study and observation; but with the 
exception of having, by numerous sketches, impressed upon my mind 
the anatomical peculiarities of these interesting animals, I cannot say 
that in other respects my perserverance has been rewarded to any great 
extent. I have simply found that an animal, as closely confined as most 
of them are in zoölogical gardens, retains none of its natural habits; it 
only exists—a mere automaton; and even this existence is seemingly 
under protest. (Link 1226)

This familiar image of a denatured, exposed animal reduced to naked subsistence 
can be clearly read in terms of Agamben’s conception of biopolitics, in which 
the separation of bios and zoē creates a space for ‘bare life’ (Homo Sacer). As 
Agamben argues in The Open, animals are the originary targets of this perilous 
political decision; and the nineteenth-century zoological garden can be seen 
as a site, analogous to the camp, that produced barely living animals reduced 
to ‘automatons’ in their stereotyped pacing and environmental captivation, 
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their very instincts cancelled by confinement. They survived, without truly 
living—and bore witness, in their silence, to the death that surrounded them. 
Insofar as zoological thinking does not recognise animals’ forms of life, but only 
their visible forms—the mere life of their observable anatomical species traits—
their isolation in captivity, away from their relational bios amid habitat and kin, 
produces a weakened, sickly, bare life. Zoo-logic injures the living.

However, in the second half of the twentieth century, zoos were swept up in 
a constant process of reform that understood the role of the institution to be 
the thriving of its captive animals, a goal to be achieved through applying the 
principles of biological and ethological science. Such conditions as described 
by Nietzsche and the naturalist Link were not in the best interests of zoos, 
either economically (in terms of animal longevity, disease and death) or when it 
came to the niceties of public display. Nor were they the limits of afflictions; as 
one history puts it, ‘To stereotyped movement the list of pathologies observed 
in captive animals adds sexual disorders, auto-aggression and auto-mutilation, 
and consumption of faeces and the paintwork of cages, most of which make it 
impossible to exhibit the animals’ (Baratay and Hardouin-Fugier 276). It was 
in response to such problems that a biological basis for animal keeping was 
developed. Led by Hediger, this produced a form of biopower more in line not 
with Agamben’s but with Foucault’s original, somewhat different conception: 
that is, a productive power devoted to the nurture of life. 

Histories of zoos customarily describe the ‘Hagenbeck revolution’ that 
transformed zoo architectural design from pits and fences to hills and moats, 
fabricating exhibits as landscape and habitat and making possible their now 
customary Edenic naturalism.2 But if we are to avoid privileging human 
spectatorship at the expense of the effects of power on animal bodies, it is 
important also to foreground the Hediger revolution in practical zookeeping 
which painstakingly elaborated procedures of ‘biologically appropriate’ care 
in feeding regimens, breeding practices, behavioural interventions and other 
elements of zookeeping protocol. In Hediger’s work, concepts like ‘territories’ and 
‘zones’, ‘flight distance’ and ‘critical distance’ were used to refine architectural 
designs and management practices, relating cage types and sizes to species’ 
typical behaviours. Enclosures were thus not only aesthetically organised for 
the benefit of spectators, but strategically constructed so as most effectively to 
contain their interns. Zoos went from rather crude confinement and subsistence 
to a detailed, precise, scientific apparatus that took as its goal to ‘make live’, 
devoting itself to the health and hygiene, nurture, growth and flourishing of 
living organisms (Gruffudd), grasped through the ‘population’ as object of both 
knowledge and power. This biopower complemented the disciplinary strategies 
of separation, seeking to adapt animals to the conditions of captivity. Scientific 

2 The best history of Hagenbeck’s role as animal trader and zoo showman is Rothfels.
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discourses of zoo biology, ethology and animal psychology accumulated statistics 
and reports that reflected, and in turn modified, the zoo’s circumstances of 
corporeal influence. The knowledge produced was reliant on, and also fed back 
into, the practices of animal keeping, that is, the power regime of confinement, 
discipline, and biopower impacting on animal bodies and ‘souls’.

The post-war practices of biologically productive zookeeping are instances of 
the emergence within human-animal relations of what Foucault described in 
The Will to Knowledge as the twin poles of the biopolitics of the population 
and the anatomo-politics of the body. Scientifically-based care took upon itself 
the negative task of reducing the anthropogenic effects of captivity decried 
by Nietzsche and Link, ‘to neutralise as far as possible all modifying (non-
hereditary, externally conditioned) and mutative (hereditary) changes and 
degeneration phenomena’ (Hediger, Wild 40), and ultimately the positive 
task of producing normal, ‘species-typical’ behaviour through ‘environmental 
enrichment’. In this regime of truth, the effects of human contact were defined 
as ‘abnormal’, and wild nature was the norm to be produced (if also, in its 
security and comfort, ‘improved’) by a thorough, self-concealing apparatus of 
power. Donahue and Trump describe how because

regulatory agencies often lacked the technical expertise to evaluate the 
health or welfare of exotic animals, zoos shaped a significant number 
of the rules under which they now operate. Essentially, zoos’ economic 
interest in keeping animals alive and healthy made them experts in the 
capture, transportation, feeding, housing, and veterinary treatment of 
exotic species. To stay in business, zoos had to ensure the very animal 
welfare that, at times, their critics accused them of neglecting. (89)

Indeed critics of zoos accepted this biopolitics as the terms of their opposition: 
they ‘monitored living conditions … but without questioning the principle 
of captivity’, pointing out ‘insufficient care, dirty enclosures, confined 
animals, brutal keepers and tiny cages’, as well as ‘overpopulation, unsuitable 
conditions, groupings of antipathetic animals, mutilation and illness’ (Baratay 
and Hardouin-Fugier 220, 221). The welfare of zoo animals became the contested 
terrain of both zoos and their opponents, with the victory of the professionals 
certified by the ‘normality’, health, procreation and longevity of the animals, a 
demonstration of their expertise.

With the moral criteria thus delimited, the priesthood of wildlife stewards could 
expand their meticulous pastoral power, caring (in species-specific terms) for 
every need of the animal—dietary, territorial, social, behavioural and sexual—
exercising total management of their lives, from birth and prior to death and 
beyond. As Hediger wrote, ‘the animals in a modern zoo require a thousand 
and one small, seemingly insignificant attentions and we must constantly strive 
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to discover their needs’ (‘From Cage to Territory’ 17). In such highly detailed 
and individualised natural nurture, the ‘pastoral power’ described by Foucault 
as the forerunner of modern biopolitics is returned to its roots in the political 
economy of human care for animals (Security). The telos of this administration 
of love is achieved in the classic pastoral image of peaceful naturalism that 
zoos present: that of contented animals grazing and playing in well-replicated 
habitats.

This pastoral regime, devoted to the flourishing of all and each, sought to enact 
the biblical utopia of Eden (or its messianic repetition which imagines the peaceful 
coexistence of wolves and lambs). Of course, this zoo regime is in many ways 
unnatural. Zoos do not simply imitate nature, attempting a perfect simulacrum, 
but rather improve it, offering their wards a blessed life free of the harsh realities 
of the wild. Indeed, central to Hediger’s philosophy was not only the assertion 
that zoos could effectively mimic wild habitats such that the animals were no 
worse off (the famous equation of cage with territory); rather, as if needing to 
compensate for a lack he did not admit they had, Hediger insisted that animals 
in captivity lived lives superior to those of their wild counterparts (Wild). Zoo 
animals are provided with food without needing to forage or hunt, or even 
compete. They are protected from exposure to the elements and from predation. 
They receive medical care to prevent and cure injury and disease. They are 
unburdened by stress and trained to perform natural behaviours. Demanding 
only the sacrifice of freedom, the zoo is an apparatus for the production of 
paradise.

It is, of course, an imperfectly functioning machine, often defective. The 
lack of real space or aleatory events; the omnipresence of the ‘super-alpha’ 
human managers and spectators; the separation from natural forms of life—
these and many other elements of zoo forgery interrupt and complicate the 
intended administration of love and replication of nature. The stories with 
which we opened demonstrate the iatrogenic confusion—that produced 
by the uneffaceable presence of the caretakers—that accompanies assisted 
reproduction. Improving the techniques of zookeeping and captive breeding 
has required numerous errors over repeated experiments, the burden of which 
falls always on the animal targets.

But even the perfect functioning of the Eden-machine only enacts its utopia 
through the disavowal of mortality. Precisely insofar as zoos are biopolitical 
institutions devoted to the production and nurture of life, they disturb and 
ignore the role of death. As Boria Sax has argued, zoos perform the Eden myth 
in protecting their animals from natural threats such as starvation, disease and 
especially predation. They attempt to exclude death from their domain, and 
display an image of nature from which the sustaining death of predation and 
even the natural death of old age and disease are entirely excluded. This is 
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of course an impossible and even hypocritical task; for carnivorous animals, 
death is inherent in their feeding regimens; it is a matter to be forestalled, 
allowed, or even created by zoos’ veterinary professionals. And as we will see, 
the way in which death should be managed—when and how animals should be 
allowed, and even made to die—is an inescapable quandary for this biopolitical 
apparatus.

* * *

The latter third of the twentieth century saw zoos align themselves with 
the growing environmental movement. Taking on the righteous mantle of 
endangered species preservation, they sought to be known as wildlife parks, arks 
amid the deluge of habitat destruction and the concomitant decline of animal 
populations. Amid the scientific and colonial discourses of extinction devoted 
to the enunciation of absences (de Vos), zoos transformed from heterotopias of 
consolation to crisis (Foucault, ‘Of Other Spaces’ 24), carving out their own moral 
niche as protectors (and exhibitors) of threatened creatures. For Baudrillard, 
this is just one more step in an ‘uninterrupted process of annexation through 
extermination, which consists of liquidation, then of making the extinct species 
speak, of making them present the confession of their disappearance’ (136). Zoos 
developed ties with other Western elites who formed the global network working 
towards conservation, a regime of scientific management that can be understood 
as ‘ecological governmentality’ or ‘environmentality’ (Darier). This biopolitical 
apparatus conducted in tandem the ‘two poles around which the organisation 
of power over life was deployed’, that is, ‘[t]he disciplines of the body and the 
regulations of the population’ (Foucault, Will 139), but applied not to human 
societies but to the entirety of nonhuman biological life. Sampled, regulated, 
harvested, managed, animals were targeted through a range of technologies, 
both broadly and finely calibrated, both insitu and ex situ. 

It was this latter, controversial form of ‘off site’ conservation, severed from the 
connectivities of place, that zoos put forward as their own essential contribution 
to the war against extinction. ‘If zoos did not exist,’ writes Colin Tudge, ‘then 
any sensible conservation policy would lead inevitably to their creation’ (243; 
see also Luoma). For many others, captive breeding remains an impoverished 
alternative to habitat protection, which even if it is itself contested, and 
implicated in struggles over nation, gender, class and other questions of human 
identity (Herda-Rapp and Goedeke; Lowe), is considered both economically 
and ecologically superior as a means to protect wildlife (Bowkett; Donahue 
and Trump; Lee, Zoos 94-99; Mazur; Norton et al.; Price and Fa; Snyder et al.). 
But even if, as Hancocks argues, zoos ‘are not the best places for holding and 
breeding rare species’ (xv) due to the conflicting demands of public exhibition, 
wildlife conservation has nonetheless come to be articulated as their highest 
priority, thereby transforming the institution and its techniques of animal 
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management. The expertise in captive breeding that zoos had developed, under 
the economic incentive created by greater restrictions on the capture and 
importation of wildlife, could be put to use in service of the conservationist 
goals they now expounded.

Sexual reproduction—as the meeting point of the population and the body—
was the central element for intervention, particularly in the form of breeding 
programmes directed towards self-sustaining populations in zoos (i.e. maintaining 
the supply of animals for display (Donahue and Trump 77; Margodt 13)), as well 
as eventual reintroduction to the wild. The genetic diversity and demographic 
health of captive animal populations has long been monitored through tools such 
as studbooks and other international records. More recently, Species Survival 
Plans (whose original revealing title was ‘master breeding plans’) have guided 
the breeding exchanges of endangered species according to criteria of genetic 
diversity and sustainable population size and makeup. With the development 
of molecular biology, genetic engineering and biotechnology, established 
approaches to animal husbandry were enhanced by the latest technoscientific 
techniques such as artificial insemination, in vitro fertilisation, embryo transfer 
and intergenic surrogacy. Animal studies scholars have assessed the impact 
on animals of new genetic technologies used in laboratory experimentation 
(Haraway, Modest_Witness), pet replacement (McHugh), livestock farming and 
meat production (Franklin; Twine) and art practice (Gigliotti). Yet while in those 
contexts experimental, sentimental, economic and aesthetic factors have shaped 
animal genomes, in conservation biology and captive breeding it is the genetic 
diversity of endangered species that is problematised as an object of knowledge 
and intervention. Ultimately, cloning has been pursued as a means to rejuvenate 
threatened species (such as the gaur and the African wildcat) or even to resurrect 
the extinct (Corley-Smith and Brandhorst; Lanza et al.; Lee, ‘Can Cloning?’).3

The ‘population’ on which this biopolitics of endangered species preservation 
intervenes is, in this case, not any actual group of cohabiting animals. Rather, 
they reside in disparate sites throughout a region or even the world, and their 
capacity to interbreed only exists as the result of human efforts to design their 
interactions and to transport individuals or substances extracted from their 
bodies. Nonetheless, via the discourse of the ‘postvital’ life sciences of genetics 
and molecular biology, the somewhat nebulous object of ‘species’ is provided 
with a remarkable coherence and efficacy as ‘life’ (and its extinction and 
protection) is relocated to the virtual zone of information. Richard Doyle argues 
that the discourse of molecular biology offers ‘a technoscientific power that 
works by producing an invisibility of the body, whose object is no longer the 

3 Indeed the halo of the conservation imperative is such that, even in the midst of a determined critique of 
biotechnology, Steven Best pauses to concede that ‘cloning may prove a valuable tool in preserving what can 
be salvaged from the current extinction crisis’ (13).
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living organism. It is instead an object beyond living—ready to live, beyond the 
finitude of an organism and its ongoing interactions with and constructions of an 
environment’ (59). In this ‘informatic essentialism’ (Thacker) or ‘biocybernetics’ 
(Mitchell), embodied and emplaced beings are decontextualised and conceived 
as calculable and controllable genetic information.

The archives of cryopreserved genetic material known as ‘frozen zoos’ or genome 
banks (Corley-Smith and Brandhorst; Lanza et al.) might be seen as the ultimate 
abstraction, the effective enactment of a genetic utopia seeking to arrest time and 
halt or reverse extinction, confident of the redemptive power of technological 
intervention. Described by Soulé as ‘suspended ex situ programs’ in which 
‘living material is metabolically slowed or arrested’ (Soulé 748), they exemplify 
in extremis the zoo-logic by which embodied living creatures, in connectivity 
with generations and kin, and emplaced within habitat, are subordinated to 
reified notions of the species and its genome. Stewart argues that the Ark is 
‘the archetypal collection … a world which is representative yet which erases 
its context of origin’ (152). These archives repeat the displacement that the zoo 
effects in relation to the wild, bringing about its ultimate ‘forgetting.’ While this 
fetishist strand of biology is mostly only proposed as a backup to conservation 
efforts, an emergency archive banking frozen information against the likelihood 
of species extinction, what it reveals is the hierarchy of differential valuation 
that structures the biopolitics of endangered species preservation, prioritising 
species over individuals, code over life, genes over bodies.

Yet being aware of how biological knowledge now perceives animals as strings 
of DNA code does not quite ‘accord us a diagram of power’ (Doyle 59) whose 
operation we can detect and contest. This epistemic change does not replace 
but only modifies the existing disciplinary zoo-power that makes visible (or 
otherwise) its collection of animal bodies. We must recognise that while, as Doyle 
puts it, the biological gaze of these ‘postvital’ life sciences ‘does not see bodies; it 
sees only sequences, genomes’, it nonetheless ‘requires’ bodies for its operation 
(131, emphasis added). As the means by which to manipulate the immaterial 
object of knowledge that is the genetic species body, the living bodies of animals, 
‘invisible’ to the molecular biopolitics of the population, remain the ever more 
starkly visible objects of power’s intervention. Members of endangered species 
are subjected to an increasingly intensive anatomo-politics of the animal body: 
regular testing, extraction of fluids, transportation, enforced tranquilisation, 
separation and recombination of social groups, imposed breeding and the 
removal of offspring … that is, veritable abduction and rape at the hands of their 
shepherds, with all the supposedly humorous sexual confusion this generates. 
Such is the nature of love at the zoo. The closer a species to extinction—when 
a wild population is most endangered, or a captive one most fragmented, when 
the category of ‘species’ holds the most importance and thus the visibility of 
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living organisms within the whole ensemble is most obscured—the stronger 
then is the grip in which the bodies of the last remaining individual animals 
are held.4

* * *

Thus the secular shepherds of planetary life assembled an apparatus of scientific 
power/knowledge over their animal wards. As the ecological crisis grew, the 
schema of zoo as Eden was soon replaced by that of the Ark. If the former 
offered its animal charges leisure and security over inhospitable wilderness, the 
latter offered refuge from apocalyptic destruction. Their human visitors were 
now also their rescuers; to communion was added redemption.

Of course, the unprecedented wave of extinction that this apparatus is deployed 
to combat is a very real and urgent state of affairs. Deborah Bird Rose works 
with the powerful notion of double death in witnessing to the destructive effects 
of colonialism and development (Reports). Modern industrial capitalist societies 
have broken the social and ecological connections that sustain generations, thus 
disabling the ability of country to replenish itself, to maintain resilience. The 
lives of those passed away are prevented from shaping and nurturing the future 
they handed down; the dead, whose voices should guide the living, are doubly 
silenced. In further exploring this notion in relation to the natural world, Rose 
articulates and affirms the ecological and evolutionary sense in which death is 
immanent and necessary to life (‘What If?’). This natural process is different in 
kind from the doubly effective mass death of modern societies, ‘the amplification 
of death, so that the balance between life and death is overrun’ (‘What If?’ 
75; see also Reports 7, 26-7, 34-6, 175-6; and Wild). Here death is no longer 
part of the self-perpetuation of life, but also wounds the regenerative capacity 
of ecosystems, thus threatening to exhaust the very potential of generation. If 
extinction, too, has been an immanent part of the evolutionary process, the rate 
and scale of contemporary ‘man-made’ extinction is the definitive double death: 
the irreparable loss not only of the living but of the multiplicity of forms of life.

It is against this double death of species extinction in the wild that these zoo 
programmes and interventions are directed. They are not innately violent or 
destructive, but rather biopolitical forms of power given over to the production 
and nurture of species life. But for all that they would banish death from their 
domain, this utopian goal is impossible, and they are forced to maintain their 
own complex relation to animal death. Indeed, in their managerial ignorance 
of the connectivities that sustain forms of life, they botch their goal of loving 
protection, producing creatures only to abandon them to injury and death.

4 In some cases, it is not the most precious individuals of the endangered species but rather their ‘genetically 
inferior’ kin (Lanza et al. 84-86) or even disposable surrogates from related, but more common and thus less 
valuable, species that are utilised in breeding and reintroduction programmes.
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* * *

Though difficulties and confusions still abound in the attempts of this nonhuman 
scientia sexualis to manage the procreation of captive animals, many ex situ 
breeding programmes have been extremely successful. The tragic irony is that 
this increased capacity to make live leads directly to deaths, either accepted as 
inevitable or even at times directly imposed. Given the persistence of habitat 
destruction, the result of this expertise in assisted reproduction is a population 
that exceeds the accepted sphere of zoological care—certain animals here 
become either an unwanted surplus or an experimental loss. In the interests 
of perpetuating a species, the lives of numerous individuals are consigned to 
genetic irrelevance or collateral damage, tossed overboard the ark.

Surplus populations have often been an issue for the circumscribed spatial and 
economic resources of zoological gardens. Largely, such redundancies have been 
quietly dealt with by zoo professionals protective of their domain of expertise 
and authority. But their own much-publicised principles of preservation and care 
have not only exacerbated this problem—in successfully breeding more animals 
than they can manage—but also exposed the hypocrisy of their solutions. The 
public furore over the euthanasia of a number of healthy Siberian Tigers in 
Detroit perfectly highlights the biopolitical contradictions generated by captive 
breeding. As detailed by Donahue and Trump (119-125; see also Norton et al. 
187-208), the decision to end the lives of these animals, who were neither old 
nor ailing but simply genetically unfit for the purposes of the Species Survival 
Plan, brought significant media and legal attention to the nature of zoological 
power over nonhuman animal life. While zoos attempted to defend such 
decisions in terms of the ‘carrying capacity’ of the ark—as necessary sacrifices 
in an overarching salvific effort—such justifications were undermined by the 
zoos’ own supposed core principle of care for life.

Such sovereign decisions over life and death made by scientist-managers 
demonstrate that the zoo, like the hospital, ‘delimits a space of exception in 
which a purely bare life, entirely controlled by man and his technology, 
appears’ (Agamben, Homo Sacer 164). While not a camp entirely devoted to 
death, its exhibition and production of life generates its own contradictory 
thanatopolitics. The responsibility and burden rests entirely with the zoo 
apparatus: these lives only exist in the first place through its programmes of 
assisted reproduction. Moreover, this rational violence is compounded by 
the absence of any question of viability: a sovereign decision is made to ‘put 
down’ completely healthy creatures simply because they are not considered to 
contribute to the genetic future of their own species. Not only are the physical 
bodies of the excluded considered to be surplus to the genetic body that is the 
preservationists’ real target; their very existence is seen as competing with their 
own species’ survival, for space on the ark and indeed within the genome. This 
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is no longer a paradise for each and all but a cut-throat business: ‘In a world of 
finite resources for captive breeding, culling one animal directly allows another 
to live’ (Norton et al. 189). 

The irony of Species Survival Plans requiring the products of their own 
breeding programmes to be put to death is reduced somewhat if one considers 
that (as has often been charged) these self-serving plans are mostly concerned 
with the sustainability of captive populations for display. Yet where bona 
fide reintroduction schemes do exist, death is once again a prominent effect 
of biopolitical intervention. Here, however, it is not the direct result of a 
managerial decision, but simply the outcome of putting into practice the aims 
of reintroduction to the wild.

It has often been claimed that zoo animals are not wild creatures at all but 
artifacts of the zoological institution (Lee, Zoos). Yet such philosophical critiques 
are too often so concerned with refusing the category of wildness to animals 
tainted by contact with a seemingly omnipotent humanity that they fail to 
delineate the precise nature and extent of this anthropogenic influence. On 
the other hand, zookeepers and conservation biologists are often for their part 
well aware of the behavioural and genetic impacts of captivity and devote their 
knowledge and expertise to understanding and mitigating such adaptations. 
However, as Marc Bekoff protests, ethical responsibilities to individual animals 
are commonly ignored within conservationist practices that assume a moral 
mandate to redesign nature.

The survival rates of reintroduced captives provide a sad demonstration of the 
‘docile bodies’ that zoos produce. Jule et al. found that captive-born carnivores 
were significantly less likely to survive reintroduction than those translocated 
from the ‘wild’, being ‘particularly susceptible to starvation, unsuccessful 
predator/competitor avoidance and disease’ (1). One study of golden lion 
tamarins reported that ‘60% are lost in the first post-release year’, and such poor 
success rates are typical. It is an indication of persistent genetic reductionism 
that it takes such a fatal demonstration of the inability of captive-born animals 
to negotiate their ‘native habitats’ for these scientists to conclude that (rather 
than simply genetically ingrained) ‘many survival-critical behaviours may be 
learned’ (Beck et al. 7). Clearly, however, they are not learned in captivity; 
thus ‘“deficiencies” from the viewpoint of reintroduction to the wild … also 
reflect successful adaptations to captive environments’ (Beck et al. 7). Thus it 
is that animals accustomed to the distorting ‘Eden’ zoos attempt to provide—
free of disease, predation, hunger and danger—find themselves ‘returned’ to 
thoroughly unfamiliar and dangerous environments. The would-be paradisiacal 
exclusion of predation from zoos, when discarded in favour of reintroduction to 
the ‘wild’, abandons to suffering and death the naive animals it has long housed 
and nurtured. 
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As animal behaviourists have pointed out, such regimes of management, in 
their focus on population and genetics, ignore an essential element relevant to 
survival, failing to recognise the importance of learned behaviours, skills and 
knowledge and the extent to which the capacities needed for survival decline 
in captivity—what Margodt calls a ‘behavioural bottleneck’ (19). As Nicole 
Mazur puts it, ‘Essentially, the physiological, psychological and environmental 
needs of the Ark’s passengers have not been catered for’ (49). Even where 
behaviour has recently come to be seen as an important part of conservation 
biology’s calculations and an aid in extending the survival of reintroduced 
species (Blumstein and Fernández-Juricic), this in many ways merely expands 
the knowledge and proficiency available to wildlife management, without 
allowing its awareness of animal subjectivity to challenge the very principles 
of such attempts to remake nature. Efforts are made to prepare animals for 
reintroduction by programming wildness within the zoo, by mimicking (or 
‘priming’ for) predation, disease, competition, foraging, and by training the 
animals in ‘survival skills’ lost in captivity (Griffin et al. 2000). Yet there are limits 
to how far such behavioural losses can be compensated for through enrichment. 
And ultimately—given that the goal of this biopolitics is the propagation and 
survival of these species—it is the ‘wild’ that is eventually transformed into an 
extension of the zoo, such as when strategies of ‘soft-release’ provide animals 
with intense support after reintroduction through in situ provisioning and 
medical care, in effect disciplining the wild (Rinfret).

The biopolitics of endangered species preservation thus not only produces 
a ‘bare life’ whose genetic unsuitability exposes it to death; it also produces, 
if not quite any longer the living dead witnessed from Nietzsche to Berger, 
a wounded life severed from the connectivities of emplaced kin and habitat, 
from the traditions of behaviour learned and adapted within such forms of 
life across innumerable generations. Though itself directed against the double 
death of extinction, captive breeding robs the dead of their ability to sustain 
present lives with the gift of their wisdom. As Rose writes, in terms just as 
applicable to nonhumans as humans, ‘Flourishing life is evidence of current 
and ancestral labour, but it all can come undone when the organisation fails’ 
(Reports 173). The intense focus of zoological programmes on the propagation 
of life and the survival of future generations disguises the extent to which their 
methods of intervention—artificially and inadequately focused on the genetic, 
species body—are themselves attacks on the ability of life to reproduce itself as 
resilient and self-sustaining. Efforts at reintroduction show that zoos wound the 
capacity of life to gift future generations an existence that can flourish, at least 
in the ‘wild’—which puts into doubt the very value of that goal for populations 
in captivity.

* * *

The contemporary biopolitics of zoological care, revolutionised by Hediger 
and since developed in all manner of enrichments and interventions, may have 
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reduced the incidence of stereotypy and other effects of captivity; but it has 
a long way to go to truly heal the wounds of the ‘sickly beasts’ procured and 
produced by zoos. Our time is faced with an enormous question of love and 
responsibility; in a world of doubled death, where the activities of civilisation 
have so disrupted the connectivities and regenerative capacities of nonhuman 
life that irreparable extinctions have multiplied, we must do all we can to 
ameliorate this situation. But it is a strange and harsh apparatus of love that, 
in perverse mimicry of the nature it has extinguished, exposes to confusion, 
suffering and death the very endangered creatures that it breeds.

Matthew Chrulew is a Postdoctoral Research Fellow in the Centre for Research on 
Social Inclusion, Macquarie University. He has written numerous journal articles 
at the intersection of critical theory and animal studies. Currently he is writing 
the volume Mammoth for Reaktion Books, and editing (with Dinesh Wadiwel) the 
collection Foucault and Animals.
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Planet Beehive

Freya Mathews1

Honeybees have long excited the interest of philosophers and natural historians. 
In ancient times tracts on them were written by Aristotle, Aristomachus, Cato, 
Varro, Pliny, Palladius and Virgil, and in the early modern period scientific studies 
began with Jan Swammerdam, who combined scientific method with piety in 
his Bible of Nature (1737), Réaumur who devoted a volume to honeybees in his 
Notes to Serve for a History of Insects and François Huber, who did not allow 
his own physiological blindness to hamper his New Observations of Bees (1789) 
(Maeterlinck). For ardour, however, no one could surpass Maurice Maeterlinck, 
whose Life of the Bee (1901), probably the most famous of all treatises on the 
honeybee, suffuses the idea of the bee with nostalgia for Edenic vistas of fruit- 
and flower-laden domestic abundance and tranquillity. 

Let us pause with Maeterlinck for a moment and savour the way, for him, the 
image of the beehive conjures orderliness, virtue, peacefulness and a pervasive 
honeyed sweetness that perhaps reflects his sense of the world of his boyhood. 
‘I have not yet forgotten the first apiary I saw’, he writes, 

where I learned to love the bees. It was many years ago, in a large 
village of Dutch Flanders, the sweet and pleasant country … that 
gladly spreads out before us, as so many pretty, thoughtful toys, her 
illuminated gables, and wagons and towers; her cupboards and clocks 
that gleam at the end of the passage; her little trees, marshalled in line 
along quays and canalbanks, waiting, one might almost think, for some 
quiet, beneficent ceremony; her boats and her barges … her flowerlike 
doors and windows, immaculate dams, and elaborate, many-coloured 
drawbridges; and her little varnished houses, bright as new pottery, 
from which bell-shaped dames come forth, all a-glitter with silver and 
gold, to milk the cows in the white-hedged fields, or spread the linen on 
flowery lawns…’ (Maeterlinck, Chapter 1)

This well-scrubbed world of houseproud feminine industry is inextricably 
associated, in Maeterlinck’s mind, with the idea of the beehive, for it was in this 
‘sweet and pleasant country’ that, as a young boy, he had come to know an old 
recluse and sage, whose ‘happiness, like the Scythian philosopher’s, lay all in the 
beauties of his garden; and best-loved and visited most often, was the apiary, 

1 A different version of this paper appeared under the title ‘Planetary Collapse Disorder: The Honeybee as 
Portent of the Limits of Ethics’ in Environmental Ethics 32.4 (2010).
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composed of twelve domes of straw, some of which he had painted a bright 
pink, and some a clear yellow, but most of all a tender blue; having noticed … 
the bees’ fondness for this colour’ (Maeterlinck, Chapter 1). Maeterlinck goes 
on to speak of the hives lending new meaning to the flowers and the silence, the 
balm of the air and the rays of the sun, drawing us closer, by their presence, to 
the ‘festival spirit of nature’.

It can hardly be said, in light of this testimony, that honeybees have been unloved. 
And I think that the aura of ancient fable and legend that still hovers around the 
honeybee remains attractive to us all. But I also think it would be fair to say that 
today, outside of entomological and amateur beekeeping circles, honeybees by 
and large have little place in our cultural imagination. It has not entirely slipped 
our minds that the honey on our table is produced by bees, but bees’ role in the 
processes of pollination, and indeed the processes of pollination themselves, are 
generally only vaguely understood and entirely taken for granted.

Of course most animal species, apart from those that are either most conspicuous 
and charismatic or most obviously indentured to us, have also generally been 
taken for granted, at least by Western societies. We stop taking them for granted 
as, one by one, they suddenly show up on our lists of the rare or endangered or 
even the vanished. We have seen this happen with countless species of mammal, 
bird, amphibian and fish. Even if few people are yet aware of the staggering rates 
of endangerment on the planet today—23% of mammals, 23% of birds, 12% 
of reptiles and 32.5% of amphibians2—people in modern societies are certainly 
aware of endangerment as an issue. However, when they think endangerment 
they think polar bear, blue whale, tiger, orang-utan, sea turtle, river dolphin, 
albatross, maybe Wollemi pine or some of the pitcher plants. But until very 
recently, as of a couple of years ago, they were not likely to think insect, except 
perhaps for a few ornate species of butterfly. Insects have remained out-of-
focus, backdrop to the life world, a little-known and insignificant empire that 
we have often assumed might be “all that was left” after planetary holocausts 
caused by us. 

But now it is the insects’ turn to come into focus. Even insects, it transpires, 
are under threat. This has come to our attention mainly via the plight of the 
honeybee, which we have noticed because honeybees are, after all, vital to our 
interests, even if most of us have forgotten this. How many other insect species 
have disappeared, or are in the process of disappearing, without our noticing? 
Who can say? We can’t know if a species has disappeared if we didn’t know 
it was there in the first place, and of an estimated total of 10 million insect 
species on Earth we had, by 2006, identified only 900,000 (Wilson 32). Insects 
are a relative blind spot in our moral and cultural, and even our ecological, 

2 These are the figures according to the International Union for the Conservation of Nature (Wilson 80).
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imagination. But in the last two years a third of all honeybees have mysteriously 
disappeared in the United States, 800,000 colonies in 2007, one million in 2008.3 
Large numbers have also collapsed in Canada, Europe, Asia and South America.

Being unused to thinking about insects, it is hard to know how to approach the 
issue of honeybee decline and possible extinction in cultural terms. Is the case 
of the disappearing honeybees an ethical issue? Should we be asking about the 
moral considerability of individual bees, of bee colonies, of bees as species? 
Perhaps, but affirming the moral value of individual bees or bee colonies or 
bees as a species doesn’t quite seem to get to grips with the peculiar horror we 
feel at the current unexplained—but clearly anthropogenic—disappearance of 
honeybees. It’s not the same kind of horror—the moral outrage—we feel when 
we hear of atrocities and genocides inflicted on people. Nor is it even quite 
the same moral anguish we feel when we hear of vast losses of dolphins and 
seals, penguins and albatrosses incurred as ‘by-catch’ in the fishing industry, 
for instance, or the destruction and endangerment of orang-utans as South 
East Asian forests are converted to crops for bio-fuels. What we feel, in the 
case of marine animals and orang-utans, is indeed moral outrage as we witness 
creatures with as much right to live and blossom as ourselves being crushed in 
the relentless human drive to turn every last quantum of biological resource on 
this planet to our own use. Confronting the mass disappearance of honeybees, 
however, in parts of Europe, South America, Asia and particularly the USA, 
incurs a slightly different register of despair. It is this different register of 
despair that I would like to explore in this chapter.

Honey bees working

Image by Marina Phillips, used under a CC BY 2.0 licence

3 Bee Improvement and Bee Breeding Association, <www.angus.co.uk/bibba/bibborig.html> Accessed 15 
Feb. 2011.
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A honey bee gathering nectar

Image by Paul Stein, used under a CC BY-SA 2.0 licence

Who Is She?

But first, who is the honeybee, and what have we done to her? One way of 
answering the question, who is the honeybee? is via science. This is the modern 
way. In pre-modern cultures the question may have been answered by way of 
stories, stories that located the honeybee in a cosmology staked out by way of 
an entire matrix of stories. The scientific approach may be part of what has led 
to the honeybee’s endangerment, but since the modern way is, for better or 
worse, our way, let’s begin with it.

All bees belong to the order Hymenoptera (‘veil winged’), which is comprised 
of 100,000 species, of which 25,000 are bee species, most of them of solitary 
habit. The social bees, such as honeybees, bumblebees and a variety of stingless 
bees, comprise a distinct family, the Apidae, within which honeybees make up 
a sub-family, Apinae, consisting of just one genus, Apis. There are four species 
in Apis: florae and dorata, neither of which is used in modern commercial 
apiculture, cerana (eastern), once cultivated extensively in China, and mellifera 
(western), which originated in Europe and other parts of the Old World. Apis 
mellifera is the main commercial species used throughout the world today, in 
the New World, where Apis was originally nonexistent, as much as in the Old 
World. Of mellifera there are twenty-four different races, each of which evolved 
via adaptation to the conditions of particular geographical environments. Four 
races of apis mellifera are used in contemporary apiculture: a.m. carnica, a.m 
caucasica, a.m. ligustica (Italian honeybee) and a.m. mellifera (British honeybee). 
Of these the Italian honeybee has become the bee of choice for the majority of 
commercial beekeepers (Milner). 
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Like other social bees, honeybees live in colonies—in their case very 
large colonies, their members often numbering in the tens of thousands—
meticulously organized around the requirements of nutrition, hive construction 
and reproduction. Nutrition revolves around the gathering of nectar and 
pollen from flowering plants by foraging bees. Tiny quantities of raw nectar 
may be consumed in the field but mostly it is stored in the bee’s honey sac 
then regurgitated, back at the hive, and passed from bee to bee until the water 
content is reduced by evaporation from 70% to 30%. The fluid is then removed 
to open cells in the honeycomb where further evaporation is achieved by bees 
fanning their wings over it. When water content reaches 20% the honey is 
ready and the cells are capped. It takes something in the order of 10,000 flower 
visits for the bees to produce half a kilogram of honey (Elwood 9). Honey and 
pollen can also be processed, with the help of special glands in bees’ heads, into 
royal jelly for the larvae and the queen and also into wax for the construction 
of the hive: at a certain point in their life cycle worker bees develop glands that 
convert the honey they consume into wax. The wax is extruded as small flakes 
through pores in the bee’s abdomen; the bee chews the flakes to bring the wax 
to the consistency needed for construction of the hexagonal cells of the hive 
(Beeswax Co. LLC.). Bees also produce from plant resins a kind of bee glue with 
antibacterial properties; called propolis, it is used to seal cracks in the hive 
and embalm the corpses of any small creatures, such as mice or lizards, that 
accidentally fall into the hive and die, thereby potentially becoming a source of 
infection. 

Reproduction is the responsibility of a single female, the queen, who alone lays 
eggs and is the progenitor of the entire colony. Most of her offspring are female 
and constitute the caste of workers. Though female, the workers are infertile 
and assume instead full responsibility for the running of the colony, where 
this includes caring for the larvae and defending the queen. It is they who 
forage for nectar and pollen and transform it into honey, wax and propolis and 
they who build elaborate combs for the storage of honey and pollen and the 
housing of larvae.4 The nest is designed for thermal regulation: it is cooled, 
when necessary, by water brought in by workers from outside; when heating 

4 Maeterlinck describes the tasks of the workers so eloquently I can’t resist quoting him again. The ‘spirit 
of the hive’ he says, ‘regulates the workers’ labours, with due regard to their age; it allots their task to the 
nurses who tend the nymphs and the larvae, the ladies of honour who wait on the queen and never allow her 
out of their sight; the house-bees who air, refresh, or heat the hive by fanning their wings, and hasten the 
evaporation of the honey that may be too highly charged with water; the architects, masons, wax-workers, 
and sculptors who form the chain and construct the combs; the foragers who sally forth to the flowers in 
search of the nectar that turns into honey, of the pollen that feeds the nymphs and the larvae, the propolis 
that welds and strengthens the buildings of the city, or the water and salt required by the youth of the nation. 
Its orders have gone to the chemists who ensure the preservation of the honey by letting a drop of formic acid 
fall in from the end of their sting; to the capsule-makers who seal down the cells when the treasure is ripe, 
to the sweepers who maintain public places and streets most irreproachably clean, to the bearers whose duty 
it is to remove the corpses; and to the amazons of the guard who keep watch on the threshold by night and 
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is required, especially in the nurseries, workers beat their wings. (It is this 
capacity for thermal regulation that has enabled the honeybee to establish itself 
successfully in the wide range of environments and climates into which, as we 
shall see below, it has been introduced.) 

In addition to the queen and the caste of workers there are two further castes: 
the first is the caste of princesses, a specialized type of larvae which have 
been differentially developed for an exclusive reproductive function. They are 
sequestered in royal apartments until the colony swarms and the old queen 
departs, at which point they emerge, momentarily, and compete to the death 
with one another to become the new queen. The second is the caste of males, a 
very small number of enormous, voracious, idle members of the colony known 
as drones, who exist only for that moment when they too will compete with 
one another to mate with the new queen. When that moment has passed and 
their purpose has been fulfilled, they will be swiftly despatched by the female 
workers. 

In the process of foraging for nectar, honeybees incidentally gather pollen on 
their (specially adapted) furry legs, and since a single bee may visit thousands of 
flowers in the course of a day, it will serve as a highly effective vector of pollen 
exchange amongst flowers—in other words, of pollination. (The (female) bee is 
thus really a male sex organ of the flower. In this respect the honeybee exceeds 
our habitual categories: the idea of a mobile sex member which serves the male 
purpose but is not attached to the organism who produces the male gamete, 
and is moreover a distinct (and female!) organism in its own right, confounds 
our accustomed notions of sexual identity.) Many species of plant in those parts 
of the world in which the honeybee originated have evolved specifically for 
pollination by honeybees. Honeybees accordingly play an extremely important 
role in these ecologies. They also play an important role in human agriculture, 
since many of the plants pollinated by honeybees have become global food 
crops (Benjamin and McCallum 3-4).

Two of the most fascinating and remarked-upon attributes of honeybees are, 
firstly, their ‘altruism’, and secondly, the sophistication of their communicative 
capacity. The altruism is in the first instance manifested in the way the incessant 
daily labours of both workers and queen are directed to the good of the hive 
rather than to their own good as individuals. But it is also manifested in the 
dramatic event of the swarm, when, at the height of the prosperity of the hive, 
as Maeterlinck puts it with customary eloquence, when its cells are overflowing 
with stores and its future seems assured, the queen and more than half the 

by day, question comers and goers, recognize the novices who return from their very first flight, scare away 
vagabonds, marauders and loiterers, expel all intruders, attack redoubtable foes in a body, and, if need be, 
barricade the entrance’ (Chapter 2).
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population of workers renounce the city they have worked so hard to create. 
They face the uncertainties of homelessness, bad weather, starvation and 
accident as they venture forth to find a different nest site and begin the huge 
labour of building and populating a new city (Maeterlinck, Chapter 2). All this 
is undertaken in the interests of allowing a new colony, under a new queen, to 
set up house in the old hive.

How the decision to swarm is taken, and the time for swarming appointed, is 
not known. It certainly does not emanate from the queen, or from any kind of 
individual bee ‘executives’. Maeterlinck appeals to the ‘Spirit of the Hive’, an 
intelligence that belongs to the collective and is greater than the sum of the bees’ 
individual intelligences. The decision to swarm is not, he points out, a product 
of mere instinct, a blind mechanism, but is negotiated with complex sensitivity 
to context. If the princesses are removed from the hive, for instance, so that a 
new queen can no longer take the place of the departing one, the swarm will 
be cancelled, and everyone will settle down happily again to their old routines.

The extraordinary communicative capacities of the honeybee are well known. The 
activities of individual bees are clearly directed as much by information gained 
through communication with other bees as through instinct or mechanisms of 
stimulus-response. The most celebrated mode of bee communication is ‘dance’: 
worker bees returning to the hive from foraging convey to waiting workers the 
distance, direction and quality of nectar they have discovered on their travels, 
thereby recruiting more harvesters to the task.5 At the time of the swarm, 
too, scout bees are sent forth to locate suitable cavities for the new hive and 
upon their return communicate the distance, direction and dimensions of any 
such cavities to the eagerly awaiting colony. Such information is conveyed by 
either the ‘round dance’, for short distances, or the ‘waggle dance’, for longer 
distances; the bee runs in either a circle or a figure of eight, frequently changing 
directions, these changes in direction indicating both distance to the nectar 
and direction in relation to the sun. The intensity of waggling expresses the 
quality of the food.6 Bees are also constantly imparting to one another via 
pheromones and other forms of chemical messaging the information they need 
in order to coordinate the complex and context-dependent tasks required for 
the ongoing organization of the colony. How such tiny creatures are capable of 
such sophisticated cognition and communication remains one of the mysteries 
surrounding the whole question of the ‘Spirit of the Hive’.

5 The honeybee dances were first analysed by Karl von Frisch. For a definitive account of honeybee 
communication, see Seeley 1995. For summaries, see Holldobler and Wilson 64-66; 169-178.
6 New honeybee dances are still being discovered. There is the ‘shaking dance’ to entice bees away from 
food processing and into foraging, and the ‘tremble dance’ to entice them away from foraging and back into 
the kitchen! See Holldobler and Wilson 74.
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Why Does She Buzz?

Contemporary biologists are loath, of course, to subscribe to Maeterlinck’s 
rather mystical notion of the spirit of the hive, yet it is not clear that the kinds 
of explanations they offer dissolve the mysteries. Eminent entomologists such as 
Bert Holldobler and E.O. Wilson, for instance, argue that the honeybee colony 
can serve as a model for self-organizing systems whose apparent purposiveness 
is an emergent outcome of distributed intelligence. By this they mean that while 
individual honeybees do possess intelligence, the appearance of intelligence in 
the behaviour of the colony as a whole emerges statistically from aggregates 
of individual bee decisions and is not a holistic property of the colony itself 
(60). It is with considerable ambivalence, moreover, that Holldobler and Wilson 
are prepared to allow a kind of intelligence or mind to individual bees. They 
acknowledge that individual bees act autonomously, making decisions based 
on perceptual evidence, both immediate and remembered, and on information 
gained through communication with other bees. In this sense, Holldobler and 
Wilson concede, honeybees do ‘think’. They quote Thomas D. Seeley, author 
of one of the most comprehensive accounts of social behaviour in honeybees to 
date: 

It is now clear that we cannot explain the behaviour of a bee producing 
communication signals in terms of simple responses to immediate stimuli. 
Instead … we must view her as a sophisticated decision maker, one capable 
of integrating numerous pieces of information (both current perceptions and 
stored representations) as she chooses the general type and specific form of 
signal that is appropriate for a particular situation. (Seeley 2003 in Holldobler 
and Wilson 65) 

Holldobler and Wilson go on to liken bee ‘thinking’ to the ‘thinking’ of 
a motorist as she drives home along a familiar route. In the performance of 
her task she integrates cognitively but subconsciously perceptual cues from 
her environment with an inner road map and a reflex ability to operate the 
vehicle. The motorist is displaying ‘perceptual consciousness’ but not ‘reflective 
consciousness’. She has a goal—to reach a predetermined destination—and 
she is cognitively but unreflectively making many context-specific decisions 
along the way in response to a variety of signals and cues. The honeybee 
also, according to Wilson and Holldobler, has certain goals (or, in the highly 
computational language of their model, ‘decision rules’) but unlike the goal of 
the motorist, hers are pre-set genetically. For the worker bee, these goals are 
numerous but nevertheless limited and determinate. The worker bee can, for 
instance, choose where to forage, but not whether to forage.7 She is free to make 

7 In fact the worker bee’s choices are much wider than this, as is clear from the passage from Maeterlinck 
quoted in endnote 4. The point here, however, is that while she can choose amongst her ends, according to 
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decisions about means but not ends. The commonality of purpose throughout 
the colony that this genetic predetermination of ends produces is what ensures 
that the decisions of individual bees give rise, at the level of the colony as a 
whole, to coherent, adaptive outcomes.

Hundreds of bees making such decisions more or less simultaneously 
yield the overall response of the superorganism. As the colony need 
grows, communication spreads, and more workers respond. As the 
need subsides, the number of engaged workers tapers off. By the law 
of large numbers, the workers’ personal idiosyncrasies, mistakes, and 
lucky guesses are summed. When added to deviations either up or down 
through inappropriate vivacity or tepidness, they tend to cancel out 
and hold the colony response hour by hour close to its optimum while 
narrowing fluctuation around that level (Holldobler and Wilson 66).

There is, as I mentioned, considerable ambivalence in Wilson and Holldobler’s 
account of honeybee cognition. As I have explained, they concede intelligence to 
individual bees, though in a form modelled on artificial intelligence and heavily 
inflected with the language of computer programming. To the colony as a whole 
they refuse mind, in the sense of a mind of its own, though they are happy, as 
we can see in the quote above, to characterize the colony as a ‘superorganism’, 
by which they mean a unit of natural selection in its own right. Elsewhere, 
however, at the start of the book, they remark that the study of superorganisms 
is important because of the light it might shed on how neurons in the brain 
interact in the creation of mind (xviii). There are, in other words, tensions in 
their treatment of honeybee mind, and the mystery of the ‘spirit of the hive’ has 
not, in my opinion, been entirely dispelled.

Indeed, it seems unnecessary to discount the possibility that the intense 
collectivity of honeybees might not give rise to a bio-electrical or other bio-
physical in-phaseness that constitutes the kind of permeating unity that may 
be the physical correlate of mind. The buzz of the honeybee is particularly 
suggestive in this connection: this wing-driven, high-frequency, variable 
vibration, which can be modified for communicative purposes but is nonetheless 
a background constant, may be a mechanism whereby individual bees remain 
collectively in-phase at all times. Or this buzz might itself be an expression 
of an underlying mental interconnectivity, an interconnectivity that does not 
override the independent mentality of the individual bee but informs it and 
guides it. In other words, this might be a level of mind that both emanates from, 
and reinforces, the bee population’s collective coherence of purpose. Such mind 
need not have a distinct centre of its own but may manifest as a higher, holistic, 
guiding dimension of individual bee minds. 

circumstances, she cannot choose what her ends will be. 
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In any case, it seems worth exploring the possibility that an organism can, 
at the same time and without contradiction, exercise its own intelligence 
and participate in a higher, holistic intelligence. In this, as in so many other 
instances, the honeybee offers an example that defies our habitual categories of 
identity, and with them, as we shall see, our normative assumptions.

What Have We Done To Her?

Beekeeping or apiculture, like literary interest in the mysteries of the honeybee, 
dates back to ancient times, but it was only in the eighteenth century, in Europe 
at least, that beekeepers attained a benign form of the beekeeping art, providing 
bees with suitable accommodation in exchange for honey that could be extracted 
without destroying the hive or harming the colony. Indeed, by Maeterlinck’s 
time people had achieved a relationship with honeybees that was unusually 
considerate, exemplifying a kind of mutually advantageous synergy that could 
serve as a model for relations between the human and non-human generally. 
Maeterlinck himself puts it well, in a passage that could have been written by 
Laozi or Zhuangzi, so redolent is it of Daoist notions of acting with rather than 
against the grain of nature. Speaking of the successive improvements to the 
design of the artificial hive and successive techniques of management, he says, 
‘Man truly became the master of the bees, although furtively, and without their 
knowledge; directing all things without giving an order, receiving obedience 
but not recognition … he does with them what he will, he obtains what he will, 
provided always that what he seeks be in accordance with their laws and their 
virtues…’ (Chapter 1). In other words, by generously providing conditions in 
which bees could happily enact their law and fulfil their own destiny, beekeepers 
in Maeterlinck’s time maximized their own rewards.

How things have changed in apiculture since then! Today the honeybee is 
exploited not principally for honey but for pollination services. Wherever 
honeybee-pollinated crops of the Old World are grown on the planet today, 
honeybees have been introduced to pollinate them. These crops are often grown 
in vast monocultures, like the almond orchards in California, which supply 80% 
of the world’s almonds. Such crops flower—in spectacular monochrome—for 
only a couple of weeks of the year, leaving the rest of the year flower-free and 
hence uninhabitable by honeybees. Since this is a zone which cannot support 
wild honeybees, and since naturally occurring populations of honeybees could 
not in any case begin to cope with the volume of blossom that comes on line 
when the almond orchards flower, over a million commercial hives have to be 
trucked in at the time of flowering, and specially bred bees set to work gathering 
nectar and thereby pollinating the crop. Apiarists can earn more than $100,000 
in the almond season, which lasts little more than three weeks (Benjamin and 
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McCallum 6). When flowering finishes, the hives are trucked out again, and on 
to the next job, another vast pink or white monoculture … and so on throughout 
the year.

Under these commercial conditions there is no respect for seasonality, for the 
customary winter dormancy of the hive, for life cycles and swarms, for variety of 
colour and perfume and nectar flow nor hence for well-balanced bee nutrition. 
There is no respect either for the indigeneity of the race of honeybee appointed 
for the job, for adaptation to climate or terrain, for genetic diversity: bees are 
selected for commercial qualities, and one or two races of honeybee have become 
the commercial standard, out-competing and eclipsing native bees wherever 
they have been introduced. Breeders breed billions of these standardized bees 
from a small number of specially bred queens, thus reducing genetic diversity 
further. In short, bees are treated as cogs in an agricultural machine, and 
pollination is converted into an industry (Benjamin and McCallum, Chapter 3, 
Chapter 9). Such industrial apiculture could hardly provide a starker contrast to 
the apiculture described by Maeterlinck, with its loving attention to the needs, 
aspirations and house-proud aesthetic sensibilities of the revered little bee.

And what is the result of the industrialization of apiculture? A weird new 
condition, called colony collapse disorder, that is leaving hives in many parts 
of the world eerily empty, Marie Celeste-like, their foragers vanished, the 
young nurse bees who care for the newborns absconded, eggs, larvae and 
queens abandoned. The vacant hives themselves are avoided by other insects 
who would normally move in and occupy them; even honey left in the combs 
is untouched by neighbouring bees, who again under normal circumstances 
would be quick to help themselves to it. As noted above, in the last two years 
a third of all honeybees have mysteriously disappeared in the United States, 
while large numbers of hives have also collapsed in Canada, Europe, Asia and 
South America (but not in Australia). No-one has yet conclusively identified a 
cause of the disorder, though chronic stress occasioned by malnutrition from 
monocultures, lowered resistance from shrinking gene pools, maladaptation 
to multiple environments and the disruption entailed by constant trucking 
surely underlies whatever the ‘cause’, in the sense of trigger, may turn out to 
be. (This explanation is borne out, if borne out it needs to be, by the fact that 
non-commercial bees belonging to amateur small-scale apiarists in American 
cities are not suffering colony collapse disorder (Harmon).) Of this ‘cause’, some 
have suggested that it might be the varroa destructor mite, long-time parasite 
of honeybees, though there are colonies infested with the mite which are not 
suffering collapse. (Australia is the only continent that is at present varroa-
free.) Other possibilities are the pesticide used to eradicate the mite or the new 
nicotine-based pesticides, called neonicotinoids, that are used on crops serviced 
by honeybees. Neonicotinoids are applied to soil and taken up into plant tissues, 
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including pollen and nectar. Effects of neonicotinoids on target insects, such as 
termites, include immune system failure and disorientation, which accords well 
with the symptomology of colony collapse disorder. It is hardly surprising that 
if substances lethal to insects are applied to, and absorbed by, plants, the effects 
of those substances may later turn out to be lethal to the bees who drink from the 
plants. Other threats with which the currently immunologically compromised 
honeybee has to contend include a tracheal mite that attacks the respiratory 
system, a fungus that affects the digestive tract and an acute paralysis virus.

This then is the pass to which we have brought the valiant honeybee. 
Whatever the exact trigger for colony collapse disorder, it is obvious that 
the bee is succumbing to the combined effects of the profoundly un-Daoist 
industrialization of apiculture, with its total disregard for the ‘law and virtue’ 
of her nature.

Does What We Have Done To Her Matter?

Does the loss of the honeybee—if lose her we do—matter? What do we lose in 
losing her?

The first, self-interested or instrumentalist answer to this question is that if we 
lose the honeybee we also lose approximately one third of the world’s crops. Crops 
currently commercially pollinated by honeybees include, amongst more than a 
hundred others, almonds, peaches, soybeans, apples, pears, cherries, various 
berries, melons, cucumbers, nuts, onions, carrots, broccoli, sunflowers, oranges, 
avocados, alfalfa (which is fed to cattle and is thus used in the production of both 
beef and dairy) and cotton (Benjamin and McCallum 3-4). Most of these crops 
can be pollinated by other insects, including other species of bee, but far less 
effectively and less readily, especially since many of these insects have already 
been displaced in the wild by the commercial honeybee and her feral relatives.8 
Crops can also be pollinated, with vast labour-intensiveness, by hand. Resort 
to such alternative methods however would have extremely adverse short- and 
medium-term economic consequences.

It is not of course only crops that would suffer from the demise of the honeybee. 
The honeybee is a key pollinator of flowering plants in nature at large, and hence 
in an ecological sense a keystone species. A major failure of pollination would 
result in the demise of many wild-growing herbaceous, shrub and tree species 

8 According to a recent article in Scientific American, the solitary blue orchard bee (also known as the 
orchard mason bee) is currently being groomed to join the honeybee as a commercial pollinator. These bees 
live in boreholes in trees and do not produce honey. As pollinators of tree fruit crops they are extremely 
efficient, one blue orchard bee doing the work of more than fifty honeybees. However, blue orchard bees, 
being solitary rather than social, cannot be bred in the numbers needed for commercial pollination on a grand 
scale (Mims).
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and hence too the many birds and other vertebrate species that depend on them. 
The destabilizing effects of such collapse for the biosphere as a whole, while not 
specifiable in advance, would clearly be extreme, and would inevitably entrain 
further economic consequences. Speaking of the ‘valuable services’ rendered 
by insects in general, and homing in on just a couple of these—the role of flying 
insects as the primary food source for freshwater fisheries, for instance, and the 
role of dung beetles in cleaning up cattle manure in the rangelands, thereby 
increasing the available forage for cattle—one entomologist tried to put a dollar 
figure on such services. He concluded, with under-statement almost touching in 
its naivety, ‘[o]ur biological infrastructure is vulnerable to degradation. If we do 
not take care of it, it will break down and could seriously impact the economy’ 
(Biello).

Most of the current discussion of colony collapse disorder in the press and the 
popular media, including the popular science media, remains focussed on its 
commercial and economic impacts, though few commentators seem really to 
grasp the potential enormity of these impacts. If a third of the world’s crops 
were indeed suddenly, within the next few years, to disappear, this would 
have to punch holes in the global economy that would surely cause it simply 
to founder and sink. (What economist would ever have imagined that the long-
foretold collapse of world capitalism would be triggered by a honeybee? Such a 
possibility was beyond the parameters of economics.)

But the unselfconscious economism and instrumentalism that characterizes the 
popular treatment of colony collapse disorder entirely fails to capture the deeper 
import of this phenomenon. It fails to account for the grief that many of us feel 
on hearing of this quiet abdication of the honeybee in face of pressures even its 
indomitable spirit cannot withstand. And, to return to the questions posed at 
the beginning of this paper, it does not begin to shed light on the fact that the 
fate of the honeybee seems to call forth from us a slightly different register of 
despair from that called forth by the more familiar icons of extinction—polar 
bears and orang-utans and such like. How to account for this despair? Is it a 
moral reaction, desolation at yet another instance of the moral failure of modern 
industrial civilization in its attitude to nature? Yes, it is that. The disappearance 
of the honeybee is indeed another instance of this vast moral failure and 
there is unquestionably an element of moral outrage in our reaction. It’s been 
a shock for many people even to learn that a ‘pollination industry’, with its 
attendant factory-farming of bees, exists, and that pollination is no longer, at 
least in agriculture, a wild process. It is even more shocking to hear beekeepers 
in the United States admitting that bees have become over-worked and under-
nourished and unquestionably stressed (Benjamin and McCallum, Chapter 9). 
Perhaps, as I shall suggest, the shock we feel at the very idea of ‘over-worked 
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bees’ and the desolation that overwhelms us as we contemplate the honeybee’s 
abdication from our world cannot ultimately be explained entirely in terms of 
ethics, but ethics is undoubtedly an element of it. 

Let us pause for a moment to reflect on this—on how the significance of the 
honeybee’s demise might be configured from the perspective of environmental 
ethics. Environmental ethics has rested on questions of moral considerability—
what it is that makes living things, aside from humans, matter, morally speaking. 
In answering this question, environmental ethicists have cited a range of 
attributes, from consciousness or intelligence or sentience at one end to the bare 
telos (self-purpose), agency, intentionality or conativity (will to self-existence) 
of living systems at the other. In other words, what makes things matter, from 
this point of view, is something to do with mind: things endowed with mentality 
of some kind or in some degree, even if it is just the bare conativity of plants, 
have ends or interests that distinguish them, in a morally categorical way, from 
inanimate objects. They matter to themselves, so we cannot—ought not—treat 
them in the same way we treat objects which do not matter to themselves. 

How do honeybees fare against such a criterion of mattering? The individual 
honeybee has a life and interests of her own—she is, in the phrase of environmental 
philosopher, Paul Taylor, a ‘teleological centre of life’. She exhibits conativity, 
and, as a decision-maker, agency. She is sentient; she even, according to the 
most respected entomologists in the field, ‘thinks’. Measured against the usual 
criteria of moral considerability in environmental ethics, then, the honeybee 
makes the grade. But she is so little! It is hard to regard her as on a par, morally 
speaking, with an elephant or a dog or even a mouse. Admittedly, if we rank her 
lower than such animals, on account of their satisfying the criteria for mattering 
to a greater degree than she does, this will introduce a species hierarchism into 
our moral thinking, a form of moral hierarchism that may ultimately return us 
to the kind of anthropocentrism from which environmental ethics sought to 
deliver us. For, measured against any ladder of moral value defined in terms of 
the kind of inner, self-directed striving that ultimately emanates in some form 
of mentality, we humans are likely to come out on top. This will reinstate, at 
least to some degree, a privileging of human interests over the interests of most 
other species, a privileging that is consistent with anthropocentrism. But if we 
refuse to hierarchize, and insist that properties such as telos, agency, conativity, 
do not admit of degree, and that all organisms are consequently morally equal, 
we are saddled with a strict ‘biocentric egalitarianism’ that requires us to treat 
the life of a honeybee as on a par, morally speaking, with that of a wolf or a 
whale.9 This position strains credulity, and, if taken seriously, would likely lead 
to morally dubious consequences.

9 ‘Biocentric egalitarianism’ is a term with currency in the work of Norwegian ecophilosopher Arne Naess, 
and other deep ecologists.
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So—without trying to resolve this tough issue in environmental ethics—we can 
see that the grief we feel at the disappearance of the honeybee might be partly 
indeed a moral reaction to the loss of individual bees, but that this might not 
fully account for the depth of our grief. In other words, what matters about the 
disappearance of the honeybees might be something more than the loss of the 
bees as individuals. Might it also then be the loss of honeybee colonies; that 
is, might it be the colony rather than the individual that is, in this connection, 
the main locus of moral considerability? In destroying a hive might we be 
destroying something approximate to a larger, holistic organism? Perhaps. If 
we concede, as I suggested earlier, that the colony as a whole might possess 
an immanent mentality, distributed across the minds of individual bees but 
transformative of their thinking, and in that sense more than the sum of their 
otherwise independent mentalities, then the colony might count as morally 
considerable in its own right, its considerability comparable in degree to that of 
a wolf or a whale. 

Maybe so. However, this manoeuvre does not seem quite to catch the source of 
our grief either. It is not at the destruction of hives per se that we are desolated. 
It is more at the prospective loss of honeybees as a species. It is for the possible 
extinction of the honeybee that we grieve. 

Is this still an instance of moral mattering? Are species objects of moral 
considerability, so that it makes sense morally to regret the loss of a species over 
and above the loss of the individuals or populations that make it up? In other 
words, in the case of honeybees, is it the species itself which is of exceptional 
moral significance even though the moral significance of the individuals—bees 
or colonies—who make it up is only modest?

Yes. But we should note that the whole question of the moral standing of species 
is philosophically problematic because a species is not in itself a tangible thing. 
It is not an entity with a life and interests of its own. It cannot act and it cannot 
strive. A species is a universal, partly actualised via instances but partly forever 
merely potential, a kind of abstract Form that hovers behind, and is never 
exhausted by, its actual instances. As a Form, it does not seem an appropriate 
object of moral concern. It does not seem to fit the concrete categories—of 
person, being, entity—for which ethics was made. It seems more to belong to 
the province of aesthetics: a species is valued for the unique contribution it 
makes to the beauty or variety of the world.

This is a conundrum that makes the extinction of species an elusive issue 
in environmental ethics, despite being at the same time at the heart of the 
discourse. But there is a way of dealing with this conundrum. If we take the 
ecosystem itself—or ultimately the biosphere as a whole—as a locus, perhaps the 
principal locus, of moral concern, then species can derive moral value from the 
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contribution they make to the integrity, stability and viability of the ecosystem, 
as Aldo Leopold argued in the articulation of his land ethic. A species with a 
key ecological role in a given ecosystem will have a high moral value, relative to 
the ecosystem in question, even if its individual members are of minor intrinsic 
moral significance as ‘teleological centres of life’.10 This does seem to correspond 
with our intuitions concerning the moral status of the honeybee. Fond as we 
may be, on the one hand, of the bee herself as a lively bundle of purposes 
and responsibilities which it behoves us to respect, most of us are not likely to 
weight her life equally with that of a wolf or a whale; yet, on the other hand, we 
may grieve for her loss as a species as much, or more, as we grieve for the loss of 
a species of wolf or whale. And this is surely because the honeybee is indeed a 
keystone species for the biosphere.

In contemplating the bleak reality of colony collapse disorder, then, we are 
faced with the prospect of ecological breakdown. Humanity has, we know, 
for decades been recklessly ripping and slashing, gouging and pulverizing, 
poisoning and expropriating the living tissue of earth, but now it seems that 
under this assault the very structure of the biosphere, the intricate ecological 
jigsaw of the life-system, is finally starting to come apart. Without honeybees, 
the renewal of plant life is impaired, and with impairment of plant renewal, 
terrestrial life generally is doomed. 

In grieving at the disappearance of the honeybee, then, I am grieving for the 
diminishment of the biosphere. This diminishment, of anthropic origin, surely 
represents a moral wrong, but there is nevertheless still more to this grief of mine 
than moral anguish. I am desolated because the diminishment of the biosphere 
is not merely a loss to it but also a loss to me, an intimate loss that somehow 
implicates the whole of myself. What kind of loss is this? 

With the unravelling of the biosphere, I would suggest, comes the unravelling 
of the story to which, unwittingly, we all belong, the story that has underpinned 
all cultures, all belief systems in human history and evolution. This story is the 
story of the earth. It is a tale of symphonic synergies in which the elements of 
nature intimately shape one another and collectively achieve the great metabolic 
processes of earth: photosynthesis, pollination, seed dispersal, soil production 
and soil fertilization, thermal and atmospheric regulation, the endless recycling 
of water, carbon, nitrogen through the system … processes that assure the 
inexhaustible regeneration of life. This is the proto-story that sets the stage for 
the smaller stories we tell ourselves—the religions, myths, histories, ideologies, 
all the narratives by which we give meaning to our lives. The intricate jigsaw 

10 This is the line taken in a recent paper by Charles Cockrell tackling a comparable issue: how to assign 
adequate moral significance to microorganisms, given their evident lack of moral congruence, as individuals, 
with larger organisms.
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of the biosphere–where everything fits with everything else, where everything 
conspires with everything else continuously to bring forth new form and life, 
where even death itself is continuously converted back into life—this is the 
very template of story, of events coming together meaningfully into coherence 
and intelligible form and unfolding towards intended and normative ends. 
Since this larger story, the story of earth, is the proto-story for all the cultural 
narratives by which we impose meaning on our lives, this larger story, the story 
of earth, is the template for meaning itself.11

Honeybees, as it happens, are not merely physically key to the constitution of 
the biosphere and hence to the preservation of this proto-story. The beehive 
itself is also, figuratively, a microcosm of the biosphere, a concise and comforting 
poetic image for the architectonics of ecology. Built out of the living substance 
of bee bodies, the combs of the hive evoke, in their intricate cell-structure, 
the architecture of niches that characterizes the biosphere. Each niche in the 
biosphere is inhabited by a specialized kind of entity which, like the different 
castes of bees in a hive, works toward the fertility and nourishment of the whole. 
These different kinds of entity are communicative and sentient in their own 
right yet also unwittingly contribute to, and participate in, a larger, immanent 
agency and intelligence, that of the hive as a whole, which informs, and gives 
urgency and purpose to, the activities of its inhabitants. The beehive models 
the normativity of a system in which each individual pursues its own ends 
yet in doing so satisfies exactly the needs of others in the system. The end-
result of this inter-coherence of ends is poetically delivered, in the lexicon of 
the beehive, as honey, the sweet gift, or taste, of aware-self-existence that each 
bestows on others when all follow desires that spring from within them but are 
at the same time inflected by the wisdom of the greater whole, the hive.

It is this inter-coherence of desires, so strikingly exemplified in the image of 
the beehive, that is the normative key to living systems generally, indeed to 
the biosphere. Only via such inter-coherence can aware-self-existence—the 
ultimate end of all our strivings—be generated. And such inter-coherence, 
according to which the desires of each individual also happen, incidentally, 
to secure the conditions necessary for the existence of others, is at the same 
time self-evidently a proto-ethics: a code of mutuality. The proto-typal story, 
then—the story of earth—is already proto-ethical, which is why stories, in their 

11 For a fascinating account of the idea that narrative generally is the ground of cultural meaning, with 
concepts originating not as bare namings of pre-given objects, as common sense supposes, but rather via 
the ceremonial incorporation of objects into stories, see Craig San Roque, ‘On Tjukurrpa: Painting Up, and 
Building Thought’. It is only when the world is storied, according to this view, that a conceptual frame 
of meaning is created through which human life can be thought about. It is thus necessary for cultures to 
create repertoires of Dreaming stories—myths—that serve as primordial templates for concepts and hence 
for thought/intelligibility. San Roque details the process whereby the raw human experience of world, still 
entangled with the particularity of geography and topography, becomes transmuted, via ceremony, into story 
and thence into concept.
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archetypal manifestations in our cultures, are never without a moral. We are 
meant to learn from them. Stories are meant to teach us the basic dynamics 
of life so that we can correct ourselves when we go wrong. Yet story, in this 
original, normative sense, out of which our foundational myths and religions 
constellate, refers back necessarily to the normative template of the biosphere. 
If this template starts to unravel, it will follow that everything is in jeopardy. 
Not merely our own physical existence and the physical existence of all species, 
together with the ethical import that attaches to this, but the proto-story which 
is the very ground of meaning, relative to which alone anything can possibly 
matter. 

Without our ever acknowledging it or even being aware of it, then, the story of 
earth has provided the ongoing meaning-context for human life. It is the primal 
meaning into which we are born and to which we belong. In the presence of 
this story we have always had the opportunity to step back from the chaos and 
uncertainty of personal and public affairs and find reassurance in the dawn 
chorus or the first buds of spring or the summer radiance of sunlight through 
leaves. Without this structure of story supporting us, we would be utterly 
adrift, with no idea of what we were doing in the universe or of what the point 
of our existence was. Indeed, so taken for granted has this story been in the 
past, so backgrounded in our consciousness, it did not occur to us that it could 
be lost. But now this has occurred to us. To our almost inexpressible dismay, 
holes are appearing in the story, and meaning is beginning to leak out. The 
bees are leaving. The sun is dimming. The ice is melting. Spring is early or late. 
Without bees, seeds become scant and weeds no longer spring up in the vacant 
lot. The ground remains bare. In so many human households the television is 
still blaring, still pumping out its incessant dramas, but the greater story which 
gives direction to all narrative is leaking. Soon there will be a thousand holes in 
it and meaning will not merely be leaking but gushing out. 

This then, I think, is the desolating portent we intuit when we confront the 
disappearance of the honeybee. The beehive is the story of the biosphere told 
in miniature. The story of the biosphere is the proto-story, the condition for all 
stories, all meaning. The disappearance of honeybees is a portent not merely 
of ethical catastrophe nor merely of physical demise but of something more 
ultimate: the unravelling of the larger context of meaning itself, the context in 
which ethics and even extinction can matter.

Freya Mathews is Associate Professor of Philosophy at La Trobe University, 
Australia. She is the author of several books and articles on eco-philosophy, 
including Reinhabiting Reality: Towards a Recovery of Culture (2005) and For 
Love of Matter (2003).
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